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The present thesis explores the coherent control of surface structural phase transi-
tions by all-optical manipulation of key vibrational modes. To this end, ultrafast
low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED) in combination with femtosecond pulse
sequences and optical pump-probe spectroscopy (OPP) is harnessed to probe and
control the Peierls-like transition between the insulating (8×2) and the metastable,
metallic (4×1) phase of atomic indium wires on the (111) surface of silicon.
Single-pulse optical excitation is used to drive the (8 × 2) → (4 × 1) transition
well below the critical temperature of Tc = 125 K via the (de-)population of elec-
tronic states coupled to shear and rotational phonon modes connecting both phases.
Whereas transient reflectivity measurements point to an acceleration of initial atomic
motion at high excitation densities, ULEED underlines the impact of nanoscale het-
erogeneity on the transition and the subsequent recovery of the ground state for the
case of a partially excited surface.
In a second set of ULEED experiments, a double-pulse optical excitation scheme
is employed to exert coherent control over the transition close to its threshold.
Here, pronounced oscillations in the delay-dependent switching efficiency evidence
the decisive role of long-lived vibrational coherence in shear and rotation modes for
governing the structural transformation. The corresponding lifetimes suggest that
these modes act as a phonon bottleneck for energy relaxation between electronic and
lattice subsystems. Based on the analysis of mode-specific frequency changes, ini-
tial phases and amplitudes, two possible coherent control mechanisms are discussed,
involving the ballistic motion of the order parameter across the barrier and absorp-
tion modulation by Raman-active phonons, respectively. Multi-pulse experiments
demonstrate the selective excitation of shear and rotation phonons and the applica-
bility of 2D spectroscopy schemes for the investigation of possible mode couplings.
Furthermore, the joint results of ULEED, OPP and density functional theory (DFT)
suggest a description of the transition in terms of a two-dimensional potential energy
surface (PES) with an off-diagonal transition state.
The outcome of this work shows that coherent atomic motion can be harnessed to
affect the efficiencies and thresholds of structural phase transitions. Mode-selective
coherent control of surfaces could open new routes to switching chemical and physical
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Ultrafast science has changed our notion of how the interplay between electronic, lat-
tice and spin degrees of freedom shapes the physical and chemical properties of solids
in and out of equilibrium. Combining the rich toolbox of solid-state spectroscopy
with recent advances in ultrafast optics makes it possible to track the motion of
electrons, phonons and quasi-particles on nanosecond to attosecond1 timescales, re-
vealing the energy flow and couplings between individual subsystems. This way,
complex and dynamic processes such as metal-insulator transitions [1, 2], supercon-
ductivity [3–5], charge density waves [6–12] and the underlying driving forces can
be understood from a different perspective. To this end, ultrashort, intense pulses
of light are harnessed to rapidly transfer energy to one or more degrees of freedom,
while electronic [13–15], structural [16–23] or magnetic [24, 25] probes monitor the
state of the system at varying time delays. Based on a sound understanding of the
fundamental dynamics in condensed matter systems, the focus of this flourishing
field of research is continuously shifting from the mere observation to the active,
optical control of material properties far from equilibrium.
Generally, the last years saw remarkable progress in the field of materials synthesis,
lately aided by, e.g. the combination of density functional theory (DFT) with com-
putational approaches to identify promising candidates for high-temperature (high-
Tc) [26] superconductivity and catalysis [27], or the development of sophisticated
methods for the engineering of low-dimensional quantum materials, as recently ex-
emplified by the case of magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene [28]. These approaches
achieve new functionalities by changing chemical composition, combining different
11 ns = 10−9 s (nano), 1 ps = 10−12 s (pico), 1 fs = 10−15 s (femto), 1 as = 10−18 s (atto).
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materials [29, 30] or applying external strain [31] to affect electronic and vibrational
states. In this context, ultrafast science promises an alternative pathway to gain
control over the properties of matter through the optical manipulation of decisive
microscopic degrees of freedom in the time domain. In particular, the ability to
guide the motion of electrons and atoms between different states of matter with in-
tense electromagnetic fields holds the potential to create hybrid states governed by
light-matter interaction [32] or to access thermodynamically forbidden, or “hidden”
states [33]. Milestones on this path include all-optical magnetic switching [34, 35],
light-induced metastable or exotic phases of solids [9, 32, 36, 37], and the coherent
control of chemical reactions [38–41].
On their intrinsic timescales of a few femtoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds, the
dynamics of optically excited electrons and phonons in solids can differ markedly
from the undirected statistical motion in thermal equilibrium. Triggered by an
external (impulsive) force [42], oscillations of carriers and lattice atoms around their
equilibrium coordinates can occur coherently, i.e. with a fixed phase relation over
a macroscopic spatial range. This allows for, e.g. the formation of electronic or
vibrational wave packets and the interference of pathways between different states,
for which the (vibrational) phase becomes a key parameter [38]. The lifetime of such
effects is usually limited by rapid dephasing due to the coupling to other degrees of
freedom, which renders ultrafast diffraction and spectroscopy ideal tools for probing
and functionalising electronic and vibrational coherences.
The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated by seminal experiments of
A. H. Zewail (Nobel prize in 1999) and co-workers in what has become the field of
femtochemistry [22, 39, 40]. Facilitated by the advent of fs-laser systems, this disci-
pline entails the search for understanding and control of ultrafast reaction pathways.
For this purpose, coherences in the electronic and vibrational states of reactants are
used to affect transitions in a complex, generally multidimensional energy landscape
[38, 43–45]. Archetypal femtochemistry experiments steer reactions by means of
all-optical manipulation of phases between interfering pathways from educt to prod-
uct states [46], or by sequences of precision-timed optical excitations to initiate and
guide wave packet motion across the transition state [39, 47, 48].
However, while these central concepts of coherent control are established for small
molecules, the possible transfer to extended systems and solids is complicated by,
e.g. the high electronic and vibrational density of states, and by couplings to an
2
external heat bath. This typically results in short coherence times and a large
number of relevant degrees of freedom to be controlled simultaneously. In this
respect, low-dimensional materials represent a promising intermediate between bulk
solids and molecules, with phase transitions assuming the role of a “reaction”. Due
to their reduced dimensionality and enhanced correlations between electrons and
phonons, these systems often host phases with intriguing properties, linked by very
few characteristic electronic transitions or the displacement of specific structural
modes, respectively.
The prototypical case of such a transition is given by the Peierls instability, in
which a metal-to-insulator transition is linked to phonon softening and the appear-
ance of a static periodic lattice distortion (PLD). Coherent oscillations of the PLD,
known as amplitude modes or amplitudons, are frequently observed in the optical
pumping of such transitions, especially close to their thresholds. Here, the weak
coupling of low-dimensional systems to the environment and the strong susceptibil-
ity of amplitudons to electronic excitation results in large vibrational amplitudes
and enhanced coherence times. In analogy to the vibrational spectroscopy of react-
ing molecules [49], amplitudons can be used to track ultrafast changes in the lattice
symmetry across a phase transition [7, 50–52]. However, it remains to be shown how
coherent amplitude motion can be used to manipulate the outcome of a structural
transition.
In this thesis, we demonstrate coherent control over a metal-insulator structural
phase transition in a quasi-one-dimensional solid-state surface system [53]. Specif-
ically, using ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED) [17, 18, 53–55], we
investigate the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition of atomic indium wires on the (111) surface
of silicon, a prominent Peierls system which recently attracted interest for its ultra-
fast dynamics [9–12, 56–58] (see artist’s impression in Fig. 1.1). Harnessing the high
temporal resolution and the ultimate surface sensitivity of ULEED, we track the
ultrafast transition from the insulating (8×2) ground state to a metastable metallic
(4×1) state after single-pulse optical excitation. A thorough analysis of the subse-
quent ns relaxation highlights the impact of surface heterogeneity on the recovery of
the ground state. In a next step, motivated by control schemes of femtochemistry,
we employ double-pulse optical excitation [39, 59–61] to switch the system from
the broken-symmetry (8×2) to the high-symmetry (4×1) phase and monitor the
corresponding structural changes by ULEED. The observation of delay-dependent
3
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Figure 1.1: Artist’s impression of the optically-induced
structural phase transition in atomic indium wires
on the (111) surface of silicon. Property of Murat
Sivis.
oscillations in the double-pulse switching efficiency evidences the coherent control
over the transition, which is found to be facilitated by vibrational coherence in shear
and rotational phonon modes connecting both phases. Combining ULEED with first
optical pump-pump measurements on the In/Si(111) surface and a two-dimensional
spectroscopy scheme, we investigate the distinct roles of these modes in governing
the transition. On this basis, we propose a two-dimensional potential energy surface
for the transition characterised by an off-diagonal transition state and compare our
model to recent DFT calculations.
This first investigation of a surface-specific structural phase transition with few-ps
low-energy electron pulses in combination with sequential optical excitation marks
another pivotal step towards establishing ULEED as a powerful tool for surface
science.
1.1 Outline
The organisation of this thesis is as follows: In Sec. 2, the reader is introduced to
theoretical concepts and methods of surface science relevant to this work. This
includes, among others, an overview of Peierls physics and charge density waves in
one dimension, followed by a brief discussion of ideas underlying the optical control
over matter on ultrafast timescales. Moreover, this section covers the theoretical
basics of LEED from surfaces, as well as ultrafast optical spectroscopy, facilitating
4
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the analysis and interpretation of experimental data in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6.
In addition, Sec. 3 reviews the current status of ultrafast low-energy electron
diffraction and recent technical advances enabling the investigation and control of
the metal-insulator structural phase transition in atomic indium wires on silicon.
This includes the generation of fs optical pulse trains, the combination of ULEED
and optical pump-probe spectroscopy, and the preparation of metallic monolayers
on semiconducting samples.
Particular emphasis is placed on the description of the material system, i.e. the
Si(111)(8×2)-In surface. In this regard, Sec. 4 describes the progress made in the
field from the discovery of indium-induced reconstructions of the Si(111) surface to
the discovery of the Peierls-like transition at low-temperatures, and discusses recent
insights provided by ultrafast electron diffraction, as well as time- and angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy.
Building on the aforementioned theoretical and experimental foundations, the
main results of this work are presented and discussed in Sec. 5 and 6. In a first
step, the (8×2)→ (4×1) phase transition and the subsequent relaxation to the
ground state are studied in ULEED pump-probe experiments with few-ps electron
pulses (Sec. 5). In Sec. 6, we report on the coherent control of the transition by
harnessing vibrational coherence in key structural modes connecting both phases.
Furthermore, in combination with multipulse excitation schemes and ultrafast opti-
cal spectroscopy, ULEED is used to identify the roles of these modes in the transition
and the location of the transition state on the potential energy surface.
In Sec. 7, a brief summary of the major aspects and results of the thesis is given,
followed by an outlook on further investigations of the In/Si(111) sample system, as






2.1 Phase transitions in one-dimensional systems
At the heart of condensed matter physics lies the question as to how the properties
of a solid emerge from the interactions of its fundamental building blocks. In this
regard, the insight that matter consists of atoms, i.e. electrons and nuclei, is of
paramount importance, or as Richard Feynman famously put it [62]:
“If, in some cataclysm, all of scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only
one sentence passed on to the next generation of creatures, what statement would
contain the most information in the fewest words? I believe it is the atomic hypoth-
esis that all things are made of atoms – little particles that move around in perpetual
motion, attracting each other when they are a little distance apart, but repelling
upon being squeezed into one another. In that one sentence, you will see, there is an
enormous amount of information about the world, if just a little imagination and
thinking are applied.”
At a second glance, Feynman’s quote hints at another meaningful insight – that
it is the interaction of electrons and nuclei among and with each other that endows
solids with their unique properties. These include, among others, periodic structure,
lattice symmetry, stiffness under shear, electrical as well as thermal conductivity,
or magnetisation [63, 64]. Of particular interest are solid-state systems for which
these quantities change as a function of one or more state variables, e.g. tempera-
ture or pressure, or due to external perturbations. Such processes are called phase
transitions. Generally, the macroscopic changes during a phase transition can be
attributed to microscopic dynamics of electrons and nuclei, which are reflected in
7



















Figure 2.1: Electronic correlations in solids and the role of dimensionality. Electron motion
and electronic states at the Fermi surface in 3D (front), 2D (middle) and 1D (back).
Reducing the dimensionality of a system from 3D (bulk) to 2D (e.g. surface or atomic
layer) to 1D (e.g. atomic wires) restricts electron motion in phase space, resulting in
enhanced correlation effects. Specifically, in 1D electronic (or generally quasi-particle)
excitations are collective. Dimensionality also affects electronic states or the band struc-
ture, thereby promoting, e.g. electron-electron or electron-hole interactions via phonons
(electron-phonon coupling).
the electronic and lattice band structure. From a reductionist point of view, one
may assume that any of these transitions could be explained at the level of individ-
ual, non-interacting electrons inside the electrostatic potential of the lattice atoms
[65, 66].
However, the last century has seen the discovery of novel states of matter, which
do not obey this principle. Here, the collective oscillations of the atomic lattice, i.e.
phonons, mediate interactions between electrons. This in turn leads, e.g. to the for-
mation and condensation of electron-electron or electron-hole pairs and ultimately to
collective effects – prominent examples being conventional or BCS superconductivity
[67, 68] or the formation of charge [69, 70] and spin density waves [71]. Many-body
phenomena of this type are often termed emergent [65, 72] as the properties of the
system as a whole cannot be explained by the properties of the individual particles.
In other words, as P.W. Anderson put it in his seminal essay in Science in 1977
[65]: “More is different.” For a large variety of materials, the underlying many-body
problem can often be reduced to considering non-interacting (quasi-)particles, e.g.
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electrons and phonons, with renormalised properties due to their mutual interac-
tions – an ansatz commonly referred to as mean-field or Fermi liquid theory [73–75].
However, especially in the case of low-dimensional materials, Fermi liquid theory
often fails to predict the emerging properties, marking the transition to the regime
of strongly-correlated phenomena1 [72, 76, 77]. Important examples from this flour-
ishing field of research include, e.g. spin-charge separation [78] in Luttinger-liquids
[79–81], (high-Tc) superconductivity [82–85], a number of spin (SDW) [71, 86] and
charge density wave (CDW) systems [87], Mott insulators [88], or the fractional
quantum Hall effect [89].
How is it that some physical systems host emergent phenomena and others do
not? As already mentioned, in many cases, strong interactions or correlations, e.g.
between electrons and phonons, play a decisive role. Above all, these are influenced
by an essential property of any physical system: its dimensionality. This can be
understood by considering the example of electron-electron interactions in phase
space (see Fig. 2.1): Reducing the dimensionality of a system by confining electrons
in one or two dimensions reduces the phase space volume available for scattering
[77]. In this case, the movement of a single electron can no longer be considered
independent but becomes a function of the positions and movements of all other
electrons. As an example, take a one-dimensional chain of particles: to insert an
additional particle, all others to the left (right) of it must shift by one-half of the
average inter-particle distance along the wire. In this limit, the electron motion is
highly correlated and excitations of the system are collective in nature [70, 77]. At
the same time, dimensionality also affects electronic and vibrational states of mate-
rials. In low-dimensional systems, peculiar geometric features in the band structure
facilitate the coupling between electrons and phonons and the formation of new
ground states [70, 72, 76]. Perhaps remarkably, irrespective of their vastly different
physical properties, all of these peculiar states of matter emerge from interactions
between the same fundamental building blocks – if only you squeeze them a little
harder.
1Note, however, that there seems to be no uniform definition of the term strongly-correlated
phenomena in the literature. In this work, those systems are referred to as strongly correlated for
which mean-field approaches break down.
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2.1.1 Peierls instability and charge density waves
Arguably one of the most intriguing phenomena in low-dimensional materials is the
Peierls instability and the associated formation of charge density waves (CDW).
In the 1950s, R. Peierls [63] and H. Fröhlich [90] were the first to notice that at
zero temperature, a one-dimensional (1D), equally-spaced atomic chain with one
electron per ion is unstable to a periodic distortion of the lattice. Their theoreti-
cal model only received more attention when, in the 1970s, quasi-one-dimensional
(quasi-1D) materials systems such as self-assembled polymer chains [91] came into
focus, motivated by the search for high-Tc superconductors [92]. Instead of hosting a
superconducting (SC) state, some of these systems with partially-filled bands under-
went a metal-insulator transition2 (MIT) below critical temperature Tc concomitant
with pronounced changes of the chain structure. Transitions of this type were later
termed Peierls transitions. Today, CDW materials are among the most frequently
investigated solid-state systems, with examples in simple metals [93], transition-
metal dichalcogenides [94, 95] or bronzes [96, 97], rare earth tellurides [98–100] as
well as organic linear chain compounds [91] or metallic nanowires [101, 102]. More-
over, some of these materials are promising candidates for various technological
applications, e.g. in ultrafast electronics or detectors [10].
From a theory perspective, a CDW is a broken-symmetry state of a low-dimensional
metal formed due to the condensation of electron-hole pairs and mediated by electron-
phonon interactions [69, 70]. Here, we will discuss CDW formation using the model
system considered by Peierls. In the simplest case of a linear atomic chain with real-
space lattice constant a (reciprocal lattice constant b = 2π/a), each atom shares a
single electron, forming a quasi-free 1D electron gas. Since each electronic state
can be filled with two electrons of opposite spin, this corresponds to a half-filled
band (see Fig. 2.2a). Introducing a lattice distortion with periodicity 2a leads to
degenerate states at k = ±kF = ±π/2a.
For T < Tc, the coupling of electrons and holes (with opposite spins) removes
this degeneracy via the formation of electronic band gaps around the Fermi energy
EF, i.e. a lowering (lifting) of (un-)occupied states [63, 69, 70, 88] (see Fig. 2.2a
and Sec. 2.1.3). This reduces the electronic contribution to the total energy and
2In some cases, the transition is referred to as metal-semiconductor transition, depending on
the size of the associated bandgap.
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Figure 2.2: Signatures of the Peierls transi-
tion. a, Band structure of a 1D Peierls
chain above (left) and below (right) Tc. For
T < Tc the Peierls instability leads to the
formation of electronic band gaps at the X
point (±kF). b, Phonon band structure
and temperature-dependent phonon soft-
ening (Kohn anomaly) at q = 2kF above
(left) and below (right) Tc. Colour bar,
temperature T . c, Constant (periodically
modulated) charge density above (below)
Tc along the 1D chain. Note that the total
charge is conserved. d, Atomic equilibrium
positions (left) and PLD below Tc (right).
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thus stabilises the new phase. The opening of band gaps at the X point breaks the
discrete translational symmetry of the system, which manifests itself in a periodic
modulation of the charge density ρ(r) with wavelength λ0 = π/kF = 2a (Fig. 2.2c)
and long-range order [69, 70]. Herein, the coupling of electrons and holes across
the Brillouin zone is enabled by phonons with wave vector q = 2kF connecting
opposite sections of the Fermi surface SF.3 This process is commonly referred to
as Fermi surface nesting and will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.1.2. At
the same time, the particular phonons soften in frequency because of the strong
electron-phonon correlations (Fig. 2.2b, see also Sec. 2.1.3). As ωq → 0, the mode
becomes macroscopically occupied and a static periodic lattice distortion (PLD) with
periodicity λ0 is formed (Fig. 2.2d). However, this is at the expense of an increase
3Note that for T > Tc, valence-band electrons excited across the single particle gap screen the
electron-phonon interactions and thus prevent the Peierls transition [103].
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in total energy due to the Coulomb repulsion between the ionic cores. Hence, the
Peierls transition is governed by the delicate balance between electronic and elastic
energy (see Sec. 2.1.3).
The following sections provide a summary of the theoretical concepts used to
describe characteristic properties of CDWs and PLDs in 1D, including Fermi surface
nesting, the Kohn anomaly, electronic gap formation and collective excitations. In
particular, it will become clear that CDWs and PLDs cannot be treated separately,
but rather represent coupled entities. Finally, we will briefly address the question
of how long-range order is established in quasi-1D CDW systems.
2.1.2 Fermi surface nesting
The Fermi surface SF of a one-dimensional electron gas is remarkably simple: it
consists of two points at ±kF [70, 77] (Fig. 2.3a). In reality, few physical systems
are strictly one-dimensional, in the sense that they often represent 2D or 3D mate-
rials with highly anisotropic crystal and electronic structures, exhibiting quasi-1D
character [66, 70]. Nonetheless, in many cases, the properties of such materials are
well-described by one-dimensional models. As a prototypical example, an array of
quasi-1D metallic chains on a 2D surface exhibits parabolic bands parallel to the
chain direction (kx-direction) and little to no dispersion in the perpendicular or ky-
direction (see Fig. 2.3d,e). Cuts through this 3D band structure in the kx-direction
resemble the electronic dispersion of a single linear chain of atoms. It is therefore
justified to consider only the one-dimensional problem at this point. In order to un-
derstand charge density wave formations, we model the rearrangement of the charge
density ρ(r) in a 1D electron gas in response to an external perturbation given by the
potential φ(r).4 According to linear response theory [70, 104], the induced charge
density ρind(r) and the perturbation φ(r) are linked by
ρind(q) = χ(q)φ(q), (2.1)
where ρind(q) and φ(q) are the Fourier representations of ρind(r) and φ(r) in momen-
tum space and χ(q) is the one-dimensional Lindhard response function
4Herein, we consider a single half-filled metallic band, i.e. kF = ±π/2a.
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Figure 2.3: a, Fermi surface nesting for a 1D electron gas due to occupied and unoccupied
states close to εF separated by q = 2kF. b, Lindhard response function in 1D, 2D and
3D as a function of the normalized wave vector q/kF. c-e, (Top) Band structures of (c) a
2D electron gas, (d) a 1D electron gas with vanishing dispersion perpendicular to the 1D
chain and (e) a quasi-1D electron gas exhibiting weak dispersion in y-direction. (Bottom)
Visualisation of corresponding nesting conditions: Improper nesting is expected for the
2D electron gas due to the topology of the Fermi surface. Note that in the quasi-1D









Here, fk = f(εk) = 1/(exp(εk/kBT ) + 1), is the Fermi distribution and εk = ε(k)
the dispersion relation for electrons evaluated at momentum k. From Eq. 2.2 it
follows that the response of the electron gas diverges for wave vectors q connecting
occupied and unoccupied states close to the Fermi energy, for which εk − εk+q → 0
and fk − fk+q > 0 (see Fig. 2.3a). Assuming linear dispersion around k = ±kF, i.e.
εk − εF = ~vF(k − kF), Eq. 2.2 can be approximated by
χ(q) = −e2 n(εF) ln
∣∣∣∣q + 2kFq − 2kF
∣∣∣∣ , (2.3)
where n(εF) is the density of states at the Fermi level and e is the elementary charge.
Clearly, χ(q) diverges at q = 2kF (see Fig. 2.3b), tantamount to a significant charge
redistribution. It follows that at T = 0 K, any 1D electron gas is unstable against the
formation of a periodic charge density modulation with wavelength λ0 = 2π/2kF =
13
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π/kF. Evaluating the numerator fk − fk−2kF in Eq. 2.2 yields the temperature-
dependence of the response function at q = 2kF [70]:






Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant. The divergence of χ(q) for low temperatures
due to the pairs of electron and hole states separated by q = 2kF is mainly deter-
mined by the topology of the Fermi surface and thus referred to as Fermi surface
nesting. For a strictly one-dimensional model system with a half-filled band, i.e.
an isolated metallic chain of atoms, the nesting condition is naturally fulfilled, be-
cause of the trivial Fermi surface (see Fig. 2.3a). Although such systems exist and
have recently been studied, e.g. with regard to the role of fluctuations [105] (see
Sec. 2.1.4), most CDW systems are either bulk, surface, or layered materials. This
raises the question of which properties promote CDW formation in higher dimen-
sions. In this regard, many 2D or 3D Peierls systems exhibit a strongly anisotropic
or quasi-1D band (and lattice) structure with large parallel sections of SF(kx, ky)
(see Fig. 2.3c-e), prominent examples being organic linear chain compounds [91],
transition-metal bronzes [96, 97] or atomic wire arrays on surfaces [101, 102]. Here,
the coupling between neighbouring chains typically results in a non-zero band dis-
persion or buckling of the Fermi surface (perpendicular to the chains, see Fig. 2.3e)
but leaves large parallel sections of the Fermi surface, thus enabling CDW forma-
tion via nesting for nearly all values of ky. However, there are also many prominent
Peierls systems which cannot be explained by Fermi-surface nesting alone [106], e.g.
because strong interchain-couplings largely remove the one-dimensional character
of the band structure. This points to the importance of other material properties
for CDW formation, above all electron-phonon coupling, which will be discussed in
Sec. 2.1.3.
2.1.3 Kohn anomaly and band gap opening
While the above considerations indicate the instability of a 1D electron gas to ex-
ternal perturbations as well as the role of electron-phonon coupling and Fermi sur-
face topology therein, the question remains how these effects facilitate the observed
structural changes and band gap opening. In this respect, a basic understanding of
14
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the underlying physics requires a more thorough quantum mechanical treatment as
found in Refs. [69, 70]. The following paragraphs essentially summarise the results
of Ref. [70]. Generally, the dynamics of any non-relativistic quantum mechanical




|ψ(t)〉 = H |ψ(t)〉 . (2.5)
Here, i is the imaginary unit, ~ = h/2π the reduced Planck constant, |ψ〉 the state
vector in Hilbert space, and H the Hamiltonian corresponding to the total energy
εtot of the system. In order to study CDW formation in a 1D electron gas, three
contributions to εtot have to be considered, namely the energies of electronic and lat-
tice subsystems as well as electron-phonon coupling. Accordingly, in the formalism
















−q + bq), (2.6)
where a†k and ak are the creation and annihilation operators for electron states of
momentum k and energy εk = ~vF(k − kF),5 and b†q and bq are the corresponding
operators for vibrational states or phonons of momentum q and energy ~ωq. The
electron-phonon coupling constant gq is the probability amplitude for scattering of
an electron in momentum state k to a state k′ = k ± q due to the absorption or





(k′ − k)Vk′−k. (2.7)
Here, N is the number of lattice sites per unit length, M the ionic mass, k′ = k± q,
and Vk′−k the Fourier transform of the single-atom potential V (r).
Lattice subsystem
As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1, the Peierls transition involves a structural phase tran-
sition, i.e. a static and periodic modulation of the atomic positions below critical
5For a 1D electron gas and k near kF. Generally, the dispersion relation is given by εk =
~2k2/2me, with me being the electron mass.
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Figure 2.4: Kohn anomaly and phonon softening. a, Frequency square of the soft phonon
mode at q = 2kF driving structural transition as a function of temperature T . b, Phonon
band structure and temperature-dependent phonon softening (Kohn anomaly) around
q = 2kF. Band dispersion in the high-symmetry phase well above Tc, red. Colour bar,
temperature. Subfigure b adapted from Ref. [70].
temperature Tc. In order to understand how this PLD follows from the electron-
phonon coupling term in the Fröhlich Hamiltonian (Eq.2.6), the periodically varying











Here, Qq = (bq + b†−q) is the normal coordinate of the ionic motion due to a phonon
of wave vector q, ωq the associated phonon frequency and x the spatial coordinate
along the 1D chain of atoms. The above relation can be used to derive the equation









where it is assumed that the electron-phonon coupling constant gq = g is indepen-
dent of q. Moreover, it is important to note that Eq. 2.9 represents a mean-field
approach. Specifically, all interactions of electrons and phonons are modelled in







χ(q, T ), (2.10)
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which remarkably is a function of the q-dependent electronic susceptibility (Eq. 2.2)
and the electron phonon coupling strength g. As a consequence, for phonons with
q → 2kF, the corresponding phonon frequency or energy, respectively, is significantly
reduced6, which is commonly referred to as phonon softening or Kohn anomaly
(see also Fig. 2.4). Inserting Eq. 2.4 into Eq. 2.10 and setting q = 2kF yields the



















Here, it was used that kBTMFc = 1.14 ε0 exp(−1/λg), with λg = g2n(εF)/~ω2kF and
TMFc being the mean-field transition temperature for which ω2ren,2kF = 0. In other
words, below TMFc , the corresponding phonon mode is frozen-in, representing a static
periodic distortion of the crystal lattice, i.e. “a macroscopically occupied phonon
mode with non-vanishing expectation values 〈b2kF〉 = 〈b
†
−2kF〉” [70]. In analogy to
superconductivity, this relation can be used to define a complex order parameter
(see also Sec. 2.1.4)
∆ = |∆| exp(iφ) = g(〈b2kF〉+ 〈b
†
−2kF〉), (2.12)
with amplitude |∆| and phase φ. Accordingly, we have ∆ = 1 in the low-temperature
symmetry-broken state, and ∆ = 0 in the high-temperature high-symmetry state.









where φ0 is the initial phase of the PLD. In summary, the structural phase transition
underlying the Peierls transition can be understood in terms of atomic displacements
induced by strong couplings of electrons and soft phonons with q = 2kF.
6Here, we have used that sign(g2) ∼ sign(i2) = −1.
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Figure 2.5: Electronic gap formation in the Peierls transition. a, Band structure of the 1D
electron gas above and below Tc. b, selected regions of the band structure in a around
±kF, highlighting the opening of electronic band gaps around εF. c, Electronic density
of states (DOS) in the metallic and CDW state as a function of energy. Adapted from
Ref.[70].
Electronic subsystem
So far, only the effects of electron-phonon coupling on the lattice subsystem have
been considered. In a next step, we will briefly discuss the changes in the electronic
band structure during the Peierls transition. Given the above results, the electronic
part of the Fröhlich Hamiltonian can be diagonalised for phonon modes with q = 2kF
[70], leading to the energy eigenvalues
Ek = εF + sign(k − kF)
√
~2v2F(k − kF)2 + ∆2. (2.14)
As a result, for T < Tc and in the vicinity of ±kF, the previously linear dispersion re-
lation of the metallic state develops electronic gaps of width ∆E = 2∆ (see Fig. 2.5).
In this process, occupied (unoccupied) electronic states are lowered (lifted), resulting
in a net reduction of electronic energy. Taking into account the additional elastic
energy due to the PLD, the overall energy gain due to a Peierls transition from a
high-symmetry metallic to a symmetry-broken CDW ground state is given in terms
of the condensation energy




with E0 being the total energy of the metallic state. Generally, it is the delicate
energy balance between lattice and electronic contributions to the total energy that
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governs the Peierls transition. It is important to note that vibrational entropy may
further (de-)stabilize the low-temperature phase [94, 107], as is the case for the In/Si
system studied in this work (see Sec. 4)7.
Stability of charge density waves
The above considerations demonstrate that the formation of a CDW costs Coulomb
and elastic energy [94]. This is compensated by the lowering of occupied states
in the electronic band structure. Accordingly, the necessary criterion for a Peierls
transition can be formulated in the following way [94]:
∆Elatt. −∆Eel. < 0. (2.16)
Here, ∆Elatt. = 1/2Mω2qu2q and ∆Eel. = |Vq|2χ(q) are the contributions of the lattice
and electronic subsystems to the total energy, Vq = gquq
√
2Mωq/~ is the effective
potential due to the static displacement of the phonon mode q, and gq is the q-
dependent electron-phonon coupling constant. In the transition, the characteristic
pairing of electrons and holes is facilitated by a diverging electronic susceptibility
and Fermi surface nesting, as is the case for Peierls systems with highly anisotropic
(band) structures. At the same time, however, there are materials systems that do
not meet these requirements but still host CDW phases [87, 106, 108, 109]. Thus,
it is reasonable to ask what makes a good Peierls system. To identify the decisive
parameters, we follow Ref. [94] and insert the explicit expressions for ∆Elatt. and







where q∗ is the key phonon mode associated with the transition. Equation 2.17 pro-
vides an intuitive approach to the stability criterion for CDWs. First, we notice that
a large electronic susceptibility at q = q∗ promotes the transition. However, the same
applies to electron-phonon coupling. It is therefore expected that Peierls transitions
in systems with insufficient nesting are enabled by electron-phonon coupling.
7Specifically, in a free energy picture, the lower electronic energy of the symmetry-broken phase
is partially compensated by the lower vibrational entropy compared to the high-symmetry phase
(F = E − TS) [107]. This in turn shifts the transition temperature Tc.
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Commensurability
The original model of a linear Peierls chain with one electron per atom naturally ex-
hibits half-filled bands with kF = π/2a and a nesting vector q = 2kF. Consequently,
the periodicity of the associated CDW or PLD is exactly doubled compared to the
undistorted lattice of the high-symmetry phase8. However, it is certainly not a priori
necessary for a lattice modulation to have a periodicity which is a rational multiple
of a original unit cell [110]. Hence, a distinction is made between two scenarios:
• For band filling factors ne = 1/p with 1/p ∈ Q (rational filling), the reciprocal
lattice vector ka = π/a can be represented as an integer multiple of kF, i.e.
ka = p · kF. The corresponding wavelength of the lattice distortion is given by
λPLD = p · a. Therefore, the unit cell edges of the distorted and undistorted
lattice coincide at certain positions [111]. Charge density wave systems of
this type are classified as commensurate, with prominent examples given by
the low-temperature phases of 1T -TaS2 (TCCDW = 183 − 221 K), 2H-TaSe2
(TCCDW = 90 K), 1T -TiSe2 (TCCDW = 202 K) [94], or atomic indium wires on
silicon (TCCDW = 125 K) [102].
• For band filling factors ne = 1/p with 1/p 6∈ Q (irrational filling), the recip-
rocal lattice vector ka = π/a cannot be represented as an integer multiple of
kF. The corresponding wavelength of the lattice distortion is still given by
λPLD = p · a. However, the unit cell edges of the distorted and undistorted
lattice never coincide exactly. Systems of this type are classified as incommen-
surate. While various transition metal dichalcogenides host both commensu-
rate and incommensurate CDW phases, the ICDW temperature temperature
is typically higher (1T -TaS2: TICDW = 543 K; 2H-TaSe2: TICDW = 122 K)
[94]9.
This classification applies to all kinds of superstructures in one, two or three dimen-
sions and will be discussed again in Sec. 2.3.3. In the case of CDWs, commensurabil-
ity has important consequences. Specifically, a commensurate CDW is locked to the
8In real-space, this corresponds to a doubling of the unit cell size in the chain direction due to
dimerisation.
9We further note the case of nearly commensurate CDW phases, for which the “CDW phase
locally registers with the atomic lattice creating commensurate patches that are separated by
discommensurations” [112]. Such a step-wise incommensurable CDW phase has been observed in
1T -TaS2 at room temperature [7, 8, 18, 94].
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underlying lattice, i.e. the total energy of the system is minimised for certain phases
of the order parameter (local ground states; see also Fig. 2.8a and b in Sec. 2.1.4).
As a result, all excitations of a commensurate CDW exhibit gaps. Incommensurate
CDWs, on the other hand, are not in registration with the underlying lattice. Here,
the total energy is independent of the phase of the order parameter (Eq. 2.12) which
allows for specific gapless excitations that realise a “frictionless” sliding of the CDW.
2.1.4 Landau theory and collective excitations
In modeling the changes in the electronic and lattice subsystems throughout the
Peierls transition, we have harnessed the concept of a complex order parameter ∆
(see Eq. 2.12), with ∆ 6= 0 for T < Tc, ∆ = 0 for T > Tc and ∆ = 1 for T = 0.
In particular, we saw that ∆ connects the PLD amplitude (Eq. 2.13) and the elec-
tronic band gap (Eq. 2.14), highlighting the strong correlations between electrons
and phonons. Furthermore, the order parameter links the quantum mechanical de-
scription of the Peierls transition to the phenomenological theory of phase transitions
introduced by Lev Landau [113, 114]. Here, the momentary state of a system under-
going a symmetry-breaking transition is described by its order parameter in a 1D
free energy landscape F (∆, T ), the shape of F (∆, T ) resulting from the total energy
of the system as a function of the order parameter. This concept can be adapted to
a variety of physical systems by associating ∆ with, e.g. bond lengths or atomic dis-
placements (structural transition), the electronic band gap (electronic transitions)
or the magnetisation (magnetic transitions). For this reason the model is ideally
suited to qualitatively describe Peierls transitions and associated phenomena such
as collective modes [9, 70, 115, 116]10.
Symmetry-breaking transitions and metastability
Landau theory distinguishes between continuous and discontinuous phase transi-
tions. These correspond to second- and first-order transitions in the Ehrenfest clas-
sification, which is still predominant in the relevant literature and therefore adopted
here. Although most Peierls transitions are of second order, there are some CDW
10However, it is important to note that the phenomenological Landau models do not provide
an atomic-scale picture of phase transitions, since the relevant thermodynamic potential is only
defined for a statistical ensemble.
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Order parameter ∆ Order parameter ∆




































































Figure 2.6: First and second order phase transitions in the Landau picture. a, Free energy
landscape of a second order phase transition as a function of the order parameter ∆,
drawn for different temperatures T . b, Order parameter ∆ as a function of temperature
T during cooling (violet arrow) and heating (red arrow). Light violet line, order parame-
ter in the energetically degenerated ground state. Tc, Critical or transition temperature.
c, Free energy landscape of a first order phase transition. Orange area, transition regime
and metastable broken-symmetry state. d, ∆(T ) during cooling (violet arrow) and heat-
ing (red arrow). Note the hysteresis behaviour and the distinct transition temperatures
(circles) for cooling and heating due to the existence of a barrier between high- and
broken symmetry states. Adapted from Ref. [116].
and SDW systems in which additional couplings and correlations, e.g. between
neighbouring chains, lead to a first-order character of the symmetry-breaking tran-
sition11 [117]. Therefore, we will use the Landau picture to discuss both possible
scenarios. For a second-order phase transition, the order parameter is a continu-
ous function of temperature across Tc (Fig. 2.6b). In the absence of external fields
the free energy exhibits a mirror symmetry (F (∆) = F (−∆)), and F (∆, T ) can be
expanded in even powers of |∆| [70]. Accordingly, the free energy landscape of a
11This category also includes the material system of atomic indium wires on the (111) surface
of silicon, which is investigated in this work (see Sec. 4 for a detailed introduction)
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second-order transition is approximated by
F (∆, T ) = F0 +
1
2
a(T )|∆|2 + 1
4
b(T )|∆|4 +O(|∆|4), (2.18)
where a = a0 (T − Tc)/Tc and b ≈ b(Tc) = b0 are material-specific coefficients
(a0, b0 > 0). Figure 2.6a shows F (∆, T ) for T  Tc (violet), T  Tc (red) and
T = Tc (orange-shaded). Using that the thermodynamic equilibrium position of the
system is defined by










we can also determine ∆(T ) (see Fig. 2.6b). This polynomial model qualitatively
describes the transition from the symmetry-broken ground state (∆ 6= 0; violet
potential in Fig. 2.6a) to the high-symmetry state (∆ = 0; red) at T = tc, enabled
by temperature-induced changes of the free energy curve. Note that although F (∆)
is often discussed as a direct function of temperature, it is rather the temperature-
dependent occupation of electronic states that shapes the free energy landscape.
In the case of a first-order transition, the evolution of the order parameter as a
function of temperature changes significantly (see Fig. 2.6c and d). In particular,
the existence of a finite energy barrier separating high- and low-symmetry phases
leads to a hysteresis and distinct transition temperatures for heating or cooling,
respectively [113, 114, 117]. The associated the Landau free energy polynomial
reads [70]
F (∆, T ) = F0 +
1
2
a(T )|∆|2 + 1
4
b(T )|∆|4 + 1
6
c(T )|∆|6 +O(|∆|6), (2.20)
with coefficients a = a0 (T − Tc)/Tc, b ≈ b0, c ≈ c0 and a0, c0 > 0 as well as b0 < 0.
Remarkably, for a first order transition the high-symmetry (or high-temperature)
state still exists as a local minimum on the free energy landscape even well below Tc,
though it does no longer represent the ground state of the system. This implies that
a quench, i.e. a rapid deformation of the Landau potential due to cooling below
Tc, leaves the system in a supercooled or metastable state which is subsequently
transformed into the symmetry-broken ground state, e.g. by means of thermal
fluctuations above the barrier (Fig. 2.7) or heterogeneous (homogeneous) nucleation,
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Figure 2.7: Metastability of the high-
symmetry (high-temperature or HT)
state below Tc. The transition into the
symmetry-broken (low-temperature or LT)
ground state is governed by temperature T
and the barrier height ∆Eb. Γ, transition
rate; f∗, effective oscillation frequency.
respectively12. According to the Arrhenius equation, the transition rate Γ to the
ground state is determined by the temperature T and the barrier height ∆Eb [118]:






Here, f ∗ is the effective oscillation frequency of the system in the metastable state,
whose half-life can be determined via t1/2 = ln(2)/Γ. For example, at a base tem-
perature of T = 60 K – comparable to the transition temperatures of many CDWs
– and an energy barrier of ∆Eb ∼ 100 meV, the corresponding half-life t1/2 ∼ 10−9 s
of the metastable state is long compared to the atomic-scale dynamics of electrons
and phonons underlying CDW formation but too short to be directly measured by
conventional spectroscopy.
Collective excitations
Landau theory also provides an intuitive understanding insight of the elementary
excitations of broken-symmetry or CDW states if the complex nature of the or-
der parameter is considered (see Eq. 2.12). This approach is often referred to as
Ginzburg-Landau theory and has originally been developed for the phenomenologi-
cal description of conventional superconductors [119]. Besides, the theory has been
successfully applied to other symmetry-breaking transitions and specifically CDWs
[18, 115, 120]. Here, the free energy of a 1D chain of atoms is given in terms of the
Ginzburg-Landau functional




a|∆|2 + b|∆|4 + c|∆|6 + d
∣∣∣∣d∆dx




12We will later see that electronic excitations also influence the free energy landscape enabling
a population of the metastable state below Tc (see Sec. 4.4).
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Figure 2.8: Collective excitations in CDWs.
a, Cut through the free energy landscape
of a first-order Peierls transition with com-
plex order parameter above (red), close to
(dark red), and below (violet) Tc. Order
parameter motion due to amplitude mode
(amplitudon) and phase mode (phason) in
the CDW ground state are indicated by ar-
rows. b, Contour plot of the ground state
free energy landscape as a function of |∆0|





















where the term |d∆/dx|2 is associated with spacial variations of the order parameter
and |d∆/dt|2 represents the kinetic energy due to temporal fluctuations of ∆. These
spatial and temporal variations must be taken into account when defining the order
parameter ∆ = ∆(x, t):
∆(x, t) = [|∆0|+ δ(x, t)] exp(i(φ0 + φ(x, t))). (2.23)
In this, δ(x, t) and φ(x, t) describe spatio-temporal fluctuations of the amplitude
and phase around the mean values |∆0| and φ0 = 0 of the order parameter. Both
types of order parameter fluctuations can be visualised in a champagne bottle bottom
potential F (∆, φ) (see Fig. 2.8a). In this picture, the previously considered 1D free
energy landscape represents a cut through F (∆, φ) for a fixed phase φ. Inserting
Eq. 2.23 into Eq. 2.22 and following the arguments of Ref. [70] yields two separate





































Figure 2.9: a, Dispersion re-
lations of amplitude and
phase modes. b,c, Ef-
fect of amplitude (b)
and phase modes (c) on
the charge density (vio-
let lines) and the PLD.
Arrows indicate the direc-
tion of atomic motion.
The solutions of Eqs. 2.24 and 2.25 are plane waves of the form uδ = uδ,0 exp(iωt−qx)
or uφ = uφ,0 exp(iωt − qx), respectively, and are called amplitude or phase modes.



















with the effective mass m∗ = me (1 + 4∆2/λel-ph~2ω22kF) and the dimensionless
electron-phonon coupling constant λel-ph defined in Ref. [70].13. The amplitude mode
or amplitudon (Eq. 2.26) [7, 51, 52, 70, 115, 122–124], is associated with amplitude
modulations of the CDW and PLD (see Fig. 2.9a (top) and Fig. 2.9b) and directly
affects the electronic band gap as well as the atomic displacements. Accordingly, for
a first-order Peierls transition, excitation of this mode beyond a certain threshold
may transform the broken-symmetry into the high-symmetry state (Fig. 2.8a) [10,
123]. In fact, as can be seen from Eq. 2.26, this mode exhibits a finite excitation gap
(∼ λω22kF) and a large effective mass around q = 0. Therefore, it can be considered
a Raman-active optical mode [70]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that
amplitude motion can be induced and controlled by instantaneous changes of the
free energy landscape [51, 52], which will be discussed in detail in Sec. 2.2.2 and 6.
The phase mode or phason (Eq. 2.27), on the other hand, corresponds to a sliding
of the CDW relative to the underlying lattice (Fig. 2.9b). For an incommensurate
CDW and in the absence of pinning potentials, this mode is gapless and has no
13In deriving Eq. 2.26 and 2.27, the coefficients a, b, c and d have been determined on the basis
of a microscopic theory and the Fröhlich picture introduced in Sec. 2.1.3. For a thorough derivation
of the above relations, the reader is referred to Refs.[70] and [121].
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preferred phase (see Fig. 2.8a and Fig. 2.9a (bottom)). In commensurable systems,
however, there often exists a finite number of energetically degenerated CDW ground
states [125] for which the free energy exhibits a local minimum as a function of φ
(Fig. 2.8b), leading to a finite gap for phase excitations [70]. Besides, phase modes
have a non-vanishing dipole moment and thus are optically active [70].
Fluctuations and long-range order
Many of the above considerations imply that CDW phases naturally exhibit long-
range order and a priori ignore the role of fluctuations. In this simplified mean-field
scenario, below the finite temperature TMFc := Tc (see Eq. 2.11), a system undergoing
a Peierls transition to a symmetry-broken ground state forms a stable, long-range
order CDW or PLD, respectively. However, low-lying and eventually gapless fluctu-
ation modes, i.e. phasons, are likely to destroy any long-range correlations. In other
words, long-wavelength distortions of the CDW order cost almost no energy, and the
associated fluctuation modes are thermally occupied for T > 0 K. A mathematical
argument is given in Ref.[70] based on a calculation of the spatial mean value of the
order parameter

















where q′ = q−2kF. The integral diverges, and as a consequence, the order parameter
has a vanishing expectation value for T > 0 K. Beyond this, it has been shown by
Mermin and Wagner [126–128] that there is no phase with spontaneous breaking of
a continuous symmetry for T > 0 K in d ≤ 2 dimensions15. Yet, in reality, there are
many materials with highly anisotropic electronic and lattice structures that exhibit
Peierls transitions into long-range ordered ground states at finite temperatures. This
14That is n(εF)(~vFq′)2〈φ2q′〉 = kBT
15However, caution is advised in applying the Mermin-Wagner theorem to systems with discrete
(translational) symmetry, such as a 1D chain of atoms.
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raises the question of what limits the influence of fluctuations. Here, once again
dimensionality plays an essential role. Specifically, the weak coupling of a quasi-
1D system to its environment, e.g. by means of van der Waals forces between
neighbouring atomic chains or couplings to the bulk substrate via phonons, leads to
a three-dimensional character of fluctuations [70]. In some cases, this dimensional
crossover [66, 129, 130] maintains the 1D nature of particular excitations of the
system and thus allows for CDW formation and other phenomena in low-dimensional
materials.
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2.2 Exerting optical control over matter on ultrafast timescales
The preceding chapters featured an introduction to phase transitions in low-di-
mensional materials and the prominent example of the Peierls instability. While
these phenomena are interesting in themselves and have been investigated exten-
sively, at this point the question arises as to how such phase transformations can
be induced and finally controlled. Typically, phase transitions involve pronounced
changes in the electronic or lattice subsystems, which are driven by band struc-
ture effects or the coupling of electrons and phonons. Therefore, steering a system,
e.g. from an insulating broken-symmetry to a metallic high-symmetry state requires
control over the motion of electrons and nuclei via the populations of k-dependent
electronic or vibrational states. In thermodynamic equilibrium, adiabatically chang-
ing state variables such as temperature beyond a critical threshold can be used to
induce certain phase transitions. For example, in a Peierls insulator heated above Tc,
electrons thermally excited above the band gap screen the electron-phonon interac-
tions necessary to maintain the insulating state and thus promote the transition into
the metallic phase [70]. In other words: The sample is heated quasi-adiabatically to
a point where the high-symmetry configuration remains the only (or the minimum-
energy) thermodynamically stable phase (see Landau picture in Sec. 2.1.4). However,
regarding the efficient control of atomic scale dynamics, this has several disadvan-
tages: First, by the nature of the Fermi-distribution f = f(T ), populating states
well above EF requires high temperatures and the transfer of a large amount of
energy into the system. Second, thermally-induced atomic motion is incoherent, i.e.
there is no fixed phase relation between oscillating atoms from different unit cells,
which limits the degree of control. Third, as recently demonstrated, there are ther-
modynamically forbidden (or hidden) [36] as well as transient [9, 37, 131] states16,
which cannot be accessed or investigated by means of heat transfer.
As a consequence, the last four decades have seen a considerable effort to directly
address key electronic or vibrational states in phase change materials and guide
the motion of electrons and nuclei on their natural timescales, promising efficient
control of phase transitions and switching times of the order of femto- or picoseconds
[38, 41, 46, 132, 133]. However, this necessitates a significantly higher degree of
16Such transient states are typically metastable (with short lifetime) or otherwise characterised
by a nonequilibrium between electronic and lattice subsystems [55, 112].
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control and a completely new set of experimental tools. In this regard, the advent
and rapid advancement of ultrafast optics [134, 135] provided chemistry and physics
with just such a powerful toolbox. Most importantly, direct interactions of electrons
and phonons with light enable an efficient energy transfer to targeted degrees of
freedom via optical excitation. Furthermore, the use of high-power ultrashort light
pulses [134] facilitates time-resolved investigations of electron [13, 136] or lattice
dynamics [1, 22], transitions to nonequilibrium states of matter [32, 36, 37, 131], and
the excitation of collective atomic motion [3, 7, 131, 136–140], e.g. coherent phonons.
Herein, the high degree of control over field strength, carrier-envelope phase, central
wavelength and frequency bandwidth in combination with sophisticated detection
schemes drastically enhances the selectivity and sensitivity of experiments.
The next sections will elucidate on how ultrashort light pulses can be harnessed
to exert control over solids. In particular, it will be discussed how light can be
coupled to specific, decisive degrees of freedom, i.e. electronic states and coherent
lattice modes. For the case of molecular reactions in the gas phase the feasibility
of this approach has already been demonstrated by femtochemistry. Central ideas
of (femto-)chemistry, such as the concept of the potential energy surface, can be
adapted for the description of solid-state systems and are introduced below. More-
over, different optical excitation mechanisms for phase transitions will be discussed,
with a focus on the generation of coherent phonons and their possible role in con-
trolling phase transitions.
2.2.1 Potential energy surfaces
Just like chemical reactions, phase transitions in solids between initial and final
states17 involve the motion and interaction of electrons and nuclei. In order to
understand and finally control such transition sequences, a meaningful model of the
underlying dynamics is essential. In a universal approach, the dynamics of electrons
and nuclei can be described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (see Eq. 2.5
17For a chemical reaction, initial and final state structures correspond to, e.g. reactant and
product states.
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in Sec. 2.1.3) and the Hamiltonian































of a system with Ni (Nj) electrons (nuclei) at positions ri (Rj), masses me (Mj) and
charges e (Zj), interacting via Coulomb forces (see, e.g. Ref. [66, 141])18. Here, Te
and Ta are the kinetic energies of the electrons or nuclei, respectively, and Ve-e, Va-a as
well as Ve-a represent electron-electron, atom-atom, and electron-atom interactions.
Obviously, a complete description of a transition in terms of the time-dependent
coordinates of all particles is challenging, if not impossible, depending on the size
of the system and the strength of interactions between its constituents19. However,
assuming that nuclear motion occurs on a significantly longer time scale compared
to electrons20, the Hamiltonian given by Eq. 2.30 can be separated into an electronic
and a quasi-stationary nuclear or lattice part [142]. This has important implications:
First, in solving the Schrödinger equation for the electronic subsystem, nuclear mo-
tion can be neglected (Ta ≈ 0). The nuclei act on the electrons solely via Va-a
and Ve-a, and the resulting electronic eigenstates depend only parametrically on the
nuclear coordinates [143]. Second, nuclear motion is almost unaffected by the in-
stantaneous positions of the electrons. However, the nuclei interact with an effective
electronic potential. As a consequence, changes in the electronic states of the system
also change the interaction potential in which the atoms move. This ansatz, formally
known as Born-Oppenheimer approximation [142], forms the basis for the discussion
of reactions and phase transitions using the concept of the potential energy surface
(PES) [143, 144].
To calculate the PES for a specific reaction, the Schrödinger equation with only
18Neglecting spin degrees of freedom and associated contributions like spin-orbit coupling.
19Among others, the fourth term of Eq. 2.30 introduces electron-electron interactions, which
pose a particular problem and lead to emergent phenomena, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.
20It is important to note that for materials with strong electron-phonon coupling this assumption
is not necessarily justified. While such systems are likely feature non-adiabatic dynamics, adiabatic
models may still yield qualitatively correct insights as well as an intuitive understanding of specific
aspects.
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Figure 2.10: Exemplary scheme of the PES for a chemical reaction or phase transition
and the path along the reaction (structural) coordinate. The initial (qI) and the final
state (qF) of the transition are represented by local minima of the PES. The reaction
coordinate corresponds to a slice through the PES along the lowest-energy path between
qI and qF. “T state”, Transition state; Red curve, exemplary trajectory of the system
along q∗i . From Ref. [147]. Adapted with permission from AAAS.
the electronic part of the Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.30) is solved for different nuclear con-
figurations, e.g. by ab initio methods21, yielding the electronic energy as a function
of the relative atomic positions qi. Depending on the number of degrees of freedom,
the result is a hyper-dimensional surface that relates the geometry of a molecule or
solid-state system to its energy (typically the Gibbs G or Helmholtz free energy F is
used). In many cases, the dimensionality of the PES can be reduced by considering
only relevant degrees of freedom or by grouping different types of atomic motion.
This way, the simplified PES often enables an intuitive understanding of reaction
dynamics [43, 143, 145]. Due to its broad applicability, the PES model has become
an essential concept of computational chemistry [143, 146].
Stationary points on the PES
A similar approach can be used to investigate phase transitions in solids. In fact,
the Landau free energy landscape introduced in Sec. 2.1.4 represents the special
case of a one-dimensional PES if the complex order parameter is associated with
21It should be noted that this statement does not do justice to the actual effort required to
calculate PES of complex systems.
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distortions of the atomic lattice or bond lengths. In analogy to chemical reactions,
some transitions involve more than one independent order parameter or decisive
degree of freedom, respectively. In such cases, a description of the transition in terms
of a multidimensional PES often proves helpful. For this reason, we will shortly
discuss central features of the concept, which provide insights into the dynamics
of phase transitions. Given the PES, i.e. F (qi), of a system undergoing a phase
transition, stationary points reveal both initial and final state structures, as well as






> 0 ∀ qi, (2.31)
correspond to (local) minima of the PES and indicate (meta-)stable structural con-






> 0 ∀ qi \ q∗i , (2.32)
are saddle points (with ∂2E/∂q∗i 2 < 0). The coordinate q∗i is called reaction or struc-
tural coordinate since it represents a slice through the PES along the lowest-energy
path22 between two minima [143]. The saddle point itself is commonly referred to
as transition state or transition structure [43, 45, 145, 146, 148] and represents a
maximum of F or barrier along the reaction coordinate. The rate of a reaction or
transition across such a barrier is given by transition state theory [148, 149].
Vibrational motion and Polanyi rules
Up to this point the nuclei were assumed to be static. However, even at T = 0K,
zero-point energy leads to spatial fluctuations of the atoms around their equilibrium
positions defined by the minimum of the PES (Eq. 2.31). With increasing temper-
ature, incoherent atomic motion in this ground state potential influences thermo-
dynamic properties and enables fluctuations between different states on the PES.
Furthermore, ultrafast electronic excitation can induce coherent oscillations inside
the ground state potential (see Sec. 2.2.2). To analyse structural dynamics within
a PES model, movements of the system can be decomposed into normal modes
22Note that the lowest energy path is not necessarily a straight line.
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(2.33)
with i, j = (1, ..., n), the mode-specific force-constants ki and Q = qij [143]. For
small amplitudes, vibrational motion inside the ground state potential is accurately
described by an harmonic ansatz with Flocal(qi) ∼ 1/2 kiq2i . However, for larger
amplitudes and especially for atomic displacements towards the transition state, the
vanishing curvature23 ∂2F/∂q∗i ∂q∗i results in a reduced force constant k∗i . Conse-
quently, the frequency f = (1/2πc)
√
k∗i /Ma of the associated mode softens along
the reaction coordinate. Perhaps remarkably, close to a transition the PES model
thus qualitatively provides the same result as the exclusively quantum mechanical
treatment of the Peierls transition in Sec. 2.1.3.
The question arises to what extent such atomic vibrations can influence transi-
tions, e.g. regarding their efficiency. In chemistry, the role of vibrational motion in
determining the outcome of chemical reactions has been identified by J.C. Polanyi
and co-workers [43, 44, 145, 146] by studying a number of prototypical reactions of
type AB + C → A + BC. Summarising their main findings, the impact of atomic
vibrations (i.e. time-dependent modulations of bond lengths, e.g. rAB) depends
on the location of the transition state relative to reactant and product states (see
Fig. 2.11). Herein, a distinction is made between early-barrier and late-barrier re-
actions. For an early-barrier (Fig. 2.11a), the transition structure resembles the
reactants. In this case, translational motion directly towards the transition state
promotes the reaction, whereas vibrational motion in the initial state may hinders
it, even for amplitudes considerably larger than the barrier height [43, 145, 146].
Such early-barrier reactions are typically exothermic [44]. For a late-barrier re-
action (Fig. 2.11b), on the other hand, the roles of translational and vibrational
motion are reversed. Moreover, the reaction rate becomes a function of the vibra-
tional phase of the system (compare red and violet trajectories in Fig. 2.11b). Such
reactions are usually endothermic [44]. Hence, atomic vibrations play a key role in
23Or in other words: the anharmonicity of the potential.
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Figure 2.11: Role of vibrational motion in early and late-barrier reactions. a, For an early-
barrier reaction of type AB+C→ A+BC the transition state is “reactant-like”. Trans-
lational motion of the AB-complex promotes the transition (red trajectory), whereas
vibrational excitation hinders it (violet trajectory). b, For a late-barrier reaction, the
transition state resembles the products and vibrational motion facilitates the reaction,
depending on, e.g. the vibrational phase (compare red and violet trajectories). Adapted
from Ref. [43].
chemical reactions, depending on the morphology of the PES. Furthermore, seminal
works in femtochemistry have demonstrated that coherent vibrational motion can
even be harnessed to exert control over specific reactions (see Sec. 2.2.3). Whether
such concepts also remain valid for phase transitions in solids remains a largely open
question that will be dealt with in this work.
2.2.2 Coupling of light to decisive degrees of freedom
The previous chapters have highlighted the role of vibrational motion for reactions
and phase transitions in molecules or low-dimensional solids, respectively. Here,
the amplitudes of lattice vibrations and the evolution of the order parameter in
structural transitions were mainly linked to temperature. At the same time, it has
already been indicated in Sec. 2.2 that optical excitation of electrons and phonons
promises a significantly higher degree of control over matter. Hence, the following
sections are concerned with the question of how light can be used to excite and
manipulate structural degrees of freedom. Besides, although Landau theory and the
concept of the PES enable a rather intuitive description of symmetry-breaking phase
transitions and the structural changes therein, it is important to understand how
these models are linked to the underlying microscopic dynamics in the electronic
and lattice subsystems. This concerns in particular the impact of optically-excited
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electronic states on the PES and ultimately on the atomic motion during phase
transitions, which will be discussed in the following.
Interactions of light with electrons and phonons
The interactions of light with electrons and phonons offers various routes to control
atomic motion on ultrafast timescales. Two fundamental types of coupling will be
explained below.
First, light may directly interact with lattice modes via absorption (i.e. resonant
coupling to certain vibrational states), or by means of Rayleigh and Raman scattering
(see Fig. 2.12). Here, we briefly discuss each of these channels, highlighting the
coupling conditions which are mainly determined by energy momentum conservation
and symmetry. In the case of resonant coupling, the energy ~ωγ of an incident photon
matches the energy ~ωp of a particular phonon. Absorption of the photon excites the
system to a higher vibrational state. Since typical phonon energies range between
1 − 100 meV, the corresponding optical frequencies are in the terahertz (THz), far
infrared (FIR) or mid infrared (MIR) regime. Furthermore, as can be shown in a
classical wave picture, this process restricts to modes with a non-vanishing dipole
moment associated with the atomic displacement along the phonon coordinate [150].
Modes of this type are called IR-active. Because of energy-momentum conservation,
resonant coupling occurs only for IR-active phonons with q ≈ 0, i.e. close to the Γ
point [150].
Raman scattering, on the other hand, affects modes for which the polarisability
α changes as a function of the atomic displacement δq [151]. Using symmetry
arguments, it can be shown that modes are typically either IR or Raman active
[152]. Generally, the polarisability describes the response of a charge distribution to
local electric field E in terms of the induced dipole moment
p = α ·E. (2.34)
For small displacements, p can be expanded to first order in powers of δq, yielding





δq ·E + ... (2.35)
The term (∂α/∂(δq)) is also known as the Raman tensor [151, 152]. Assuming the
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Figure 2.12: Some elementary mechanisms
for the coupling of light and phonons,
including resonant coupling (absorption),
Rayleigh- as well as Raman scattering.
Note that only first-order processes have
been considered. Couplings of light with





















time-dependent displacement and electric field are given by δq(t) = δq0 cos(ωpt) or
E(t) = E0 cos(ωγt), respectively, the above relation can be rewritten in terms of







[cos((ωγ + ωp)t) + cos((ωγ − ωp)t)] . (2.36)
Thus, for ∂α/∂(δq) 6= 0, the light field generated by the oscillating dipole exhibits
frequency sidebands at ωγ ± ωp corresponding to Stokes- and anti-Stokes scattering
(see also Fig. 2.12). Remarkably, p is a function of the derivative of α with respect
to the time-dependent atomic displacement δq = δq(t). The consequences of this
periodically modulated dipole strength for the optical properties of materials on
ultrashort time scales will be discussed in Sec. 2.3.4. Moreover, it is important
to note that Stokes- and anti-Stokes as well as Rayleigh scattering involve virtual
excited states and therefore do not require energy matching between photons and
phonons. As a consequence, both effects are observed over a broad frequency range
including the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, and can be harnessed to
investigate the vibrational modes of molecules as well as solids and their surfaces.
Second, an indirect interaction of light with the lattice is enabled by optical ex-
citation of electronic states and a subsequent energy transfer to vibrational modes
via electron-phonon coupling. Here, the absorption of photons induces vertical tran-
sitions, e.g. above a band gap24, in the electronic band structure, creating excited
carriers in the conduction band as well as holes in the valence band (see Fig. 2.13a
and d). Relaxation of electrons (holes) then typically leads to the population of
24Note that also resonant (~ωγ = ∆Egap) or sub-bandgap (~ωγ < ∆Egap) optical excitation can
be used to drive structural dynamics [58, 153].
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Figure 2.13: Connection of k-space electronic excitation and r-space structural dynamics.
Electronic band structure scheme (a,c), atomic structure (b,d) and Landau potential
energy surface (c,f) before (top row) and after (bottom row) electronic excitation. Elec-
tronic excitation, yellow arrows and states; relative changes in electron density (panel
e), red (increase) and violet (decrease); white arrows indicate the resulting motion of
atoms. FT, Fourier transform.
states located at the conduction (valence) band edge. But how exactly does the
excitation of electrons affect atomic motion? To answer this question, we first have
to understand how electronic transitions at specific positions in momentum space
are reflected in the real-space distribution of charges. In this context, Puschnig et
al. [154] have shown that atomic orbitals and the band structure of molecules and






with Fψi(k) being the Fourier transform of the real-space electronic wave function,
Ii(θ, φ) the photocurrent from a particular state i measured in photoelectron spec-
troscopy and A the vector potential of the light used for excitation. It follows that
both inter-atomic bonds and the real-space electron density n(r) ∼ |ψ(r)|2 can be
reconstructed from the electronic band structure by a Fourier transform (and vice
versa) [11, 154]. Hence, electronic excitations in momentum space correspond to a
redistribution of charges in real-space, resulting in net forces on the positively charge
nuclei and a shift of equilibrium coordinates (compare Fig. 2.13b and e). From a
more chemical point of view, the generation of excited electrons or holes either weak-
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ens or strengthens specific bonds. Furthermore, Zeiger et al. [42] have demonstrated
that the effect of optically-induced electronic excitation on symmetry-breaking phase
transitions can be described in a Landau free energy model by including an addi-
tional quadratic potential that depends linearly on the density n of excited carriers:
F (∆, T, n) = F0 +
1
2
a(T )|∆|2 + 1
4
b(T )|∆|4 + (c1 + c2|∆|2)n+O(|∆|4). (2.38)
Here, the term c1n corresponds to electrons transferred across the band gap and
c2|∆|2n to the modulation of that gap by the displacement |∆| [42]. In this picture,
electronic excitation reshapes the free energy landscape analogous to an increase in
temperature (Fig. 2.13c and f). Today, ab initio methods enable the calculation of
multidimensional PES for arbitrary electronic excitations in a given band structure,
providing insights into vibrational modes of excited states and trajectories on the
PES after optical excitation [10, 155].
Generation of coherent phonons
Atomic vibrations can be used to steer chemical reactions on ultrashort timescales
[38] and are therefore also likely to play a key role in controlling solid-state phase
transitions. However, in contrast to reactions of single molecules, macroscopic phase
transitions in solids require the synchronised motion of atoms across hundreds and
thousands of unit cells. Therefore, we now turn to the question of how direct and
indirect interactions of light and lattice can be used to excite collective atomic motion
in solids, i.e. coherent phonons. In thermodynamic equilibrium, there is no fixed
phase relation between atomic oscillations in different unit cells and the population
of phonon modes is determined by the Bose-Einstein distribution [64, 156]. In
contrast, a coherent phonon represents a nonequilibrium state of the lattice that
is not described by classical thermodynamics. Here, atoms of distinct unit cells
oscillate in-phase along a specific structural coordinate and the associated phonon
mode is macroscopically occupied [150]. Two important approaches to generating
coherent phonons are presented below.
Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering The direct coupling of light to
Raman-active phonon modes forms the basis of impulsive stimulated Raman scat-
tering (ISRS) [157]. Whereas Raman scattering of a single (“pump”) photon with en-
ergy ~ωγ,p occurs spontaneously, the presence of a second (“Stokes”) photon of energy
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Figure 2.14: Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) and displacive excitation of
coherent phonons (DECP). a,b, Schematic of ISRS (a) and DECP (b) mechanisms. v,
velocity of the wave packet motion. c, Comparison of coherent oscillations induced by
both mechanisms. Notice the distinct initial phases and the shift of the equilibrium
coordinate in the case of DECP. The latter results from the relaxation of the PES on
a fs-ps time scale linked to the decay of electronic excitations. Panels a and b adopted
from Ref. [159].
~ωγ,s significantly enhances the probability for Raman scattering, if ~ωγ,p− ~ωγ,s =
~ωp, the energy of a phonon (stimulated Raman scattering or SRS). ISRS is fa-
cilitated by ultrashort laser pulses with pulse durations short compared with the
phonon oscillation period. The spectral bandwidth of the pulse then exceeds the vi-
brational frequency [157, 158] and thus comprises both pump and Stokes frequency
components. The resulting quasi-instantaneous transfer of momentum to the lattice
forces a sine-like oscillation of atoms within the ground state potential and along
the mode coordinates (see Fig. 2.14a and c). Due to the high spatial and temporal
coherence of the laser light used for excitation, the induced atomic motion is also
coherent, i.e. all atoms within the illuminated volume oscillate collectively with the
same initial phase.
Displacive excitation of coherent phonons As discussed above, the pop-
ulation of electronic states determines the shape of the PES. This principle can
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be used to excite coherent phonons by means of indirect interactions. Specifically,
photo-excitation of electrons and holes by ultrashort optical pulses induces transient
changes of the PES on timescales short compared with lattice motion25 [10, 42, 140].
Thus, the atoms are displaced with respect to the new quasi-equilibrium coordinate
of the PES and start to oscillate inside the excited state potential (see Fig. 2.14b and
c). In a real-space picture, ultrafast charge redistribution forces atomic motion via
the Coulomb interactions. This generation mechanism is commonly referred to as
displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP). As opposed to ISRS, the initial
vibrational phase of DECP-driven phonons is cosine-like (see inset in Fig. 2.14c).
Furthermore, DECP affects the PES, which is not the case for ISRS (neglecting
optical absorption of pump and Stokes pulses). As a consequence, for high exci-
tation densities, the ground states in phase change materials may be transformed
into the high-symmetry state, which prohibits the observation of phonons of the
symmetry-broken structure.
In the case of DECP, coherent atomic motion is governed by the timescales of
electronic relaxation and phonon coherence: Whereas the population decay in the
excited electronic states causes a continuous shift of the quasi-equilibrium coordi-
nate, anharmonic coupling and the energy transfer to other phonon modes leads to
a damping of the oscillation amplitude26. For ISRS, on the other hand, only the lat-
ter effect has to be considered (compare time-dependent amplitudes in Fig. 2.14c).
Both mechanisms enable the control over vibrational amplitudes, e.g. by means
of optical excitation with synthesized light fields and/or timed pulse sequences, as
demonstrated by a number of seminal works, which are discussed in the following
section.
2.2.3 Coherent and mode-selective control schemes
Exploiting the optical excitation mechanisms introduced above, a variety of tech-
niques have been developed to exert control over atomic-scale dynamics in molecules
and solids on their intrinsic timescales. As a general principle, these approaches har-
ness optical manipulation of electronic or vibrational coherences to steer a system
from its initial to one or more final states. The first proof-of-principle studies for
25Note that in contrast to ISRS, the DECP process requires the absorption of the pump pulse.
26In principle, it is possible that phonon coherences outlast electronic excitation.
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some of these concepts were conceived in the early 1980s by A.H. Zewail and co-
workers in femtochemistry [38, 40, 132]. The following paragraph provides a brief
overview of the vast research field of coherent control. For further information, the
reader is referred to Refs. [38, 41, 46, 132, 137].
Perhaps surprisingly, there seems to be no uniform definition of the term “coherent
control” in the relevant literature. However, a basic distinction is made between at
least three different approaches: First, in the Brumer-Shapiro scheme, coherent
control means “coherently driving a state with phase coherence through multiple,
coherent, indistinguishable, optical excitation routes to the same final state, [which]
allows for the possibility of control” [46]. Here, constructive or destructive quantum
interference of coherent excitation pathways between initial and final states are
harnessed to influence the outcome of reactions (Fig. 2.15b). This ansatz exerts
control in the frequency-domain and exploits the dependence of different pathways
on the phase of the optical excitation field. A model example is given by the work of
Zhu et al. [160], who exploited the interference of one- and three-photon absorption
pathways to control the product distribution in the photo-dissociation of hydrogen
iodide.
Second, the complementary Tannor-Rice or pump-dump scheme is based on the
propagation of localised wave packets. In this scenario, a first optical pulse transfers
a wave packet from the reactant or educt state of the initial PES to an excited PES,
where it evolves until a properly timed second pulse causes stimulated emission back
to a product state of the original PES (see (Fig. 2.15a and, e.g. Ref. [47, 48, 133,
161]). Herein, the mutual time delay between the two pulses controls the product
state population. Consequently, this approach is commonly referred to as control in
the time-domain [46].
Third, mode-selective excitation is based on the idea of matching the frequency of
optical excitation(s) to the frequencies of targeted degrees of freedom, resulting in
the breaking of associated bonds27. Thus, for this type of excitation “molecules react
as if [a] particular degree of freedom was at a very high temperature whereas the
rest of the molecular degrees of freedom are cold” [162]. Mode-selectivity is realised
either by resonant excitation with THz or MIR driving fields [3, 131, 139, 163], or by
27In fact, this concept goes back to the very beginnings of femtochemistry, but was abandoned
in favour of Brumer-Shapiro and Tannor-Rice approaches after doubts arose about its feasibility
[133]
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Figure 2.15: Coherent control schemes. a, Tannor-Rice (time-domain) control scheme based
on wavepacket evolution on an excited state PES. Optical excitations, red and orange
arrows. b, Brumer-Shapiro (frequency-domain) control scheme based on quantum in-
terference between distinct excitation pathways. Virtual intermediate states, dashed
black lines. c, Control via mode-selective excitation using resonant absorption. The
carrier frequency of light is tuned to the frequency of decisive modes. d, Mode-selective
excitation with pulse sequences. Here, the inter-pulse delay is matched to the desired
mode.
optical pulse sequences (Fig. 2.15c and d) [61, 164, 165]. Although mode-selective ex-
citation is not regarded by some as coherent control in the strict sense [46], it is often
referred to as such, e.g. in the context of coherent phonon amplitudes controlled by
pulse sequences [164]. Selective excitation has proven a powerful tool to control the
amplitude of vibrational modes [3, 51, 52, 131, 139, 163, 164], chemical reactions [39]
as well as many intriguing condensed matter phenomena, such as electronic phase
transitions [139] or high-Tc superconductivity [3–5]. However, a major obstacle to
mode-selective excitation and coherent control in general is the rapid redistribution
of locally deposited energy to other degrees of freedom, especially for complex sys-
tems beyond simple molecules [133]. Whether intrinsic coherences in such systems
can be used to influence the outcome of, e.g. phase transitions in low-dimensional
systems, has still to be investigated experimentally in more detail. Generally, the
application of the above control schemes to structural phase transitions requires not
only sophisticated optical excitation but also ultrafast structure-sensitive probes –
in our case low-energy electrons. Therefore, the next section will discuss aspects of
structural analysis and the possible signatures of ultrafast structural changes.
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2.3 Structural analysis and spectroscopy of surfaces
The reduced dimensionality and broken symmetry of a surface often leads to signif-
icant changes in the electronic, magnetic or lattice structure within the first atomic
layers, and thus to the emergence of novel physical and chemical properties com-
pared with the bulk. In fact, in many cases it is the surface that determines the
functionality of materials, as exemplified by heterogeneous catalysis [166], topologi-
cal insulators [167] or low-dimensional systems [101]. Therefore, detailed knowledge
about the structure of solid-state surfaces is highly desirable, both concerning long-
range order and atomic-scale inhomogeneities. In this context, real-space imaging
techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [168] or atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) [169] are perfectly suited to study the local electronic, spin, or lat-
tice28 structure of surfaces with sub-nm resolution (see Fig. 2.16). Surface-sensitive
diffraction techniques, on the other hand, are particularly useful to investigate the
symmetry, as well as the periodic structure and long-range order of materials, since
for single crystals the coherent superposition of waves scattered from hundreds or
thousands of unit cells results in sharp diffraction spots and a nonlinear signal gain
[111]. Photoemission [170] and optical spectroscopy [171–173] provide complemen-
tary insights into the band structure and the corresponding optical properties of
solids and their surfaces. While each of these techniques has made important con-
tributions to the understanding of surface phenomena, it is often only a combination
of several complementary methods that makes it possible to draw a comprehensive
picture of processes on surfaces. Figure 2.16 gives an overview of a number of rel-
evant techniques for the investigation of surfaces employing electrons as probes to
study electronic and lattice subsystems.
With the advent of ultrafast lasers [134, 173] and the subsequent realisation
of time-resolved imaging [22], diffraction [9, 17, 18, 174, 175] and spectroscopy
[134, 176], nonequilibrium dynamics, e.g. surface-specific structural phase transi-
tions, have become accessible. Observing and finally controlling such lattice trans-
formations on ultrafast timescales requires both high sensitivity to surface structure,
and fs-ps temporal resolution. For this purpose, our group has recently developed
28Note that STM measures the local density of states (LDOS) which often reflects the atomic
positions within the unit cell. However, a reliable determination of the lattice structure is only
possible if the image is not distorted by particular electronic states [111].
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Figure 2.16: Surface structure probed by electrons. Overview of surface-sensitive experi-
mental methods using electrons as probes of electronic and lattice structure in real and
k-space. Note that although STM or ARPES (LEEM, LEED, RHEED) are primarily
sensitive to the electronic (lattice) structure, information about the other subsystem can
often be derived indirectly due to the couplings of electrons and nuclei. DOS, density of
states; STS, scanning tunneling spectrosopy; LEEM, low-energy microscopy; RHEED,
reflection high-energy electron diffraction.
ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED) in transmission [17] and reflection
[18, 112] geometry, which will be introduced in detail in Sec. 3. Within this work,
ULEED has been harnessed to study the metal-insulator structural phase transi-
tion in quasi-1D atomic indium wires on the Si(111) surface. In order to extract
information about the ultrafast structural changes during such a transition from
the ULEED data, a solid understanding of the standard LEED technique and the
underlying scattering theory is required. The following sections therefore introduce
the reader to basic concepts of LEED and explain the contributions of different
structural changes and dynamical effects to the diffraction patterns. Furthermore,
optical pump-probe spectroscopy (OPP) has been used as a complementary probe
to investigate the ultrafast optical response of the In/Si(111) surface [101, 177]. The
basics of this method are therefore also briefly discussed.
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2.3.1 Low-energy electron diffraction
Diffraction is a powerful tool for investigating atomic-scale structure, prominent
examples being serial femtosecond crystallography [178], X-ray or LEED structure
determination [179–181]. As a principle, the interaction of the probe (either light
or matter waves) with the electronic, structural or spin degrees of freedom of the
sample leads to a characteristic spatial distribution of scattered intensity via energy
or momentum exchange (see Sec. 2.3.2). The resulting diffraction pattern can be
used to identify, e.g. the lattice symmetry or the atomic coordinates within the unit
cell. In the case of bulk solids, structure determination has been successfully carried
out for more than a century (1913) [182]. However, solid-state surfaces remained
largely inaccessible until the 1970s [111], when improvements in vacuum technology,
dynamical scattering theory [180] and computational methods facilitated the use
of low-energy electrons as structural probes. Today, low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) is a standard technique for qualitative and quantitative surface analysis and
many other disciplines, including surface chemistry and materials science [111, 179,
183–185]. In LEED, the diffraction pattern of low-energy electrons back-scattered
from a sample is analysed to gain insight into its surface structure (see Fig. 2.17a
and Sec. 2.3.1). Therefore, we now turn to the question of why slow electrons are
suitable for studying surfaces.
The wave nature of matter is at the heart of many diffraction techniques using
either electrons [111, 179, 186], neutrons [187], Hydrogen [188], Helium [189–191] or
nobles gas atoms [192] as probes. In particular, the de Broglie wavelength λd = h/p
of a probing particle has to be smaller or comparable to the lattice constant of
a crystal in order to resolve its structure in a diffraction experiment [111, 156,
180]. Here, h is the Planck constant, and p is the particle’s momentum. In the
case of electrons, λd =
√
150.4/Ekin[eV] Å, where Ekin is the kinetic energy due
to acceleration in an electrostatic potential U . Hence, for an electron with kinetic
energy Ekin = 100 eV, the de Broglie wavelength is as small as 3.87 Å, which is
of the same order of magnitude as most lattice constants in solids and thus allows
for diffraction. As a consequence, scattering occurs at large angles, improving the
momentum resolution in diffraction experiments.
Penetrating into the solid, electrons can be scattered either elastically (∆Ekin = 0)
or inelastically (∆Ekin 6= 0). A schematic kinetic energy spectrum of electrons back-
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Figure 2.17: Basic principles of low-energy electron diffration. a, Schematic of a standard
LEED apparatus. The electrons are emitted from a tip-shaped cathode. A Wehnelt
cylinder is used to control the electron beam intensity while and electronstatic einzel
lens is used for collimation. The electrons hit the sample surface and are back-scattered
towards the fluorescent screen (detection). Retarding grids can be used to filter out
inelastically scattered electrons. The resulting LEED pattern on the phosphor screen
is recorded by a camera. The whole LEED setup is operated under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions. b, Prototypical electron kinetic energy spectrum of back-scattered
electrons highlighting the contributions of elastic and discrete inelastic scattering, auger
electrons, as well as secondary electrons. Adapted from Ref. [111]. c, Inelastic mean free
path (IMFP) as a function of the electron kinetic energy. The universal curve exhibits
a minimum between 10 and 100 eV. Adapted from Ref. [111].
scattered from a sample surface is shown in Fig. 2.17b. For elastic scattering, there
exists a well-defined phase relation between incident and outgoing electrons. Since
the scattering potential formed by the lattice atoms determines the relative phase,
elastic contributions to the diffraction pattern, i.e the sharp diffraction peaks, con-
tain information about the symmetry and atomic structure (see Sec. 2.3.2). Inelas-
tically scattered electrons, on the other hand, transfer part of their initial energy to,
e.g. structural degrees of freedom, such that there is no clear phase relation. These
electrons mostly contribute to the diffuse background of the diffraction pattern (see
Sec. 2.3.3), providing insights into the population of lattice modes and other energy
relaxation pathways.
The high surface-sensitivity of low-energy electrons stems from their large scat-
tering cross section, leading to typical inelastic mean free paths (IMFP)29 of less
than a few ångstroms. Consequently, only electrons back-scattered within the first
few atomic layers contribute significantly to the diffraction signal. The energy-
29That is, the distance after which the 1/eth fraction of the electrons still exhibits the initial
energy Ekin,i [193]
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dependent IMFP is largely independent of the atomic number of the target and can
thus be described in terms of a universal curve, which exhibits a global minimum
between 10 and 100 eV (see Fig. 2.17c)30. We note that within this energy range,
electrons simultaneously exhibit the optimum wavelength for diffraction and highest
surface sensitivity. While the large scattering cross section of electrons in this energy
range facilitates surface-sensitive measurements, it also enhances the probability of
multiple scattering events, which complicates precise structure determination (see
Refs. [180] and [111] and Sec. 2.3.2 for details). However, in many cases, important
properties of the surface layer, e.g. its symmetry, can be readily extracted from the
LEED pattern itself.
Another advantage of harnessing electrons as probes is that they can be easily gen-
erated, accelerated, deflected or collimated via electrostatic fields. For comparison,
in the case of X-ray radiation the production of suitable optics is still challenging,
whereas Helium or neutron sources are technically much more complex than most
electron guns. On the other hand, slow electrons in particular are susceptible to stray
electric or magnetic fields, so that precautions must be taken on the experimental
side, e.g. by using non-magnetic materials. Overall, LEED has demonstrated to be
capable of studying surface phenomena, such as reconstructions, molecular adsor-
bates or defect densities with high precision [111, 179, 183, 184]. In the following,
we will take a closer look at how the diffraction pattern forms in LEED and what
information can be extracted from it. With regard to the ULEED system presented
in Sec. 3, these theoretical insights will enable the analysis of nonequilibrium phe-
nomena, such as photoinduced structural phase transtions.
2.3.2 Scattering theory
Within the framework of scattering theory, the interactions of quantum mechanical
particles such as photons or electrons with matter are generally described by the
Schrödinger equation or equivalent representations, e.g. the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation [194]. A main objective of scattering theory is to calculate the scattering
30For lowest energies, inelastic scattering of electrons is dominated by the generation of electron
hole pairs [111]. Specifically, the probability for pair formation is proportional to the product of
the available energy range of occupied (∼ E) and unoccupied states (∼ E), causing an increase of
the IMFP ∼ E2. For energies higher than 100 eV, the IMFP is proportional to
√
E due to plasmon
excitations [111].
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amplitude |fs(k0,k)|2, that is, the probability amplitude for a particle with initial
momentum k0 to exhibit the final momentum k after interaction with a scattering
potential Vint(x).31 If a particle interacts only weakly with the target, its final
state after scattering can be expanded to first order in the powers of Vint(x). This
corresponds to first-order perturbation theory and gives the Born approximation for





d3x e−i(k0−k)·x V (x). (2.39)
From a physics point of view, Eq. 2.39 considers only single (kinematic) scattering,
which holds true, e.g. for surface X-ray diffraction (SXRD) [111, 181]. In this par-
ticular case, the scattering amplitude fs(k0,k) is given by the Fourier transform of
the scattering potential, and the crystal structure can be directly determined from a
single diffraction pattern. For low-energy electrons, however, the Born approxima-
tion is no longer justified since LEED is dominated by multiple (dynamic) scattering
(see Sec. 2.3.1). Therefore, the full Lippmann-Schwinger equation has to be solved
in order to extract the precise positions of the basis atoms.32 At the same time,
if only lattice symmetry is of interest, a single-scattering approach describes the
formation of LEED patterns with sufficient accuracy. For this reason, the following
theoretical description of low-energy electron diffraction from surfaces will mainly
deal with kinematic scattering theory.33
The structure of a solid is defined by the symmetry of the underlying Bravais
lattice and the atomic basis representing the smallest repeating unit having the full
symmetry of the crystal [64, 111, 156]. The aim of LEED crystallography is to iden-
tify both the symmetry and the atomic coordinates within the surface unit cell by
measuring diffraction patterns of electrons scattered from solids. It is important to
note that LEED is specifically sensitive to atomic structure since the typical electron
kinetic energies (20-500 eV) lie significantly above EF. As a consequence, electrons
are expected to scatter mainly due to interactions with the inner atomic shells or
the nucleus, the corresponding scattering potentials being spherically symmetric
31It can be shown that |f(k0,k)|2 ∼ dσdΩ , i.e. the differential cross section.
32This is the main reason why structure determination by LEED was not feasible until the
1970s, when computing power finally overcame a critical threshold.
33For more information about dynamical LEED theory the reader is referred to Refs. [180] and
[111].
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(muffin-tin potential, see Fig 2.18a).
Assuming single elastic scattering, kinematic scattering theory establishes a straight-
forward connection between the main observable in diffraction experiments, i.e. the
position-dependent scattering intensity, and the microscopic structure of solids.34
In this, incident electrons are treated as plane waves with initial wave vector k0
and wavelength λd = ~k0. While multiple scattering is neglected, the short IMFP
(see Sec. 2.3.1) is taken into account by considering only interactions of the elec-
tron waves with the first atomic layer. In a simple example, we study the scatter-
ing of an incident wave A(ri) = A0 exp(ik0 · ri) with amplitude A0 by individual
atoms at positions ri, arranged in a two-dimensional lattice with non-trivial basis
(see Fig. 2.18b)35. After scattering, the amplitude Ai(ri) = A0 fi(ri) exp(ik0 · ri)
is modified by an atom-specific scattering factor fi (atomic form factor) and the







eik0·ri eik(R0−ri) ≈ 1
|R0|
eik·R0 fi e−i∆k·ri . (2.40)
Here, R0 is the distance to the detector, k the wave vector after scattering and
∆k = k − k0 the momentum transfer or scattering vector, respectively. In this,
we have assumed that after scattering, the electrons propagate as spherical waves
originating from the scattering centers and that |ri| is negligibly small compared
to |R0|. The total amplitude A =
∑
iAi at the detector can now be calculated
by adding up the contributions of the individual atoms. Furthermore, to separately
analyse the contributions of the crystal lattice and the atomic basis to the diffraction
pattern, we split the position vector ri = Rmn+ρj into a vector Rmn indicating the
position of the mnth unit cell (m and n denoting coordinates on the two-dimensional
lattice grid) and a vector ρj pointing to the position of the jth atom within that
cell (see top right inset in Fig. 2.18b). Under these assumptions, the normalized
intensity I/I0 at the detector is given by
34In deriving the main theoretical results, we will mostly follow Ref. [111]. Alternative ap-
proaches may be found in Refs. [156] and [64].
35Here, we neglect the temporal evolution of the phase given by the standard phase factor eiω0t.
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Figure 2.18: Surface scattering of low-energy electrons. a, Muffin-tin model of the scattering
potential in LEED. Due to electron kinetic energies Ekin  EF, scattering occurs at inner
electron shells and ionic cores, leading to spherically symmetric and non-overlapping
atomic potentials. Adlayers can introduce additional potential steps. Adapted from
Ref. [179]. b, Auxiliary sketch showing the diffraction of an incident plane wave with
wave vector k0 on a two-dimensional lattice with a polyatomic basis. a1, a2, basis
vectors of the crystal lattice. (Top right) Surface unit cell with two basis atoms (see






















with the lattice factor G and the structure factor F determining the independent
contributions of the Bravais lattice or the atomic basis, respectively. We will now
separately discuss the roles of G and F in determining the final diffraction pattern.
Concerning the lattice factor, we have defined the two-dimensional surface lattice in
terms of
Rmn = ma1 + na2, (2.42)
with a1 and a2 being the linearly independent base vectors of the crystal lattice in


















where we have assumed an infinite, perfectly periodic crystal. Importantly, the two
factors in Eq. 2.43 are non-zero only if exp(−i∆k · ai) = 1, which is equivalent to
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∆k‖ · ai = 2πq (q ∈ Z).36 In this particular case, |G|2 = 1, irrespective of the
atomic basis or the magnitude of m and n. We thus look for a set of vectors that
comply with the above relation. This motivates the definition of the two-dimensional
reciprocal lattice
Ghk = hb1 + kb2, (2.44)
with h, k ∈ Z and vectors bi fulfilling bi · aj = δij (i, j = 1, 2). In two dimensions,
the basis vectors bi or the reciprocal lattice can be constructed from the real-space
basis {a1,a1} = {(a1x, a1y), (a2x, a2y)} in the following way:
b1 = 2π
a2 × n












Here, n is the surface normal vector and |Areal| = |a1xa2y − a2xa1y| the area of the
real-space unit cell (see Fig. 2.19a). For the LEED pattern, it follows that reflexes
appear only in directions for which the in-plane component of the scattering vector
∆k coincides with a reciprocal lattice vector:
∆k‖ = k‖ − k0,‖ = Ghk. (2.47)
This is commonly referred to as the Laue condition for scattering from a two-
dimensional sample. In the direction perpendicular to the surface layer, due to
the lack of translational symmetry, momentum transfer is not restricted to discrete
values. Consequently, the three-dimensional reciprocal lattice of the surface consists
of crystal truncation rods (see Fig. 2.19a). To predict the LEED pattern from a sur-
face with known symmetry, we can use the Ewald construction [64, 111, 156], that
is, the graphical representation of Eq. 2.47 (see Fig. 2.19b). For this, we use that
|k| = |k0|, (2.48)
since only elastic scattering processes are considered. The incident electron wave is
represented by its wave vector k0 pointing to the origin of reciprocal space, i.e. the
36Here, we only consider scattering from the two-dimensional first layer and therefore choose
k = k‖.
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Figure 2.19: Reciprocal lattice and Ewald construction in LEED. a, Central section of the
reciprocal space of a two-dimensional rectangular lattice around the (0 0) spot. b1, b2,
basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice. Adopted from Ref. [156]. b, (Left) Construction
of the Ewald sphere in LEED geometry. Adopted from Refs. [112, 156]. (Right) In real
experiments, the finite electron penetration depth and sub-surface multiple scattering
of electrons lead to characteristic intensity oscillations as a function of electron energy.
LEED data (violet and read lines) taken from Ref. [195]. Black line, schematic intensity
dependence of (0 0) spot for |fj(E)|2 = |f(E)|2 = 1, according to Ref. [111]. Partially
adapted from Refs. [156] and [55].
(0 0) rod. The Ewald sphere is now defined by the set of wave vectors k for which
momentum conservation is satisfied (sphere with radius |k0| centered at the origin of
k0 in Fig. 2.19b). For intersection points of the Ewald sphere and the crystal trun-
cation rods, both Eq. 2.48 (momentum conservation) and Eq. 2.47 (Laue criterion)
are fulfilled, and diffraction reflexes can be observed37. So far, for simplicity we have
only considered a perfectly two-dimensional lattice. However, depending on kinetic
energy, electrons may penetrate several monolayers deep into the solid before being
scattered. This leads to an additional weak Laue condition for scattering perpen-
dicular to the surface and thereby to a periodic modulation of the rod intensity, as
evidenced by energy-dependent LEED measurements (see Fig. 2.19b).
Whereas the lattice factor G can be used to identify the symmetry of the Bravais
lattice, it does not contain any information about the atomic positions within the
real-space unit cell. The latter are encoded in the structure factor F determining
the intensity of diffraction reflexes given by G. Accordingly, a precise analysis of the
intensity of individual diffraction spots provides information about the arrangement
37Due to the existence of rods perpendicular to the surface, the reciprocal lattice always inter-
sects the Ewald sphere. Thus, in contrast to bulk-sensitive scattering methods, there are always
reflexes observed in the LEED pattern.
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of the basis atoms. However, in most cases, kinematic theory fails to predict the
correct spot intensities, the reason being that multiple scattering can no longer
be neglected [111, 180]. For a single atom at position ρi not only scattering of
the incident plane electron wave has to be considered, but also the contribution
of waves scattered from neighbouring atoms towards ρi and vice versa. In this
scenario, the total wave amplitude scattered by a single atom depends on its own
scattering factor fi. As a consequence, modelling the effect of multiple scattering
on the structure factor necessitates a self-consistent treatment of fi [111] (which is
replaced by a dynamic scattering factor fDi ) that reproduces the drastic changes of
the energy-dependent spot intensities and enables LEED structure determination
(see Fig. 2.19b and Ref. [111, 180]).
Regardless of the additional complications introduced by dynamic scattering, G
and F remain independent quantities. This allows us to harness LEED in combi-
nation with kinematic theory to identify the lattice symmetry by means of G, even
if multiple scattering prevents us from determining exact atomic positions via F .
This is particularly important in view of the objective of this work, namely the in-
vestigation of a symmetry-breaking phase transition of an adsorbate-induced surface
reconstruction. In such transitions, the atomic structure changes significantly, and
the new symmetry of the surface is reflected in the LEED pattern. At the same time,
temperature effects, inelastic scattering or the excitation of lattice vibrations may
additionally influence the diffraction signal via F . In order to disentangle the dif-
ferent contributions of these effects to I(∆k), we will now study their characteristic
signatures in LEED.
2.3.3 Surface structures and dynamic effects in LEED
Low-energy electrons are versatile structural probes. Interacting with a solid surface,
they scatter either elastically or inelastically, coherently or incoherently, exchanging
energy and momentum. As a matter of fact, the LEED pattern represents a superpo-
sition of these distinct scattering channels, each of them carrying information about
specific observables, e.g. lattice symmetry, atomic structure, as well as long-range
order or collective and dynamic phenomena. Whereas a comprehensive discussion
of all these aspects is beyond the scope of this work, the following sections provide
a very brief overview of relevant effects. These include, among others, temperature-
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induced Debye-Waller-type spot suppressions, inelastic diffuse scattering, or periodic
lattice distortions. Observing the impact of these effects on diffraction spot profiles
with ps temporal resolution in ULEED allows to draw a picture of the surface on
the time scales of atomic motion. First and foremost, however, it is important to
understand surface structure itself, with superstructures and reconstructions being
two of the most basic features.
Superstructures
As already mentioned in Sec. 2.3, the broken symmetry of a surface leads to changes
in the electronic and atomic structure, giving rise to various surface-specific phenom-
ena [184, 185, 196–198]. However, the question remains why the surface structure
differs from the bulk. On the atomic level, to cleave a bulk crystal means to break
inter-atomic bonds between two neighbouring crystal planes, which leaves the sur-
face in a nonequilibrium state characterized by unsatisfied or dangling bonds [111]
(see Fig. 2.20a). Under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions, minimising total en-
ergy, atoms of the first atomic layers subsequently rearrange, accompanied by the
making and breaking of bonds (Fig. 2.20b)). While this applies to various classes of
materials, the effects are particularly strong in semiconductors, as they are formed
by covalent bonds with directional character [111]. Depending on the impact of
structural rearrangements on the lateral symmetry of the first layers, a distinction
is made between surface relaxations (identical symmetry of initial and final struc-
ture) and reconstructions (distinct symmetries of initial and final structure). In
the latter case, the surface atoms form a periodic superstructure with modified lat-
tice symmetry and a new, typically larger surface unit cell. Interestingly, for some
materials, the newly formed surface is trapped in a metastable configuration, that
is, a transition to a lower-energy (super-)structure is prevented by an energetically
unfavored intermediate state. Only at elevated temperature, the enhanced ther-
mal motion of the surface atoms overcomes the corresponding energy barrier. A
prominent example of this is the (111) surface of silicon.
While cleaving a crystal in UHV leads to an intrinsic reorganisation at the sur-
face, similar structural changes can also be caused by the adsorption of additional
atoms38. Here too, energy minimisation due to the saturation of dangling bonds is
38Note that even under UHV conditions with pressures reaching down to 10−10 mbar, significant
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Figure 2.20: Energy minimisation by surface reconstruction
for the Si(111) surface. a, Bulk-like terminated Si(111)
surface. Silicon atoms, grey, red and yellow; dangling
bonds, black/ white. b, (7×7) surface reconstruction of
Si(111). Additional Si atoms (red) saturate the dangling
bonds of the unreconstructed surface, reducing the total
number of unsaturated bonds and minimising the total
energy of the surface. Adapted from Ref. [199].
the main driving force. Adsorbate-induced surface reconstructions are of particular
importance for a large number of research fields, including surface chemistry and
catalysis [166, 179, 183], as well as the physics of low-dimensional systems [101].
Depending on the adatom species the surface can be endowed with completely new
properties affecting chemical reactivity or surface conductivity. Figure 2.21a shows
typical adsorption sites on a surface with hexagonal symmetry. Whereas physisorbed
atoms only weakly influence substrate structure, in the case of chemisorption, the
formation of strong bonds between adatoms and substrate often results in a more
pronounced reconstruction of the surface.
The commonly used mathematical descriptions of superlattices have been estab-
lished by Park and Madden [200], or Wood [201], respectively. In this work, mainly
Wood’s notation is used to refer to different surface reconstructions in the form of
X(hkl) (m× n)Rθ − Ad. (2.49)
Here, X(hkl) refers to the substrate and the relevant crystal face (e.g. “Si(111)”),
whereas (m × n) gives the unit cell dimensions of the superlattice in units of the
substrate base vectors in real-space (e.g. “(4×1)”). The term Rθ is used to describe
the orientation of the superlattice relative to a high-symmetry axis of the bulk
structure39, while the adsorbate species (Ad) is given at the end. Figures 2.21b-
e show different surface reconstructions and the resulting diffraction patterns in
LEED. Although Wood’s notation is commonly used in literature, some non-trivial
surface lattices require the matrix formalism developed by Park and Madden [200].
adsorbate coverages are observed after some time due to residual gas atoms.
39Note that for φ = 0, this term is typically omitted.
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Figure 2.21: Overview of adsorbate-induced surface reconstructions. a, Common adsorp-
tion sites of adatoms on substrates with hexagonal symmetry, e.g. the (111) surface for
cubic, bcc, fcc or diamond lattices. Note that the formation of strong bonds between
adatoms or substrates can significantly change surface structure, making it difficult to as-
sign adatoms to the specific adsorption sites described above. b-e, Frequently occurring
surface reconstructions on substrates with hexagonal symmetry (top) and corresponding
reciprocal lattice structures (bottom). Superstructure reflexes, red; substrate reflexes,
grey; real/reciprocal surface unit cell of superstructure (substrate), red (black). Surface
reconstructions either occur intrinsically by rearrangement of substrate atoms or due to
absorption of additional atoms.
Here, the base vectors {as1,as2} of the superlattice are given by a linear combination





















In this, the matrix Ŝ relates the two basis sets via coefficients sij. However, surface-
sensitive diffraction methods access structural information in reciprocal space. Here,
the base vectors {bs1, bs2} of the superlattice are related to the basis vectors {b1, b2}






















where we have used that Ŝ−1 = det(Ŝ)−1 adj(Ŝ). For reconstructed surfaces the
real-space unit cell is typically larger than the unit cell of the substrate. In this
case, Eq. 2.51 predicts a smaller reciprocal unit cell of the superlattice and additional
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reflexes in between substrate-related diffraction spots (see Fig. 2.21b-e (bottom)). In
analysing LEED patterns, it is important to account for the coexistence of multiple
symmetry-equivalent domains on the same surface. This typically happens if the
superlattice is of lower symmetry compared with the substrate.
Static and dynamic effects on the diffraction spot profile
We now address the question of how static or dynamic changes to the lattice struc-
ture are mirrored in the LEED pattern. This will enable us to disentangle and
identify the roles of different processes underlying the ultrafast structural dynamics
observed by ULEED. Figure 2.22 gives an overview of a number of relevant effects
to be considered in the analysis of LEED images, some of which are briefly discussed
below. Generally, the k-dependent intensity distribution of the diffraction pattern is
determined by the product |G|2 · |F |2 and the instrumental response function T (∆k)
(IRF). For a perfect, rigid and infinite crystal and a perfect instrument, the LEED
image would feature infinitely sharp peaks [179]. However, surface imperfections
and the distortion of the diffraction pattern by the measurement device lead to a
finite spot width σspot. In this regard, the IRF describes the contribution of the
LEED apparatus to the observed broadening. Among other things, the finite spa-
tial extension and energy width of the electron beam, the emission properties of
the electron source, aberrations of the electron optics, and the finite spatial resolu-
tion of the detector have a significant influence on σspot. Accordingly, the measured
LEED intensity function I(∆k) is given by a convolution of the “ideal” intensity
distribution I∗(∆k) and the IRF [179]:
I(∆k) = I∗(∆k) ∗ T (∆k) =
∫ +∞
−∞
d(∆k)T (∆k) · I∗(∆k −∆k′). (2.52)
Information about the surface structure can be extracted from the Fourier transform
of I(∆k):
F{I(∆k)}(r) = F{I(∆k) ∗ T (∆k)} = Φ(r) · t(r). (2.53)
Here, Φ(r) is the autocorrelation function, which is a measure of lattice order for a
given vector r. The Fourier transform of the IRF gives the transfer function t(r),
the FWHM of t(r) commonly being referred to as transfer width wt. Since the
autocorrelation function is modulated by t(r), the corresponding transfer width can
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Figure 2.22: Impact of
static and dynamic ef-
fects on the diffraction
spot profile. Blue cir-
cles, equilibrium atomic
positions within the
surface layer; red cir-
cles and black arrows,
(time-dependent) atomic
displacements. Blue
(red) line, original (modi-
fied) spot profile. Dashed









be interpreted as the maximum distance for which spatial correlations between two
scatterers can be observed. In experiments, the IRF can be approximated by the
intensity profile of a suitable diffraction spot, assuming that the ideal spot width
σidealspot is negligibly small compared with T (∆k). Provided a sufficiently high transfer
width, LEED is sensitive to a variety of surface lattice phenomena, as exemplified
by Fig. 2.22b-f:
• At elevated temperature, the incoherent thermal motion of atoms results in a
reduction of the structure factor F and a diffuse background signal (b). While
this Debye-Waller effect [202, 203] impacts the diffraction spot intensity, the
spot width remains unaffected (see detailed discussion in App.A).
• The in-phase motion of atoms at the surface, i.e. coherent surface phonons,
periodically changes the atomic coordinates within each unit cell, and thus
affects the structure factor F [140]. The oscillations of atoms around their
equilibrium positions cause modulations of the spot intensity at the frequen-
cies according to the involved phonon modes (c). This contribution to the
spot profile can only be investigated by ultrafast diffraction techniques with
sufficiently high temporal resolution40.
• The formation of a periodic lattice distortion (PLD, see Sec. 2.1.1 and 2.1.3)
manifest itself in the diffraction pattern by the appearance of satellite peaks.
40In experiments with insufficient temporal resolution ∆τ the effect of coherent phonons on F
is averaged out over one oscillation period Tphon. Thus, ideally ∆τ < Tphon/2.
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This can be understood by interpreting the PLD in terms of a sinusoidal phase
modulation of the structure factor and calculating the resulting scattering
amplitude using the Jacobi-Anger relation (for details of the calculation see
Eq. 3-10 in Ref. [204]). The periodicity a∗ of the real-space modulation can
be determined from the distance between satellite and corresponding Bragg
peaks in k-space via the relation ∆k = 2π/a∗ (d).
• Disorder in the periodic lattice structure introduced, e.g. by atomic-scale
defects result in a broadening of the diffraction spot profile (e). Consequently,
the analysis of spot widths allows conclusions to be drawn about the correlation
length of the lattice [18, 120, 205].
• The presence of terraces or the coexistence of two long-range ordered structural
phases in the form of microscopic domains causes a diffuse Lorentzian back-
ground contribution to the spot profile (f). Whereas the width of the coherent
contribution remains untouched by this effect, the width of the background
signal can be used to infer the mean terrace or domain width [116, 205].
Many of the above effects are discussed in the light of the experimental results
presented in Sec. 5 and 6. In addition, the effect of temperature on the diffraction
spot intensity is treated to some extend in AppendixA. Insights into the associated
Debye-Waller-type spot suppressions will be used in Sec. 5.3 to rule out a major
contribution of lattice temperature to the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition and
thus prove the electronic nature of the excitation mechanism. Other effects are
explained in more detail where it seems necessary and in direct connection with the
measurement results.
2.3.4 Ultrafast optical response of surface monolayers
Structure-sensitive probes such as LEED are capable of investigating the atomic
lattice of a surface, and to some extend this also allows to draw conclusions about
electronic properties, given a sufficiently strong coupling between electron and lattice
subsystems and additional input from theory. Recently developed ultrafast electron
diffraction schemes like ULEED [17, 18, 55] or trRHEED [9, 10] further allow to
resolve the evolution of surface structure after optical excitation. However, in the
case of materials with complex correlations between electronic and lattice structure
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Figure 2.23: Ultrafast optical pump-probe
spectroscopy. An intense ultrashort pump
pulse excites electronic and/or structural
dynamics by means of interband transi-
tions in the band structure or direct (res-
onant) interaction with the lattice. A
weaker pulse probes the optical properties,
such as reflectivity R or transmission T , as
a function of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-pr.
This provides insights into nonequilibrium













the combination of experiments with different observables often provides a more
comprehensive picture of the physics. Therefore, when studying nonequilibrium
surface dynamics with ULEED, a complementary method that also accesses the
electronic properties of surfaces and atomic layers on ultrafast time scales is highly
desirable.
While trARPES directly measures the population and evolution of the electronic
band structure with both high surface sensitivity and fs temporal resolution, the
technical requirements for this experimental approach are very high. A less demand-
ing alternative is given by optical spectroscopy which measures the optical properties
of solids and their surfaces. This offers a powerful way to access the population of
electronic states and central features of the band structure, since these ultimately
determine the macroscopic response of the surface layer to electromagnetic fields.
Using ultrashort light pulses for excitation and probing in a stroboscopic scheme
(see Fig. 2.23 and Sec. 3) enables to monitor changes in reflectivity R, transmission
T and absorption A, e.g. due to electronic excitation, electronic or structural phase
transitions, as well as the coherent motion of atoms. Within the scope of this work,
it is not possible to give even a rudimentary overview of this still flourishing field
of research. Instead, we focus on a few aspects of (ultrafast) optical spectroscopy
which are relevant to the experiments described in Sec. 3 and 6.
In a first step, we define the relevant optical constants and relate them to macro-
scopic observables. In this, we mainly follow Ref. [206]. Furthermore, on the basis
of Ref. [207], it will we shown how the corresponding equations can be adapted to
describe reflection, transmission and absorption of thin optical layers. Last, we will
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study how ultrafast changes in the electronic and lattice structure affect these quan-
tities. This will enable the analysis and interpretation of the optical pump-probe
(OPP) experiments on the transition in atomic indium wires presented in Sec. 6.
Optical constants
In the following, we analyse how the microscopic electronic or lattice structure is con-
nected to macroscopic optical constants, i.e. the complex dielectric function ε̂, the
complex optical conductivity σ̂ or the electric susceptibility, and proceed by linking
these parameters to measurable properties such as the reflectivity R. In a micro-
scopic real-space picture, the structure of a surface is defined by the periodic charge
distribution formed by negatively charged electrons and the positively charged nu-
clei. Within the framework of classical electrodynamics, the interaction of charged
particles with a local time-dependent electromagnetic field is treated in terms of
driven oscillators. As mentioned in Sec. 2.2.1, electrons respond significantly faster
to external perturbations than the atomic lattice, for which resonance frequencies
typically lie in the MIR or THz regime. As a consequence, only electrons can inter-
act resonantly with electromagnetic waves in the visible range41. However, lattice
modes can couple indirectly to light via Raman-scattering (second order effect, see
also Sec. 2.2.2).
The interaction of light and matter on macroscopic length scales is described by
Maxwell’s equations and the constitutive relations between the occurring fields and
currents [206]. On this basis, the electric field E of light propagating inside the











Here, ε is the dielectric constant, σ the optical conductivity, µ the magnetic perme-
ability, and c the speed of light. Since we are dealing with non-magnetic materials,
µ = 1. Solutions to Eq. 2.54 are plane waves E(k̂, t) = E0 exp(i(k̂ · r − ωt)) with
frequency ω and the complex propagation constant k̂. Whereas the real part of k̂
is associated with the wave vector, the imaginary part describes the attenuation of
41As a remark, resonant excitation of lattice modes with intense MIR or THz light fields (pulses)
is a promising concept to all-optically control atomic structure and steer exotic properties of solids,
such as superconductivity [3] or ferroelectricity [131].
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electric field inside the solid. Inserting this solution into the wave equations for E











with the complex dielectric function ε̂ describing the macroscopic polarisability of
the material42. Moreover, ε̂ and the complex conductivity σ̂ are mutually connected




:= ε1 + iε2; (2.56)
σ̂ = σ +
εω
4πi
:= σ1 + iσ2. (2.57)
While both ε̂ and σ̂ are macroscopic quantities, they originate from the microscopic
or atomic polarisability α (see Eq.2.34), which describes dipole formation in response
to a local electric field on the level of a single unit cell. Microscopic and macroscopic









with Ni the number density of atoms of species i and αi the corresponding polar-
isability. Furthermore, in many cases, the complex refractive index n̂ is used to
describe the refraction and absorption of light in materials:
n̂ =
√
ε̂ = ñ(ω) + ik̃(ω). (2.59)
From this, we yield the absorption coefficient αabs = 2ωk̃(ω)/c43. The question
remains as to how these optical constants are related to observables like the reflec-
tivity, transmission or absorption (see Fig. 2.24a). To express R or the reflection
coefficient r in terms of the complex refractive index, we define the reflectivity as
42Alternatively, the electric susceptibility χ̂ = (ε̂/ε0 − 1) can be used to describe the response
of a material to external fields.
43Note that whereas the polarisability α relates to the optical field, the absorption coefficient
refers to the light intensity.
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Figure 2.24: Auxiliary sketches for the definition of the optical properties of bulk solids and
thin layers. a, Schematic of incoming, transmitted and reflected electric fields at the
solid-vacuum interface, adapted from Ref. [206]. b, Sketch of a thin layer on a substrate
with refractive index ns. Adapted from Ref. [207].
the ratio between the amplitudes of reflected (E2) and incident (E2) waves, i.e.
R = |E2/E1|2 or r = E2/E1, respectively. Using the continuity conditions for E
and H at the surface, the amplitudes of the incident, transmitted and reflected are
connected to n̂ by E2 = 12E0(1 − n̂), E1 =
1
2
E0(1 + n̂) (for details, see Ref. [206]).
Using these relations, we finally yield the macroscopic reflectivity
R =
∣∣∣∣1− n̂1 + n̂
∣∣∣∣2 = (1− ñ)2 + k̃2(1 + ñ)2 + k̃2 . (2.60)
Optical properties of thin layers
Since this work is concerned with electronic and structural dynamics in indium
monolayers on the Si(111) surface, we now deal with the question as to how the above
relations for the optical properties translate to thin layers on dielectric substrates.
First, we note that for the case of an indium layer on silicon and for pump (probe)
wavelengths around 800 nm, the refraction of the substrate is essentially real (n̂s =
3.67 + 0.005i at 800 nm). Accordingly, only the real part of the substrate refractive
index is considered below (n̂s → ns). Following the arguments of Li and Heinz [207],
the optical properties of a thin sheet on a substrate with vanishing imaginary part
of n̂ are accurately described by a two-dimensional model. In this, the coefficients
for reflection and transmission of the layer can be expressed in terms of the sheet’s
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optical conductivity σs [207]:
r =
1− ns − Z0σs




1 + ns + Z0σs
. (2.62)
Here, σs = −iχε0ω, and Z0 = 1/ε0c is the vacuum impedance. Asserting that
the thin sheet can be treated as a perturbation, r and t vary linearly with the sheet
response Z0σs of the thin layer [207]. In this case, Eq. 2.61 and 2.62 can be linearised


























On this basis, we can calculate the changes ∆R and ∆T in reflectivity R or trans-
mission T , respectively, of the surface due to the presence of the thin layer, as well























As a main result, for a thin layer or atomic monolayer on a substrate with real
refractive index, the changes in reflectivity and transmission are proportional to the
monolayer absorption. Therefore, measurements of ∆R also provide information
about the absorption of monolayers on the surface, provided a sufficiently strong
contribution of the layer to the overall signal and a high signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 2.25: Contributions to the transient reflectivity signal
measured by optical pump-probe spectroscopy (see also
Sec. 6.3). Red line, Relative changes ∆R/R in reflectiv-
ity as a function of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-pr. Dashed
lines schematically indicate the individual contributions
of changes in the electronic band structure, e.g. due to a
insulator-metal phase transition (violet), electronic exci-
tations in the band structure affecting the rate of optical
transitions for final states close to EF (black), or coherent
Raman- or IR- active phonons.
Ultrafast optical pump-probe spectroscopy
In a last step, we explore how ultrafast measurements of optical properties can
be used to follow electronic and structural dynamics. In this context, essential
questions concern the connection between the observables of optical spectroscopy,
such as reflectivity R or absorption A, and the dynamics of electrons and phonons.
Here, we focus on three possible contributions to transient reflectivity traces, i.e.
electronic excitation, coherent phonons and phase transitions (see Fig. 2.25).
First of all, the pump pulse photo-excites electrons, which changes the occupation
of states close to the Fermi energy [208]. This can influence the rate of allowed optical
transitions into these states44 for the probe pulse and, consequently, the imaginary
part of the complex dielectric function. Changes of ε̂ in turn affect the reflectivity
via Eq. 2.59 and 2.60. Therefore, the exponential decay of the excited state popula-
tion is mirrored in the pump-probe trace (see dashed black line in Fig. 2.25). Second,
coherent Raman-active phonons excited by the pump pulse periodically change the
polarisability α, which is connected to the macroscopic dielectric function through
Eq. 2.58. As a consequence, for the probe pulse, the sample reflectivity and absorp-
tion become functions of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-pr:






44More specifically, the probability Pi→f or rate Γi→f, respectively, of interband transitions, i.e.
transitions between occupied states of the valence band and unoccupied states of the conduction
band, can be calculated by first order perturbation theory, i.e. Fermi’s golden rule. Here, Γi→f
depends on transition matrix element, describing the coupling between initial and final states by
the light field, and the joint valence-conduction density of states.
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Furthermore, for particular materials, the initial excitation of electrons or lattice
vibrations can induce a phase transition, e.g. from an insulator to a metal. Such
transitions typically involve pronounced changes in the orbital or electronic band
structure, respectively. Here, it is not only the change in the occupation of electronic
states that affects ε̂, but the change of the band or lattice structure itself. For this
reason, the associated effects on the transient reflectivity can last significantly longer,
depending on the lifetime of the new electronic or structural phase.
In summary, the above considerations provide a basis for the interpretation of tran-
sient reflectivity data from atomic layers on optically-transparent substrates. Given
a sufficiently strong change in reflectivity induced by the monolayer, surface-specific
electronic and structural dynamics can be distinguished from bulk contributions
due to the excitation of the substrate. Moreover, with regard to the sample system
studied in this work, the proportionality between ∆R and A allows to monitor and
finally control the energy absorption of the In/Si surface.
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The control of structural dynamics at surfaces requires the combination of ultra-
fast surface-sensitive probes with femtosecond optical excitation schemes. In this
context, our group has recently developed ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction
(ULEED) in transmission [17] and back-scattering [18, 54, 55, 112, 120] as a versa-
tile tool to study optically-induced phase transitions and phase ordering processes
with a temporal resolution of down to 1 ps. Consequently, a major objective of
this work has been to further expand the capabilities of ULEED in order to enable
not only the probing but also the all-optical control of nonequilibrium processes.
The following sections present the technical advances in ULEED and the resulting
experimental setup for the demonstration of coherent vibrational control over the
Peierls-like transition in indium nanowires on Si(111).
The three main features of the experiment are discussed in Sec. 3.1-3.3: The fem-
tosecond laser system, the ultrafast LEED and optical pump-probe (OPP) setups,
as well as the preparation of samples under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions.
One of the tasks undertaken as part of this work was the maintenance of the ul-
trafast laser system and the extension of the optics setup to facilitate both mul-
tipulse optical excitation of surfaces (together with Hannes Böckmann-Clemens)
and optical pump-probe spectroscopy (together with Felix Kurtz and Neele Kozák).
Moreover, the work featured the development of procedures for the preparation of
atomic wire arrays on single-crystal semiconductor surfaces, including the design of
a direct-current heater (DCH) chamber and different sample holders, as well as the
calibration of an electron beam evaporator (EBE).
In addition, Sec. 3.1.3 is intended to give an overview of the capabilities of ULEED,
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Figure 3.1: Basic concept
of ULEED. Low-energy
electron pulses from a
laser-driven electron gun
probe the state of the
surface as a function of
the delay time ∆t with
respect to optical exci-
tation. Back-scattered
electrons are detected
on a microchannel plate
(MCP).
featuring recent data from two types of miniaturised, ultrafast electron guns. These
customised electron sources are at the heart of the ULEED apparatus, and will
be briefly presented in Sec. 3.1.2. For a more detailed description of the different
electron gun concepts for ULEED, the reader is referred to Refs. [54, 112, 120].
3.1 Ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction
LEED is a powerful tool for surface analysis (see also Sec. 2.3), providing access to
the symmetry, atomic-scale structure and long-range order of the uppermost layers
of solids. In this context, recent works from our group [17, 18, 54] have demonstrated
how ultrafast photoemission of electrons from metallic nanotips [209, 210] can be
harnessed to transfer the concept of LEED to the time-domain. Instead of a contin-
uous electron beam, ULEED employs a beam of electron pulses to probe the state of
a sample before/after timed optical excitation (see Fig. 3.1). Recording the LEED
pattern as a function of the pump-probe delay ∆t enables insights into the evolution
of the surface structure on timescales determined by the optical and electron pulse
durations. This stroboscopic approach is central to the experiment and requires
control over as well as synchronisation of electron emission and propagation with
sample excitation. A major challenge in realising ULEED is the dispersion-induced
spatio-temporal broadening of electron pulses during propagation. One possibility to
reduce this effect is to reduce the distance between the electron source and the sam-
ple harnessing miniaturised electron sources (hereafter referred to as “mm-sized gun”
and “µm-sized gun” or “microgun”; see Sec. 3.1.2). The following paragraphs provide
a description of the essential techniques and developments facilitating ULEED.
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3.1.1 Laser system and optical setup
Amplified 
fs laser system
λc = 1030 nm 
Δτ = 212 fs 
frep = 100 kHz
Noncollinear optical 
parametric amplifier
λc = 400 nm 
Δτ = 40 fs 
Optical parametric 
amplifier
λc = 800 nm 
Δτ = 200-300 fs 
Ultrafast LEED setup
UHV chamber
















Figure 3.2: Optical setup for ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction (ULEED) setup used
in this work. 1030 nm beam (P1), orange; 800 nm beam (P2), red; 400 nm beam, violet.
Detailed layouts of the interferometer setups are shown in Fig. 3.3.
Various optical setups have been used throughout this work, allowing for the in-
vestigation of complementary observables such as the atomic structure (ULEED) or
optical reflectivity (OPP) of sample surfaces. Moreover, different types of interfer-
ometers were harnessed to generate pulse sequences and exert control over phase
transition efficiencies on ultrashort timescales.
The basic optics layout of the ULEED experiment is shown in Fig. 3.2: An
Yb:YAG laser amplifier system (Light Conversion “Pharos”, central wavelength λc =
1030 nm, ~ω = 1.20 eV, pulse duration ∆τ = 212 fs, output power Pout = 15W,
repetition rate frep = 100 kHz1, pulse energy Ep = 150µJ) pumps an optical para-
metric amplifier (OPA, Light Conversion “Orpheus”, signal (idler) wavelength tun-
able between λ = 630 − 1030 (1030 − 2600) nm, ~ω = 1.96 − 1.20 (1.20 − 0.47) eV,
∆τ = 200 − 300 fs) and a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA, Light
Conversion “Orpheus-N-2H”2, signal wavelength tunable between λ = 650− 900 nm
1For some measurements, the repetition rate was reduced to frep = 25 kHz to avoid cumulative
heating of the samples.
2For the first experiments, the NOPA was used in its original 3H configuration. Here, the
the nonlinear crystals are pumped by the third harmonic of the fundamental, that is, at 343 nm.
The system was later modified to the 2H configuration (λpump = 515 nm) for technical reasons.
However, the changes to the laser system did not have an influence on the outcome of the ULEED
experiments.
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(~ω = 1.91 − 1.38 eV), or λ = 325 − 450 nm (~ω = 3.81 − 2.76 eV) after second
harmonic generation (SHG) stage, pulse duration ∆τ = 15− 50 fs).
The second harmonic NOPA output (λ = 400 nm, ~ω = 3.1 eV, Ep, max = 500nJ,
violet in Fig. 3.2) passes a set of neutral density (ND) filters for attenuation and a
λ/2-plate to align the polarisation parallel to the nanotip inside the electron guns
(see Sec. 3.1.2 for details on photoemission from nanoscale needle emitters and minia-
turised electron sources). For experiments with the mm-sized electron gun, the UV
pulses are focused through the main window of the UHV chamber (sapphire, CF160)
onto the tip by a anti-reflex-coated fused silica lens (plano-concave) with focal length
l = 300 mm. The significantly smaller entrance aperture of the µm-sized gun re-
quires the use of an aspheric lens (focal length l = 22 mm) mounted on a xyz-piezo
stage (“attocube”) inside the UHV chamber (see Fig. B.3 in AppendixB).
A fraction of the amplifier output (λ = 1030 nm, ~ω = 1.20 eV, 1.5 W at
frep = 100 kHz, Ep = 15µJ, orange in Fig. 3.2) is coupled out by a beam split-
ter, attenuated and guided onto an optical delay stage to be used for timed optical
excitation of the sample (P1). The same happens with the OPA signal output P2
(λ = 800nm, ~ω = 1.55 eV, Ep, max = 7µJ, red in Fig. 3.2). Both P1 and P2 can be
used in pump-probe experiments (single-pulse excitation). For measurements with
two-pulse optical excitation, both NIR beams are combined collinearly via a dielec-
tric mirror (highly-reflective at 800 nm) and focused onto the sample by a single
anti-reflex-coated plano-concave lens (focal length l = 400 mm). To independently
adjust the relative focus positions of the two beams along the optical axis3, the
divergence of the 1030 nm beam is controlled by a galilean telescope. Furthermore,
to achieve the best possible temporal resolution in pump-probe experiments with
the µm-sized gun, the signal output of the NOPA (λ = 800 nm, ~ω = 1.55 eV,
Ep, max = 2µJ, see Fig. B.3 in AppendixB) was utilised for pumping.
To explore the effects of mode-selective excitation on the phase transition in
atomic indium wires (see Sec. 6) and to identify the roles of different structural modes
in the transition, two types of interferometers have been built (see Fig. 3.3a,b), which
deliver either two (a) or four (b) identical pulses [59]. The mutual delays between
excitations can be controlled by motorised linear delay stages (see Fig. 3.2 for loca-
tion in the P2 beam path). Scanning the frequency of the resulting 800 nm pulse
3The initial offset is due to chromatic aberration.
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Figure 3.3: Optical interferometer setups for pulse pair (train) generation. a, Michelson
interferometer setup providing pulse pairs at adjustable mutual delay. Numbers denote
the fraction of the initial pulse energy in the different arms of the interferometer in
percent. BS, beam splitter. b, Extended Michelson interferometer based on the scheme
devised by Hase et al. [59].
trains across the frequencies of specific modes of the sample system and subsequently
probing the state of the surface with ULEED enables experiments in analogy to two-
dimensional optical spectroscopy (see, e.g. Ref. [211] and references therein), as will
be discussed in Sec. 6.5.
All of the above experiments require a characterisation of the optical excitation,
with results summarised below. In order to determine the temporal resolution ∆τp-p
in double-pump (multi-pump) experiments and to locate the temporal overlap (time-
zero) between the different pump pulses, the P1 and P2 beams are collinearly fo-
cused onto a two-photon photodiode (GaAsP) for cross-correlation measurements
(a typical data set is shown in Fig. 3.4a). For this, ∆τp-p and the time-zero position
x0 = x(∆tp−p = 0) on the delay stage are extracted from the cross-correlation data








to the normalised cross-correlation signal. Here, ∆tp−p is the mutual delay between
two pulses, x the position of the optical delay stage4 and σx = (2
√
2ln(2))−1 σx,FWHM
the width of the cross-correlation peak. For the temporal resolution, it follows that









4One of the delay stages is fixed during the scan.
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Figure 3.4: Spatio-temporal characterisation of optical excitation pulses. a, Cross-
correlation of P1 (λ = 1030 nm) and P2 (λ = 800 nm) using a nonlinear photodiode. b,
Intensity profile of the P1 spot at the sample position along the y-direction, recorded in
a knife-edge measurement. c, Intensity profile in z-direction. Intensity fluctuations for
small z values are likely due to light scattering from a rough spot on the knife edge.
with c being the velocity of light. The corresponding error of ∆τp-p is estimated
in terms of the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the fit. The spatial profile of the
optical excitation is determined by a series of knife-edge measurements in the sample
plane (yz-plane) inside the ULEED chamber (see exemplary data in Fig. 3.4b,c).
Specifically, intensity profiles I(y) (or I(z)) were recorded in y- and z-direction and
for both 800 nm and 1030 nm beams, using a CCD camera placed outside the UHV
chamber. The corresponding spot widths can be determined by means of a Gauss
error function model fitted to each of the data sets:






Here, I0 is the maximum intensity of the laser spot, σz the spot width in z direction,
and Ibg the constant background signal in the integrated images. Several consecutive
measurements were combined to obtain the weighted mean values σy and σz and the
corresponding errors. With this, the pump spot size Aspot = 4πσyσz at the sample





where Pcw is the continuous wave or average power of the pump laser and frep the
repetition rate. This particular definition of F was chosen to be consistent with
the definition used in the works of Frigge et al. [10, 56, 116] and thus allows for
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a direct comparison of ULEED [53] and trRHEED [10, 56] measurements. Having
characterised the optical excitation (“pump”) we now turn to the heart of the ULEED
setup, i.e. the miniaturised laser-triggered guns generating ultrashort electron pulses
(“probe”).
3.1.2 Miniaturized electron sources
Resolving details in the atomic structure and long-range order of surfaces requires
diffraction experiments with both high sensitivity and k-space resolution. Further-
more, in the case of heterogeneous systems, µm to nm spatial resolution is desirable
in order to extract diffraction information from small sample areas. However, fol-
lowing the evolution of the crystal lattice in real time additionally demands high
temporal resolution, with structural changes in laser-excited materials occurring on
a picosecond timescale. While conventional LEED – and SPA-LEED in particu-
lar – offer superior momentum resolution and very good signal-to-noise ratio, these
methods lack temporal resolution. This has motivated the recent development and
application of ultrafast LEED in our group [17, 18, 55], a key element being minia-
turised electron guns driven by means of two-photon photoemission from tungsten
needle emitters. The following paragraphs will focus on some technical aspects of
these electron sources, including general remarks on ultrafast electron pulses, pho-
toemission from metal nanotips and the two present gun designs. Again, for a more
detailed review, the reader is referred to Refs. [112, 120].
The main challenge in ULEED is to prepare low-energy electron pulses with ps
duration at the sample surface, while maintaining the coherence properties of the
electron beam characteristic of conventional LEED. Like most time-resolved electron
diffraction and microscopy schemes, the electron sources for ULEED are based on
ultrafast photoemission [16, 19, 20, 22, 212–214]. Here, fs light pulses are focused
onto a photocathode to generate electrons by means of the (nonlinear) photoelectric
effect. Typically, cathode materials are chosen to select and harness specific emission
channels (e.g. single-photon (1PPE), two-photon (2PPE) or multi-photon (MPPE),
strong-field or thermally assisted photoemission) and/or to minimise the energy
bandwidth of electron pulses by matching the photon energy ~ω to the work function
φ (or vice versa). Frequently used materials include simple metals, such as gold,
silver or tungsten, as well as refractory ceramics, with LaB6 being a prominent
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Figure 3.5: Dispersion induced broadening of
electron pulses. a, Simple particle picture
in real space: For a given energy distri-
bution, photo-emitted electrons move to-
wards the sample at different velocities. b,
Phase space picture. Propagation corre-
sponds to a shearing of the phase space
density, which transforms the initial energy
(momentum) distribution of the electrons
into a temporal (spatial) distribution.
example. Due to the nature of the photoemission process (recall Fermi’s golden rule
[170]) the initial duration ∆τe of the emitted electron bunch is of the order of the
optical pulse duration ∆τ , or shorter.
At the same time, for a fixed propagation distance between source and sample,
the final electron pulse duration is limited by several factors: First, from the above
it is evident that ∆τ determines the initial electron pulse duration. However, con-
sidering that commercial laser systems nowadays provide intense laser pulses with
pulse durations short compared to the timescale of lattice dynamics, optical excita-
tion is no longer a major obstacle for ultrafast electron diffraction and microscopy.
Second, as the number of electrons in a bunch increases, Coulomb repulsion between
the negatively charged particles leads to a broadening of the pulse in space and con-
sequently in time5 [212]. The effects of space-charged-induced broadening and the
stochastic processes can be minimised by shortening the propagation time between
source and sample, rapidly accelerating electrons to their final velocity, or reducing
the number of electrons per pulse6. Third, depending on the emission geometry and
the applied electrostatic potentials, electrons emitted at the same time but at differ-
ent angles (positions) may follow trajectories of different lengths and thus arrive at
the sample with a mutual delay. Most importantly for ULEED, however, the finite
energy width ∆E of the electron kinetic energy spectrum strongly affects the final
pulse duration. In photoemission, ∆E is given by the mismatch between the photon
energy (n · ~ω with n ∈ N for n-PPE) and the work function φ of the cathode ma-
5It should be noted that space-charge interactions also affect the kinetic energy distribution of
the electrons [212].
6Over the last two decades, the development of ultrafast laser amplifier systems with repetition
rates frep > 100 kHz has enabled experiments with less than one electron per pulse at sufficiently
high signal levels.
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terial. In a phase-space picture, due to the non-zero vacuum dispersion of electrons
(E = p2/2me), propagation of the electron bunch corresponds to a shearing of the
associated phase space density and thus transforms the initial energy (momentum)
distribution into a temporal (spatial) distribution (Fig. 3.5).
As will be shown below, ultrafast photoemission from metal nanotips [209, 210]
(see Fig. 3.6) overcomes many of the above limitations and facilitates imaging and
diffraction with high temporal resolution as well as excellent electron beam qual-
ity. In fact, whereas many time-resolved electron diffraction techniques, such as tr-
RHEED [9, 10], ultrafast electron crystallography [215] or MeV diffraction [37, 214]
employ planar photocathodes, e.g. nm-thick metal films on optically transparent
substrates, electron sources for ULEED are based on needle emitters. This emitter
geometry has significant advantages, among others, a very small source size and
a rapid acceleration of the electrons. More specifically, in nonlinear photoemis-
sion from nanotips, electron emission is confined to the apex region of the tip due
to the local enhancement of external optical fields (Fig. 3.6f, “lightning rod effect”)
[209, 210, 216]: For an nth order emission process the photocurrent J is proportional
to the nth power of the light intensity I, which is highest at the apex (Fig. 3.6e).
This way the effective source size As is reduced to the order of nm2 (Fig. 3.6b),
leading to a high transverse coherence of the electron beam7 (for further discus-
sion, see Sec. 3.1.3). Furthermore, the emission site can be controlled by means of
electrostatic potentials. To this end, the negatively-biased tip is placed between a
suppressor electrode and an extractor anode (Vsup < Vtip < Vext, Fig. 3.6d). For a
properly chosen voltage setting the electric field lines point away from the emitter
only in the vicinity of the apex (Fig. 3.6c), allowing photoemitted electrons to leave
the tip. Conversely, shaft and tip electrons emitted left of the cutoff-point (black
line) are forced back to the tip surface and are thus suppressed.
The local field enhancement also has positive effects on the electron pulse duration:
In the vicinity of the apex, the electric field of the negatively-biased tip resembles
the field of a point charge8, leading to a rapid acceleration of photoemitted electrons
almost to their final energies within the first few nm of propagation [217]. This is in
7In contrast, for planar photocathodes As is roughly given by the the laser spot size on the
cathode (∼ µm2).
8In this case, the accelerating force F (r) ∼ E(r) ∼ 1r2 , with r being the radial distance from
the apex.
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Figure 3.6: Principles of ultrafast nanotip photoemission. a, Scanning electron micrograph
of a tungsten needle emitter, showing the shaft (typically around 250 µm in diameter)
and the tip region tapering towards the apex. b, Schematic of the apex region and
confinement of photoemission by nonlinear optical excitation. c, Typical electrostatic
potential for the emitter setup shown in d. Red/violet lines, equipotential lines; green
lines, electron trajectories; green points, electron positions on different trajectories for
identical propagation times; black line, equipotential line with V = Vtip. The intersection
of the black equipotential line with the tip surface marks the cutoff point. e,f, Nonlinear
light generation (e) and simultaneous electron emission (f) localized at the very end
of an Au nanotip irradiated with 800 nm light pulses. Panels e and f adapted with
permission from Ref. [210]. c© 2007 by the American Physical Society.
stark contrast to planar photocathodes, where electrons are accelerated in a homo-
geneous electric field over significantly larger distances. Since space-charge as well
as dispersion-induced broadening effects are particularly strong for slow electrons,
and thus greatly affect the achievable temporal resolution in ULEED, the feasibility
of the experiment heavily relies on localized photoemission from nanotips. In this
context, analytical calculations by Refs. [217, 218] show that for a fixed distance
from the electron source, acceleration in the spatially inhomogeneous field of a nee-
dle emitter results in significantly shorter electron pulse durations (50 − 100 times
shorter) compared to a planar emitter geometry.
The advantages of nanotips as electron sources has been harnessed by a vari-
ety of fascinating experiments, including ultrafast low-energy electron diffraction in
transmission [17] and reflection [18, 55, 219], ultrafast point-projection microscopy
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[220–222], ultrafast TEM [23, 223, 224], or as sources for novel types of electron
accelerators [225]. They are typically prepared by electrochemical etching of poly-
or single-crystalline wires [226, 227] or focused ion beam milling [112]. For ULEED,
tips are fabricated from a polycrystalline tungsten (W) wire measuring 250 µm in
diameter, and the resulting apex radii range from 10 to 50 nm (Fig. 3.6a). Although
the effect of field enhancement is more pronounced in materials with strong plas-
monic resonances around the laser frequency, such as gold [228], tungsten was chosen
for its high melting temperature, mechanical strength, good thermal conductivity
and low vapor pressure [226]. With regard to photoemission, different crystal faces
exhibit different work functions (4.47 eV for W(111), 4.63 eV for W(100) to 5.25 eV
for W(110) [120]). Hence, for a 2PPE process with 400 nm pulses (~ω = 3.1 eV)
– as used in this work – the maximum excess energy of photoelectrons is expected
between ∆Emax = 0.95− 1.73 eV [120].
As mentioned further above, in ultrafast experiments with few-electron pulses, the
temporal resolution is mainly limited by dispersion-induced broadening. This poses
a challenge for ULEED, as slowly propagating electrons are particularly susceptible
to this effect. For example, after 15 mm propagation an electron pulse (Ekin =
100 eV) of fs initial duration and energy bandwidth ∆E = 1.5 eV is stretched to
approximately 20 ps (see also Fig. 3.7c). In this context, a number of different
technical approaches have been pursued lately in order to minimise the effect of
dispersion on the electron pulse duration: For studies of bulk materials9, a variety
of experiments employ high-energy electrons to reduce the electron time-of-flight
with typical energies ranging from several tens of keV [16, 20] to the MeV [213]
regime. Furthermore, the last years saw the successful development and application
of radio-frequency (rf) or terahertz (THz) pulse compression schemes for electron
pulses in this energy range [21, 229, 230].
While the applicability of such concepts to low-energy electron pulses is cur-
rently examined in our group, the most straightforward solution to reduce the effect
of dispersion-induced pulse broadening in ULEED is to reduce the distance be-
tween electron source and sample. However, in LEED, electrons are recorded in
back-scattering, and for decreasing distances between gun and sample distances,
9The case of trRHEED [9, 10, 16, 116] is a notable exception, since in RHEED surface sensitivity
is achieved not by the energy-dependent mean-free path of the electrons but by the grazing incidence
of the probe beam on the sample surface (∼ 1◦).
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Figure 3.7: Details of the mm-sized electron gun. a, Schematic cross-section of the gun,
showing the tungsten tip and the stainless steel apertures functioning as suppressor,
extractor and an electrostatic einzel lens. Violet cone, fs UV laser focused onto the tip
for optical excitation. b, Microscope image of the gun. Inset, magnified image of the
tip inside the gun assembly. c, Electron pulse duration as a function of the electron
kinetic energy for gun-sample distances of 2 mm and 15 mm. Upper and lower bounds
correspond to kinetic energy spreads ∆E = 1.5 eV and 0.5 eV, respectively. Figures b
and c adapted from Ref. [120].
an increasing fraction of the LEED pattern is shadowed (see again Fig. 3.1 and
Figs. 3.8d,e). This renders miniaturisation of laser-driven LEED guns inevitable.
Considering that a conventional LEED gun consists not only of the emitter unit,
but also of electron optics for beam collimation, this has been and still is a chal-
lenging task. In answer, over the last couple of years, Gero Storeck and co-workers
from our group have developed two types of miniaturised laser-triggered electron
guns. These electron sources are central to this work and will therefore be briefly
introduced below. Details on the manufacturing can be found in Refs. [54, 112, 120].
The mm-sized gun (Fig. 3.7a,b) measures about 2 mm in diameter and allows for
ULEED experiments with a temporal resolution of tens of picoseconds under realistic
conditions (for detailed information on the pulse duration and momentum resolution
see Sec. 3.1.3). The inner works of the gun consist of four cup-like metallic electrodes,
which function as suppressor, extractor and an electrostatic einzel lens, and are
insulated by thin polyimide (Kapton) rings (Fig. 3.7a). Electrons are generated
by 2PPE from a tungsten tip (apex radius r < 50 nm) in a Schottky geometry
(see Fig.3.6d) and pass the four metal apertures (hole diameter d ≈ 200µm) to
be collimated and accelerated towards the sample. The photoemission laser beam
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d1 = 550 µm
Ekin = 50 eV
T = 300 K
tint = 100 s
d2 = 270 µm
Ekin = 50 eV
T = 300 K
tint = 600 s
50 µm
Figure 3.8: Details of the µm-sized electron gun. a, Schematic drawing of the microgun
assembly including holder, substrate with metallic tracks as well as the gun itself (not
visible, for position see small box). b, Enlarged section from (a, box) showing the tung-
sten needle emitter and Au apertures used for electron beam manipulation. c, Scanning
electron micrograph of the µm-sized gun used in this work. d,e, Microgun diffraction
images of the nearly commensurate phase of 1T -TaS2 recorded by Gero Storeck at gun-
sample distances of 550 µm (d) and 270 µm (e). Figures d and e adapted from Ref. [54].
enters and leaves the gun through two aperture holes on the left and right (inset in
Fig. 3.7b). The electrodes are held in position and contacted by a flexible printed
circuit board wrapped around the gun assembly and covered with a thin copper layer
for electric shielding. The mm-sized gun is typically operated at distances between
5 and 10 mm for electron energies between 20 and 160 eV, depending on the desired
temporal resolution and the number of visible diffraction spots required for analysis.
To enable ULEED measurements on the intrinsic time scale of atomic motion,
i.e. few picoseconds and below, Gero Storeck has miniaturised the concept of the
mm-sized gun by another order of magnitude, resulting the the development of the
µm-sized or “microgun” (Fig. 3.8a,b)10. In analogy to the mm-sized gun, the design
is based on a tungsten needle emitter in a Schottky geometry combined with an
electrostatic einzel lens. The four metallic electrodes are etched from a gold wire
(diameter d = 30µm) using a focused ion beam device (FIB) and assembled on the
10The microgun used in this work was built by Felix Kurtz with assistance from Gero Storeck
and Murat Sivis.
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edge of a thin glass slide by platinum deposition (Fig. 3.8b). The platinum further
contacts the electrodes to their respective contact lines, which are prepared on the
surface of the glass slide in a photolithographic process. The nanotip is either cut
from an existing tungsten tip or produced from a µm-thick tungsten wire by FIB
milling. A metal-coated glass capillary surrounds the gun apertures to shield stray
fields from the gun apertures (Fig. 3.8c, for further details on the gun architecture
and further shielding steps see Ref. [54]). The laser is focused onto the tip through
a 20µm hole, which requires the focusing lens to sit inside the UHV chamber (see
also Sec. 3.1.1). In summary, the microgun can be operated at sample distances well
below 1 mm (see Fig. 3.8d,e) for electron energies between 20 and 105 eV.
3.1.3 Capabilities of the ultrafast LEED setup
The following chapter gives an overview of the capabilities of ULEED. From proof-
of-principle experiments [217] to the observation and control of surface-specific struc-
tural dynamics [53], the technique has demonstrated its potential in various fields
of surface science, including polymer and molecular dynamics at surfaces [217, 219],
surface reconstructions on the µm scale [231], as well as ultrafast structural transi-
tions and phase ordering kinetics in CDW systems [18, 53, 55]. Of crucial importance
for all these experiments is the high temporal and momentum resolution of the two
ultrafast electron guns, which will be reviewed first for this reason.
To demonstrate and compare the characteristics of the mm-sized and µm-sized
guns, it is instructive to analyse ULEED diffraction images and time traces of 1T -
TaS2, an extensively studied CDW model system [6–8, 18, 55, 94]. Figures 3.9a
and b display high-quality diffraction patterns of the nearly-commensurate (NC)
CDW phase of 1T-TaS2 at room temperature, formed by 100 eV electron pulses
from the mm-sized gun (a) and the microgun (b). By analysing the spot profiles
in both LEED patterns, the momentum resolution of the corresponding setup can
be determined11. Specifically, for each image the cross-section through the sharpest
11Note that the diffraction patterns shown in Figs. 3.9a and b were taken of distinct TaS2
samples and are therefore likely to feature different intrinsic spot widths. In this context, future
measurements using a single sample will enable an even more thorough comparison.
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Figure 3.9: Momentum and temporal resolution of mm- and µm-sized electron guns. a,b,
Diffraction images from the nearly-commensurate phase of 1T -TaS2 taken by a mm-
sized (a, integration time tint = 180 s) and a µm-sized (b, tint = 90 s) electron gun.
c,d, Estimated transfer widths wt achievable with (a) the mm- and (b) the µm-sized
gun. e,f, Temporal resolution of both guns, determined from the time-dependent spot
intensities after optical excitation of the TaS2 surface. Figures a, c and e adapted from
Ref. [18]; Figures b and f adapted from Ref. [112].
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with x being the coordinate along the cross-section, I0 the spot intensity, 0 < η < 1 a
dimensionless parameter determining the line shape (Gaussian for η = 0; Lorentzian
for η = 1), and σk the FWHM of the pseudo-Voigt line profile. For the mm-sized
gun σmmk = (3.0±0.4) ·10−2 Å
−1, and the corresponding transfer width in real space
is given by wmmt = 2π/σmmk = (21± 3) nm (see Eq. 2.53 in Sec. 2.3.3). An analogous
calculation yields a value of σµmk = (6.7±0.1) ·10−2 Å
−1 in the case of the microgun,
and a transfer width wµmt = (9.3 ± 0.2) nm. Hence, the k-space resolution of both
ULEED experiments is at least comparable to state-of-the-art LEED systems, which
typically achieve transfer widths between 10 and 30 nm [120, 232]. In this context,
the high momentum resolution of ULEED has recently been harnessed to investigate
phase-ordering dynamics in the nascent incommensurate (IC) CDW phase of 1T -
TaS2 via time-resolved spot-profile analysis [18].
In a next step, the structural response of the 1T -TaS2 surface following optical
excitation can be used to determine the temporal resolution in both types of ULEED
experiments (Fig. 3.9e,f). Specifically, for laser pump fluences F > 2.5mJ cm−2, the
material undergoes a temperature-induced transition between the room temperature
NC and the IC phase, which is stable above 353 K. The underlying structural changes
are mirrored by the suppression and enhancement of subsets of diffraction spots,
each of which can be associated with one of the two phases. Moreover, femtosecond
electron diffraction in transmission [8] has found an upper limit of 350 fs for the
time constant of the NC-IC transition. With this knowledge, given the electron
energy and the distance between electron gun and sample, the temporal resolution in
ULEED can be estimated by fitting an error function model12 to the delay-dependent
NC spot intensity (see Fig. 3.9e). This results in values of ∆τmm ≈ 17ps for the mm-
sized gun13 and ∆τµm ≈ 1 ps for the microgun. Hence, whereas the mm-sized gun
allows for the investigation of metastable states, phase ordering processes or energy
relaxation on a ps-ns time scale, the superior temporal resolution of the microgun
makes it an ideal tool to directly track the (coherent) atomic motion underlying
structural transitions.
12In the case of the mm-sized gun, the temporal resolution is large compared to the intrinsic time
constant of the structural transition. The latter can therefore be neglected. As for the microgun,
the model for fitting is given by the convolution of an error function and a Gaussian (FWHM= 350
fs) to account for the finite time constant of the phase transition.
13In order to capture as many diffraction spots as possible the mm-sized gun is usually operated
at larger distances from the sample (∼ 5− 8 mm) and a temporal resolution of 40-45 ps.
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Figure 3.10: Micro-diffraction capabilities of the ULEED setup. a-c, LEED patterns
recorded with the mm-sized electron gun at different positions of a freshly cleaved
LaB6(001) surface exhibiting two distinct surface reconstructions ((2 × 1)/(1 × 2)) in
µm-sized areas. d-f, Selected regions of the diffraction images in (a)-(c), showing only
the (2× 1) reconstruction (a,d), only the (1× 2) reconstruction (b,e), and a superposi-
tion of signals from both superstructures (c,f). Note that the superstructure spots are
not observable in conventional LEED because of the typically larger spot diameter. g,
STM topography of the surface, showing areas with (left) and without (right) a rather
long-range ordered reconstruction. h, 2D Fourier transform of the STM topography.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [231]. c© 2019 by the American Physical Society.
In addition to the high temporal and momentum resolution, a major advantage of
ULEED is the small electron spot size on the sample, which is a direct consequence
of gun miniaturisation and the use of needle emitters as high-brightness electron
sources. This endows ULEED experiments with µm spatial resolution and enables
the investigation of particularly heterogeneous surfaces. The electron spot size in
ULEED is inferred from knife-edge measurements of the collimated beam in the
sample plane (mm-sized gun) or transmission through TEM grids with predefined
aperture dimensions (microgun). Whereas the mm-sized gun offers an electron spot
size smaller than 80µm in diameter, the microgun spot is significantly smaller at 5-
10 µm, mainly depending on aperture dimensions. Considering that many materials
can often only be synthesised in the form of sub-mm single crystals, the small spot
diameters of the miniaturised electron guns offer a decisive advantage over standard
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Figure 3.11: UHV setup for ULEED, including the load lock chamber (violet) enabling high
sample throughput as well as sample storage, and the preparation section (back, middle)
equipped with an Ar sputter gun, an EBE, a gas inlet, and a mass spectrometer. Semi-
conducting samples are prepared in a side chamber (yellow) where the DCH is installed.
The samples are transferred by a motorised manipulator with integrated continuous-
flow LHe/LN2 cryostat (back, left). The electron guns and MCPs are mounted in the
measurement chamber (white) next to the optical table.
LEED setups. Furthermore, even single crystals cleaved in-situ potentially exhibit
surface inhomogeneities on a µm length scale, as exemplified by the case of the
(001) surface of LaB6 [231] (see Fig. 3.10). As evident from STM measurements
(Fig. 3.10g, left), this particular surface forms rather long-range-ordered (2 × 1) or
(1×2) superstructures in sample areas smaller than 100×100µm2. For conventional
LEED systems with electron spot sizes of several mm in diameter, such local recon-
structions are not observable since the diffraction pattern is spatially averaged over
large parts of the crystal surface. In contrast, the µm electron spot in ULEED al-
lows to individually study areas with either dominant contributions of either (2×1)
or (1× 2) domains (see Fig. 3.10a-f). In summary, by combining the advantages of
ultrafast nonlinear photoemission from nanotips with miniaturised electron optics,
ULEED allows for insights into structural dynamics in a variety of different surface
systems, combining high angular, temporal and spatial resolution.
At the same time, the constant expansion of sample preparation capabilities fur-
ther broadens the range of examinable materials: Over the course of this work, the
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ULEED chamber has been extended by a direct current heater (DCH) section (see
yellow part in Fig. 3.11 and Sec. 3.3) and an optical pump-probe setup (see Sec. 3.2).
In addition, various preparation techniques have been established, including several
cleaving procedures, argon sputtering and subsequent annealing of surfaces via elec-
tron beam heating (EBH), deposition of metals using electron beam evaporation
(EBE), evaporation and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) of molecules
as well as flash-annealing of semiconducting samples. The complete UHV cham-
ber in its current state is shown in Fig. 3.11, including a load lock for high sample
throughput (violet), the preparation chamber (background) equipped with a mo-
torised cryo-manipulator, EBE, EBH, gas inlet, sputter gun and mass spectrometer,
the DCH section (yellow) and the measurement chamber (white) equipped with the
electron guns, two MCPs and a sapphire window for optical excitation.
3.2 Optical pump-probe spectroscopy
While ULEED provides detailed insights into atomic motion at the surface, infor-
mation about the electronic response after ultrafast optical excitation can at best
be obtained indirectly from diffraction images. Especially in the case of materials
with strong couplings and correlations between electrons and phonons, it proves
difficult to unambiguously assign specific observations, e.g. changes in diffraction
spot intensity in LEED, to either of the two subsystems. A more comprehensive
picture of the dynamics in such systems can often be obtained by a series of com-
plementary experiments observing either the electronic or phonon subsystem. This
approach is exemplified by various studies on complex materials, such as 1T -TaS2
[6–8, 18, 55, 94] or VO2 [1, 2, 50].
In this respect, the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface is by no means an exception, as will be
discussed in Sec. 4. Therefore, to investigate not only the structural evolution, but
also the optical properties of the indium monolayer following optical excitation, the
ULEED experiment has been supplemented by an optical pump-probe spectroscopy
(OPP) setup (Fig. 3.12). This way it is possible to measure the transient reflectivity
R of the In/Si(111) surface and relate its optical response to the transient structure
of the sample observed in ULEED.
In OPP, a pump pulse (λc = 1030 nm, frep = 100 kHz, ∆τ = 212 fs) excites the
sample surface, e.g. by inducing optical transitions in the electronic band structure
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Figure 3.12: Experimental setup for optical pump-probe spectroscopy. 1030 nm beam (P1),
orange; 800 nm beam (P2), red; SP filter, short-pass filter; PD, photodiode.
E(k). Because of the direct relation between E(k) and the complex dielectric func-
tion ε(ω), excitations of the electronic subsystem also influence the optical properties
of a solid, i.e. its reflectivity, absorption A and transmittance T (see also Sec. 2.3.4).
Moreover, ultrafast optical excitation may induce phase transitions and/or generate
coherent phonons by means of ISRS or DECP (see Sec. 2.2.2). In case of Raman-
active phonons, this leads to periodic modulations of R, A and T (see Sec. 2.3.4).
In transient reflectivity measurements, changes ∆R are monitored as a function
of the time-delay ∆tp-pr by an optical probe pulse (λc = 800 nm, frep=100 kHz,
∆τ = 230 fs) reflected from the sample surface. Hence, the temporal resolution of
the experiment is given by the cross-correlation of the 1030 nm and 800 nm pulses
(see Fig. 3.4a in Sec. 3.1.1).
In this work, pump and probe pulses from the Yb:YAG amplifier and OPA are
collinearly focused onto the sample at an incident angle α = 31◦. The two beams
are polarised perpendicular in order to avoid nonlinear interactions (e.g. electro-
optic Kerr effect) of pump and probe pulses inside the optics. These typically
cause additional features in pump-probe traces, which are, however, not related
to electronic or structural dynamics at the sample surface. The reflected beam is
guided through two short-pass filters (2× OD4 for λ > 900 nm) to attenuate the
pump light, and subsequently focused onto a silicon photodiode. As in the case of
ULEED, the mutual time delay between the pump and probe pulses is controlled
by an optical delay stage.
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Furthermore, a lock-in detection scheme is harnessed to enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio of the reflectivity measurement. For this, the pump intensity is modulated
at a frequency fmod = 25 kHz by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) synchronized
to the laser system via a function generator. The photodiode and reference signals
are processed in a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR830). Multiply-
ing and integrating both inputs over time, the amplifier yields a DC signal that is
extremely sensitive to changes at the reference frequency, due to the orthogonality
of sinusoidal functions. Since the pump beam is modulated at fmod, the sensitiv-
ity to pump-induced changes (and consequently the signal-to-noise ratio) increases
by orders of magnitude. Employing a two-phase lock-in amplifier, amplitude and
phase of the measured signal can be analysed independently. The additional phase
information is used to determine the sign of ∆R. Overall, the setup enables the
observation of small changes in R associated with electronic or structural dynamics
of the indium monolayer on Si(111).
To ensure the comparability of OPP and ULEED data sets, the condition of
the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface is examined by ULEED (pump-probe experiments) be-
fore and after OPP measurements. Moreover, in analogy to Fig. 3.4b,c, pump and
probe spot sizes are determined for the OPP excitation geometry by means of knife-
edge measurements in the sample plane. Finally, regarding sample temperature,
the same integrated continuous helium cryostat is used for both ULEED and OPP
experiments (see also Sec. 3.3).
3.3 Sample preparation
Whereas the development of ULEED and OPP enable the investigation of surface
dynamics with high temporal resolution, preparing surfaces with reproducible high
quality is a challenge in itself. Adsorption of atoms or molecules as well as sur-
face reactions may alter the physical and chemical properties of a surface and pin
particular phases in phase change materials. In this regard, the sample system in-
vestigated in this work, i.e. of indium nanowires on the (111) surface of silicon [102],
is no exception (for details, see Sec. 4.5). As a consequence, all steps of the sample
preparation had to be carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions (typical base
pressure p < 2 · 10−10 mbar) in order to minimize surface defects from adsorption,
which were found to have a significant influence on the phase transition dynamics
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Figure 3.13: Calibration of the direct current heating and sample preparation. a, Surface
temperature T measured by the pyrometer as a function of the current I through the
sample. Dashed lines indicate the typical temperatures (currents) used for flash- or
post-annealing, respectively. To obtain the calibration curve (solid red line), a model
function of the form T (I) = a · Ib is fitted to the data (see also Ref. [116]). b, Typical
flash-annealing cycles prior to indium evaporation.
in this system [9, 117, 233, 234].
The samples were prepared by flash-annealing Si(111) wafers (3 × 11 mm, phos-
phorous doped, resistivity R = 0.6 − 2 Ωcm) at Tmax > 1250 ◦C via direct current
heating (DCH). In order to be able to control the temperature T during the prepa-
ration process, a pyrometer (Optris CTvideo 1MH) was used to measure the surface
temperature of the wafer as a function of the current I (see Fig. 3.13a). Based on
this calibration, a clean Si(111)(7×7) reconstruction was prepared by pre-annealing
the surface at 900 ◦C, flashing for 5 seconds at temperatures Tmax > 1250 ◦C and
subsequent post-annealing at 900 ◦C (typically three cycles, see Fig. 3.13b). The
maximum pressure during flashing was kept below pmax = 2 · 10−9 mbar.
The indium nanowires array was grown by evaporating 1.2 monolayers (ML) of
indium at a rate of about 8 ·10−3 ML/s onto the Si(111)(7×7) surface reconstruction
at room temperature. Subsequent annealing at T = 500 ◦C for 300 s via DCH
resulted in a high-quality (4×1) phase (see Fig. 4.2 in Sec. 4.2.1), as verified in the
ULEED setup. After inspection of the (4×1) phase, the samples were immediately
cooled down to a base temperature of T < 60 K using an integrated continuous flow
helium cryostat. The phase transition between the high-temperature (4×1) and the























Figure 3.14: a, Sample holder design used for measurements with the mm-sized electron
gun. b, For experiments with the microgun the holder design had to be adapted to
enable sample excitation and probing at small working distances of less than 1mm.
low initial density of adsorbate on the pristine Si(111)(4×1)-In surface [233].
The two types of miniaturised electron guns (mm- and µm-sized) required differ-
ent sample holder designs (see Fig. 3.14a,b). In case of the µm-sized electron source,
the corresponding holder (Fig. 3.14b) enables measurements at gun-sample distances
well below 1 mm without clipping the UV beam that triggers pulsed electron emis-
sion from the tip. The holders have been designed to be both compatible with the
DCH manipulator and suitable for use at cryogenic temperatures, and are made
from molybdenum (conducting parts) and sapphire (insulating parts). To minimise
outgassing during the flashing procedure, new sample holders were heated to 300 ◦C
for several hours using an electron beam heater (EBH).
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To steer nonequilibrium transitions between different states of matter requires si-
multaneous optical control over the decisive electronic, lattice or spin degrees of
freedom. With increasing complexity of a physical system, the coherent control of
its atomic-scale dynamics becomes more challenging, mainly due to the growing
number of degrees of freedom [41]. This leads to three main complications: First,
complex transitions between initial and final states typically involve many relevant
degrees of freedom, e.g. different vibrations connected to a transition, which must
be controlled simultaneously by tailored optical excitation. Second, because of the
resulting high electronic or vibrational density of states, the excitation of relevant
electronic states or structural modes must be highly selective in order to be effec-
tive. Third, after excitation, the coupling between different degrees of freedom and
subsystems typically results in a fast energy redistribution away from key states or
vibrational modes, and thus to a damping or dephasing of coherences.
While the synthesis of optical light fields has greatly expanded the toolbox of fem-
tochemisty in the gaseous [38, 39] and the condensed phase [41], it is the complexity
inherent to chemical or physical systems that restricts coherent control to relatively
simple systems, e.g. molecular reactions. Therefore, regarding the transfer of con-
cepts from femtochemistry to structural phase transitions in solids, the complexity
of candidate materials plays a major role. A model system should exhibit very few
decisive degrees of freedom, i.e. phonon modes, governing the transformation be-
tween two distinct structures. On the one hand, these modes should couple strongly
to specific electronic states to facilitate direct optical excitation. On the other hand,
to maintain coherences, they should couple only weakly to other modes and finally
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the external heat bath. Such a model system would evolve from an initial to a final
state on a transient Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface shaped by precise
electronic excitation [66]. In other words, we are looking for solid-state systems, sim-
ple enough to exhibit structural phase transitions that strongly resemble elementary
molecular reactions.
As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the most obvious manifestation of complexity is dimen-
sionality. Reducing the dimensionality of a system generally reduces the phase
space volume, that is, the number of electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom
[70]. In this respect, strongly-correlated quasi-one-dimensional solid-state systems
are promising intermediates between molecules and bulk solids, and often exhibit
intriguing phenomena, such as superconductivity [81], spin ordering [86] or Peierls
transitions [102, 235, 236] (see also Sec. 2.1.1, or Ref. [70]).
One of the most intensively studied classes of quasi-one-dimensional materials
are metallic nanowires on semiconducting substrates, which show a variety of phe-
nomena including dimensional crossovers [129], charge density waves [102] or non-
Fermi-liquid behaviour [80]. Of particular interest for this work is the system of
atomic indium wires on the (111) surface of silicon [102, 177], which undergoes a
metal-insulator structural phase transition from a (4×1) to a (8×2) surface recon-
struction below the critical temperature Tc = 125 K. A multi-band Peierls instability
[237] and an exothermic reaction [238], both linked to shear and a rotation phonon
modes of the indium layer [107, 239, 240], have been proposed as possible driv-
ing mechanisms for the transition. Moreover, it has recently been shown that the
(8×2)→ (4×1) transition can be driven well below Tc by means of ultrafast elec-
tronic excitation and the generation of localized photo-holes at specific points of the
Brillouin zone [10, 11, 241]. In this case, density functional theory (DFT) predicts a
strong coupling of excited electronic states to shear and rotation phonons realising
the structural transition. At the same time, the weak coupling of these modes to
lower-lying optical or acoustic phonons of the indium wires and the substrate found
in recent trARPES [57] promises long-lived vibrational coherence in decisive degrees
of freedom. Altogether, this renders indium on Si(111) and ideal system to test the
applicability of coherent control schemes to low-dimensional solids.
The following chapter gives an introduction to the materials system of indium on
Si(111) and an overview of the research work carried out to date. Special attention
is paid to the mechanism underlying the phase transition, the interactions between
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electronic structure and lattice as well as the role of shear and rotational modes.
4.1 Adsorbate-induced surface reconstructions of silicon
Single-crystalline silicon (Si) is the cornerstone of semiconductor electronics. It
crystallises in a diamond cubic crystal structure with a lattice constant a = 5.43 Å
(see Fig. 4.1a) and exhibits an indirect band gap of ∆Eg = 1.17 eV (at T = 0 K)1.
Its (111) surface is one of the most extensively studied solid-state surface systems.
It gained special attention in 1985, when Binnig et al. [242], in one of the first
ever STM experiments, spatially resolved the (7×7) reconstruction of the surface
and thus settled the long-standing debate over its ground state structure. In this
work, the Si(111)(7 × 7) surface has been used as a substrate for the growth of
quasi-one-dimensional atomic indium wires.
While the (7×7) structure represents the energetically most favorable state, freshly
cleaved silicon crystals typically exhibit a (2 × 1) reconstruction. The (7×7) and
(2× 1) configurations are separated by an energy barrier. To overcome the barrier
to the (7×7) structure, the surface has to be annealed at temperatures T > 850 ◦C.
Figure 4.1b shows the LEED pattern of a Si(111)(7×7) surface recorded with 130 eV
electron pulses at room temperature, directly after flash-annealing (see Sec. 3.3
for details of the preparation process). For the (111) surface, the effective lat-
tice constant a(111) and the distance between adjacent diffraction planes d(111) are
given by a(111) = a/
√
2 = 3.84 Å or d(111) =
√
3/2 · a(111) = 3.33 Å, respectively.
The length of the associated base vectors of the reciprocal lattice in LEED is
|g1| = |g2| = 2π/d(111) = 1.89 Å
−1.2
Besides its intrinsic properties, the Si(111)(7×7) surface is of special interest
for another reason: it exhibits a multitude of surface reconstructions induced by
chemisorption of metal atoms, e.g. aluminium (Al) [177], lead (Pb) [243], gold
(Au) [244, 245] or indium (In) [177]. Figure 4.1c depicts the exemplary case of
indium adsorbed on the Si(111) surface for different submonolayer coverages and
substrate temperatures. Similar reconstruction effects can be observed on several
1Note that ∆Eg changes only slightly as a function of temperature T . At room temperature,
∆Eg = 1.12 eV. However, the band structure can be significantly altered by doping, which also
impacts the optical, thermal and electronic properties of Si.
2Concerning the electronic band structure measured by ARPES, the dimension of the first
Brillouin zone is given by 2π/a(111) = 1.63 Å
−1.
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Figure 4.1: Properties of the (111) surface of silicon. a, Unit cell of bulk silicon (black).
Silicon crystallises in a diamond cubic crystal structure. The (111) plane and in-plane
silicon atoms are highlighted in orange. Dashed rhombus, hexagonal surface unit cell
of Si(111); dotted line, lattice plane distance d(111). b, LEED pattern of the (7×7)
structure recorded at room temperature with 130 eV electron pulses. Dashed orange
line, reciprocal unit cell (RUC) of the unreconstructed Si(111) surface; solid orange line,













3)R9◦ structures recorded at room temperature with
130 eV electron pulses. The scale on the left indicates the indium coverage for each of
the three phases.
other surfaces of silicon [129, 244–248] and various semiconductors, e.g. germanium
(Ge) [249]. Generally, the formation of bonds between the semiconducting substrate
and adatoms results in drastic changes of the electronic [246, 250, 251], structural
[101, 177] or spin properties [248] of the reconstructed surface. Arguably the most
fascinating phenomenon observed in this class of materials is the formation of quasi-
one-dimensional atomic wires, as observed for Pb on Si(557) [246], Ag on Si(557)
[247], Sn on Si(557) [252], Au on Ge(111) [249], Au on Si(111) [244, 245], or Au on
Si(553) [129, 248]. However, it is In on Si(111) [102, 177] that has received the most
attention.
Indium-induced reconstructions of the Si(111) surface were systematically studied
for the first time by Lander and Morrison in 1964 using LEED [177]. Kawaji et
al. [253] and Baba et al. [254] later refined the phase diagram, taking advantage of
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) to capture diffraction images
of the In/Si surface during the growth of the indium layer. At the same time,
Kraft et al. [255] used STM to record first real-space topographies. Altogether,
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these studies identified four main superstructures at base or annealing temperatures









31)R9◦ structure for 0.4ML < c < 0.7ML, a (4 × 1) structure for




3)R9◦ structure for c > 0.8ML [177, 253–255]
(see also Fig. 4.1c). Despite the intriguing properties of the other reconstructions,
we will now focus on the most frequently investigated phase of In on Si(111), namely
the Si(111)(4×1)-In phase.
4.2 The (4×1) metallic zigzag phase
Within the last 30 years the Si(111)(4×1)-In surface has become a model system to
study electronic and thermal transport [256], phase transitions [102, 107, 117, 237]
as well as atomic scale defects [234] and fluctuations [257, 258] in low-dimensional
materials. Since its discovery, the (4×1) phase has been examined by a large num-
ber of different experimental methods, including LEED [117, 259], I(V)-LEED [195],
RHEED [116, 260, 261], reflective high-energy positron diffraction (RHEPD) [262],
X-ray diffraction (XRD) [263], angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
[12, 153, 250], Core-level PES [264], Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES) [260], elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [265, 266], reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy
(RAS) [267–270], Raman spectroscopy [240, 269, 271], electrical transport measure-
ments [261, 272], and STM [125, 234, 255, 273–275]. From a theory perspective, the
system has been investigated by density functional theory (DFT) [276, 277] and other
approaches [237]. It is a prime example of how the development and improvement
of new techniques in theoretical and experimental physics can contribute to a better
understanding of processes in complex materials. Even today, the system serves as a
benchmark for cutting edge time-resolved techniques such as time-resolved ARPES
(trARPES) [11, 12, 57, 58] or ultrafast electron diffraction (UED) [10, 56], revealing
fascinating nonequilibrium dynamics (see Sec. 4.4).
4.2.1 Atomic structure of the (4×1) phase
In the 1990s, Cornelison et al. [279], Nakamura et al. [260], Saranin et al. [280, 281],
Pedreschi et al. [267] and Bunk et al. [263] were the first to recognise the quasi-
one-dimensional nature of the (4×1) structure. Based on these early findings, a
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b c T = 300 K
Figure 4.2: Atomic structure of the (4×1) phase of indium on Si(111). a, Three-dimensional
model of the In-induced (4×1) surface reconstruction. The In atoms arrange in pairs of
parallel zigzag chains separated by single rows of Si atoms. Red, indium; grey, silicon.
b, Structure model of the (4×1) phase. Black rectangle, unit cell. c, LEED pattern
of the (4×1) structure recorded at room temperature with 130 eV electron pulses. d,
Surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) of the (4×1) phase. Arrows on the left indicate orientation
relative to the atomic chains. Hexagonal SBZ of the Si substrate shown in black. e,
STM topography recorded at Ubias = −0.15 V and I = 20 pA; T = 135K. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [278]. c© 2004 by the American Physical Society. f, Selected
regions and line-out from the LEED pattern (see black rectangle in c).
widely accepted structure model has been developed, featuring double zigzag chains
of In atoms that run along the [1 1 0], [0 1 1] and [1 0 1] directions of the substrate,
and are separated by single zigzag rows of Si atoms3 (Fig. 4.2a,d). The underlying
layers of the substrate remain largely unreconstructed [256], but may act as a charge
reservoir4. Containing four In and two Si atoms, the (4×1) unit cell exhibits a two-
3It should be noted here that although the (4×1) structure is commonly described in terms of
two parallel zigzag chains and the corresponding In–In bonds connecting inner and outer rows, the
bonds between neighbouring zigzag chains are of comparable strength [237, 241]. Recent theoretical
[237, 241] and experimental [11] studies have taken this into account (see also Sec. 4.3.3).
4In fact, a number of studies on the coexistence of the (4×1) and (8×2) phases below Tc found
that the doping-dependent carrier concentration heavily influences the phase transition [237, 282–
284] (see Sec. 4.5).
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fold rotation, a mirror as well as a glide plane, thus belonging to the “pmg” 2D
space group [240] (see also Fig. 4.2b). This structure model is consistent with STM
[102, 255, 278] and DFT results [276] (see Fig. 4.2e).
In LEED, the formation of the Si(111)(4×1)-In phase leads to characteristic modi-
fications of the original diffraction pattern (Fig. 4.2c,f). Specifically, the quadrupling
of the unit cell perpendicular to the chain direction is signified by the appearance of
three additional spots between the Bragg spots of the Si substrate along the [1 1 2],
[1 2 1] and [2 1 1] directions. The majority of the LEED patterns shown in this work
were recorded using precision-oriented Si(111) substrates and thus feature contribu-
tions from domains of chains oriented along these three crystallographic directions5
(mutual rotation of 120◦). This causes the threefold symmetry of the LEED pattern
seen in Fig. 4.2c. In this context, Stevens et al. [273] and Pedreschi et al. [267] in-
vestigated the growth of the (4×1) phase on vicinal surfaces, misaligned by up to 4◦
along, e.g. the [1 1 2] direction. Here, the surface exhibits a high density of parallel-
running atomic terraces that facilitate the growth of single-domain In nanowires
along the [1 1 0] direction. Within the scope of this work, samples of this kind were
used in particular for measurements with the microgun (see Sec. 5.4).
4.2.2 Electronic structure of the (4×1) phase
The quasi-one-dimensional character of the (4×1) phase is also reflected in the highly
anisotropic electronic band structure of the surface layer (see Fig. 4.3a-c). In this
respect, ARPES has proven an ideal experimental tool to study the electronic prop-
erties of the system in and out of equilibrium (see, e.g. [66, 153, 250, 285–288]).
Summarizing previous results, the band structure of the (4×1) phase hosts three
metallic bands m1, m2 and m3 with nearly free-electron-like dispersion along the
chain direction (Γ − X or k‖, see Fig. 4.3a,c) and little to no dispersion perpendic-
ular to the chains [250, 285, 287, 288] (Γ − Y or k⊥, see Fig. 4.3a,b). Transport
measurements reveal that this anisotropy at the atomic level has a significant influ-
ence on the macroscopic surface conductance parallel or perpendicular to the chain
direction6 [289]. Furthermore, the (4×1) band structure shows strong similarities
with the theoretical model introduced in Sec. 2.1.2, which again illustrates why In on
5Note that the area of the electron probe spot on the sample is orders of magnitude larger than
the average domain size in this system and that the LEED pattern represents a superposition of
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Figure 4.3: Electronic Band structure of the (4×1) phase of indium on Si(111). a, Schematic
of the three-dimensional band structure exhibiting three prominent parabolic bands.
Around EF, the parallelism of the bands indicates the quasi-one-dimensional character
of the system. Note that above Tc only m3 fulfills the nesting condition. Dashed area,
(4×1) unit cell. b, Fermi surface recorded by ARPES at T = 150 K. c, Band dispersion
along the chain direction obtained at ky = 0.43 Å
−1. Figures b and c adapted with
permission from Ref. [57]. c© 2019 by the American Physical Society.
Si(111) is a model system to investigate the properties of quasi-one-dimensional sys-
tems. As for the individual bands, m1 exhibits a filling factor of η = 0.11 and crosses
the Fermi energy EF at k‖ = 0.75Å
−1, forming a small electron pocket around the K
point [287, 288] (Fig. 4.3b,c). The m2 band (η = 0.38) crosses EF at k‖ = 0.54 Å
−1
and shows a somewhat weaker dispersion in Γ − Y direction. Remarkably, the m3
band is exactly half-filled (η = 0.50) and crosses EF at k‖ = kF = 0.41Å
−1. In addi-
tion, this band exhibits no significant dispersion along Γ − Y, and therefore fulfills
the two necessary conditions for Fermi-surface nesting, i.e. (1) half-filled bands with
(2) large parallel sections of the Fermi surface (see Sec. 2.1.2).
4.3 Transition to the (8×2) insulating hexagon phase
The findings from the previous Sec. 4.2 suggest that the (4×1) structure is unstable
to a Peierls-like distortion and a spontaneous transition into a symmetry-broken
ground state. Therefore, at this point, it may not seem surprising that in 1999
Yeom et al. [102] reported a reversible metal-insulator structural phase transition of
signals from all domains within the probed area.
6Kanagawa et al. [289] found σ‖ = (7.2 ± 0.6) · 10−4 Smm−2 parallel and σ⊥ = (1.2 ± 0.1) ·
10−5 Smm−2 perpendicular to the chain direction, corresponding to a 60 times higher conductance
along the wires.
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the Si(111)(4×1)-In surface to a (4 × “2”) or (8×2) phase for temperatures below
Tc = 125K. Nevertheless, it took more than ten years to develop not only a robust
structure model for the low-temperature phase, but also a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of the phase transition mechanism, which goes well beyond a simple
Peierls scenario. The following subsections are therefore intended to give the reader
a brief introduction to the developments in the field relevant for this work7.
Understanding a phase transition requires detailed knowledge of both the atomic
and electronic structure of the high- and low-temperature phases, as well as possible
transient states. However, due to the strong coupling of electrons and phonons
in this particular system, it is not possible to consider the electronic and lattice
subsystems as being independent of each other. As a consequence, the difficulty
in correctly modelling the phase transition is to simultaneously reproduce both the
atomic configuration and the electronic band structure of the low-temperature phase,
and to consistently describe how these properties emerge in the transition. This is
only possible by combining a variety of complementary experimental and theoretical
methods, as will be seen below. For reasons of clarity, the first part of this section
will focus on the structural properties of the low-temperature phase, followed by a
description of the corresponding electronic band structure in the second part. On
this basis, the mechanism underlying the phase transition will then be discussed.
4.3.1 Atomic structure of the (8×2) phase
Yeom et al. [102] were the first to discover and investigate the low-temperature
phase of the Si(111)(4×1)-In surface by means of STM, RHEED and ARPES. While
STM and RHEED evidenced a doubling of the (4×1) unit cell size a(4×1) = 3.84 Å
along the In chains below 125 K, ARPES revealed the semiconducting nature of
the resulting (4 × “2”) ground state8 “without any electronic states crossing the
Fermi level” [102]. Both the wavelength λ = 2a0 of the periodic charge density
modulation and the perfect nesting of the m3 band (2kF = π/a(4×1), see Sec. 4.2)
supported their interpretation in terms of a Peierls transition and the formation of a
7For a more comprehensive description of the subject – in particular the theoretical background
– the reader is referred to Refs. [256], [101] or [290]
8Yeom et al. inferred the doubling of the (4×1) unit cell from the formation of two-fold streaks
in RHEED, indicating a lattice distortion of periodicity λ = 2a(4×1), poorly correlated between
adjacent In wires [102]. The unconventional notation was chosen to distinguish this phase from a
well-ordered (4× 2) reconstruction.
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Figure 4.4: Structure models for the (4×1) and (8×2) phases. In atoms, coloured; Si atoms,
grey. a, Double zigzag chain structure model of the (4×1) phase. b, Trimer model of the
(8×2) phase, featuring a dimerisation of the two outer In rows. c, Hexagon model of the
(8×2) phase, characterized by the weakening/strengthening of bonds within/in between
adjacent In zigzag chains. Note that in b and c, only a (4 × 2) sub-cell is depicted.
Adapted from Ref. [256].
commensurate one-dimensional CDW. Interestingly, the authors speculated that the
true ground state of the system might feature an (8×2) reconstruction corresponding
to a stable anti-phase arrangement of (4× 2) sub cells of neighbouring wires, which
they frequently observed in STM.
The first structure determination of the low-temperature phase was carried out by
Kumpf et al. [291] using X-ray surface diffraction. The results confirmed a unit cell
twice the size of the room temperature (4×1) structure along the chains, and strong
chain to chain correlations in the perpendicular direction, suggesting an (8 × 2)-
reconstructed ground state. However, with the two-fold streaks along the [1 1 2] di-
rection persisting for low temperatures, Kumpf et al. argued against a simple Peierls
mechanism, claiming that “the (8×2) superstructure is not fully developed and that
the CDW fluctuations have not condensed” [291] even at 20 K. Based on their
findings, Kumpf et al. proposed a structure model featuring a dimerization of the
outer indium chains leading to the formation of indium trimers (“trimer model”,
see Fig. 4.4b). DFT calculations by Cho et al. [276] corroborated this model, finding
that the trimer structure is more stable by 8 meV per (4×1) unit cell than the (4×1)
structure itself. Anti-phase arrangement of the (4 × 2) subcells additionally lowers
the total energy by 0.9 meV9.
While the results of Cho et al. supported the interpretations of Kumpf et al. in
9Note that this difference in energy is very small and of the same order of magnitude as the
computational errors [256, 276]. Furthermore, due to the large unit cell of the system, more
advanced DFT techniques like simulated annealing were not feasible at that point. Therefore, the
results may not be taken as unambiguous evidence for the (8×2) trimer structure.
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T = 60 K



























Figure 4.5: Atomic structure of the (8×2) phase of indium on Si(111). a, Three-dimensional
model of the In-induced (8×2) surface reconstruction. The In atoms arrange in hexagons
separated by single rows of Si atoms. Violet, indium; grey, silicon. b, Structure model
of the (8×2) phase. Black rectangle, unit cell. c, LEED pattern of the (8×2) structure
recorded at T = 60 K with 130 eV electron pulses. d, Surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) of
the (8×2) phase (violett) and the (4× 1) phase (light red). Arrows on the left indicate
orientation relative to the atomic chains. Hexagonal SBZ of the Si substrate shown in
black. e, STM topography recorded at Ubias = −0.15 V and I = 20 pA; T = 78 K [278].
f, Selected regions and line-out from the LEED pattern in c (see black rectangle).
terms of the trimer model, they were not consistent with temperature-dependent
resistivity measurements [272] and ARPES studies on the (8×2) phase [285–288],
which clearly showed a metal-insulator transition (see also Sec. 4.3.2). In contrast,
the calculated band structure of the trimer model still exhibited one band crossing
EF. This discrepancy was resolved by Gonzalez et al. [239] who harnessed DFT in
combination with simulated annealing [292] to explore larger parts of configuration
space, and discovered an alternative structure, more stable than the trimer state
by 72 meV. This “hexagon model” (Fig. 4.4c) features an additional shear distortion
between adjacent In zigzag chains of the (4×1) structure and leaves no electronic
states at the Fermi energy below critical temperature Tc.
These results were later confirmed by additional first-principles calculations made
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by Stekolnikov et al. [33], who found that the hexagon model is semiconducting in
both the (4×2) in-phase and the (8×2) out-of phase configuration, with only the lat-
ter being energetically favourable over the high-temperature (4×1) structure10. Ex-
perimental confirmation of the (8×2) hexagon structure model was finally achieved
by Chandola et al. [293] using infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE) and re-
flection anisotropy measurements (RAS). To this end, the authors compared the
optically anisotropic response of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface to ab initio calcula-
tions [294], which predicted stark differences between hexagon and trimer models
in the mid-infrared regime. Altogether, the results of XRD [291], RHEPD [262],
DFT [33, 239, 256, 276, 294], ARPES [285, 287, 288], SPA-LEED [117, 233], and
RAS [270, 270, 293] at this point strongly indicate a (8×2) hexagon ground-state
structure.
Figures 4.5a and b show the (8×2) hexagon structure model for the low-tempe-
rature phase of In on Si(111). Based on the strength of the bonds between the
individual indium atoms, their arrangement is typically described in terms of In
hexagons separated by single zigzag rows of Si atoms. The hexagon model is con-
sistent with the characteristic signature of the (8×2) phase in STM topography
measurements (see Fig. 4.5e). In LEED, the formation of the Si(111)(8×2)-In phase
leads to seven additional spots between the Bragg peaks, reflecting the strong chain-
to-chain correlation in the direction perpendicular to the chains in agreement with
X-ray diffraction [291] and RHEED [9, 10, 102, 116, 261] (see Fig. 4.5). Moreover,
the two-fold streaks, first noted by Yeom et al. [102] are clearly visible. These
streaks in the LEED pattern result from differently strong correlations between
neighbouring (8×2) chains along or perpendicular to the chain direction, respec-
tively [117, 263, 295]: First, we note that the (4×1) and (8×2) reconstructions are
both commensurate to the Si substrate. Hence, for the (8×2) structure, there exist
two possible mutual arrangements of neighbouring rows, i.e. in-phase and out-of-
phase. Within a single (8×2) chain, the correlation of the (×2) surface elementary
cells along the chains is strong, causing sharp (×2) features along the correspond-
ing direction in LEED (i.e. horizontal in Fig. 4.5c). For adjacent (8×2) chains,
10The authors though mention that one has to be careful when discussing the question of whether
the (8×2) trimer or the (8×2) hexagon is the correct ground state, on the basis of calculated energies
alone. They further argue that the results of their calculations depend on the methodology used
to describe electron-electron interactions [33].
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however, the two possible relative phases between the (×2) elementary cells signif-
icantly reduce the correlation perpendicular to the chains11, which in turn leads to
the smearing of the (8×) LEED spots in the corresponding direction (i.e. vertical
in Fig. 4.5c) and thus to the formation of streaks. In contrast, the sharp (8×) first-
order spots indicate very strong chain-to-chain correlations perpendicular to the
chain direction, that is, a well developed (8×) superstructure [116, 117, 278, 291].
Containing 16 In and eight Si atoms, the (4×1) unit cell exhibits only a glide plane,
and is therefore classified as a “pg” 2D space group [240] (see also Fig. 4.5b).
As mentioned above, a comprehensive model of the In/Si(111) system has to
describe not only the atomic structure of the low-temperature phase, but also its
electronic structure as well as the transition itself. Therefore, the following section
will elucidate the electronic band structure of the (8×2) phase.
4.3.2 Electronic structure of the (8×2) phase
Similar to the lattice, the electronic band structure of the Si(111)(4×1)-In surface
shows drastic changes around Tc (see Fig. 4.6b,c). Most importantly, the system
undergoes a metal-insulator transition12, that is, the three metallic bands of the
(4×1) phase no longer cross the Fermi level at any point of the Brillouin zone. Based
on the interpretation of the transition in terms of a simple Peierls transition, this
is not expected, since ARPES studies of the (4×1) phase [102, 250, 287] show that
only the m3 band meets the conditions for Fermi-surface nesting (see also Fig. 4.3 in
Sec. 4.2.2). In fact, the evolution of the individual metallic bands across the phase
transition reveals dynamics beyond a single-band Peierls transition, finally leading
to the insulating nature of the (8×2) phase [288].
Below Tc, the m1 band at the Γ point is lifted above EF and thus depopulated,
whilem2 shifts towards the X point. Subsequently,m2 andm3 form a gap around the
X point (∆Eg ∼ 100−300 meV)13. To explain this, Gallus et al. [285], Ahn et al. [287]
and Sun et al. [288] proposed a charge transfer between m1 and m2. In this scenario,
the depopulation of m1 (band filling factor η = 0.11) and a subsequent transfer of
11Assuming that in-phase and out-of-phase configurations are energetically degenerate and ran-
domly distributed.
12In the literature, the (8×2) phase is referred to either as an “insulating” or a “semiconducting”
phase. The second designation takes into account the relatively small band gap of ∆Eg < 300
meV.
13Below Tc, the m2 and m3 bands are often termed m′2 or m′3, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Changes in the electronic band structure during the (4×1)→ (8×2) transi-
tion. a, Fermi surface contours of m1, m2 and m3 bands. Black arrows indicate the
cuts through the surface Brillouin zone along which the datasets in b and c have been
measured. b,c, Changes of the m2, m3 (b) and m1 (c) bands in the equilibrium phase
transition. d, Intensity loss (gain) of them1 (m2) band in ARPES compared to the (8×2)
coverage of the surface observed by STM. Adapted with permission from Ref. [288]. c©
2008 by the American Physical Society.
charge to m2 (η = 0.38) leaves this band half-filled with k(EF) ≈ kF. In analogy
to the reconstruction of the atomic lattice, the periodicity of the low-temperature
band structure is doubled both along and perpendicular to the chain direction (Γ−
X, or Γ − Y direction, respectively), as evident from Fermi contour measurements
[287, 288]. While the opening of the band gap at kF might be interpreted as a
multi-band Peierls transition, the necessary inter-band charge transfer can not be
explained in this picture and thus points to an additional, supporting mechanism.
Hence, the question remains how the interaction of structural and electronic degrees
of freedom enables both the charge transfer around Γ and the gap opening at X, i.e.
the metal-insulator transition.
4.3.3 Mechanism and driving force of the transition
It is clear from Sec. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 that both specific distortions of the initial (4×1)
structure and changes in electronic band structure play an essential role in the
(4×1)→ (8×2) phase transition. With regard to the typically strong coupling of
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(4×1) Soft shear mode
(0.82 THz, 27.6 cm-1)
(4×1) Rotation modes
(0.50 THz, 16.8 cm-1)
Figure 4.7: Structural modes of the (4×1) phase driving the phase transition. Grey, silicon
atoms; red, indium atoms. White arrows indicate the normalized eigenvectors of the
phonon modes, that is, the direction of motion for each of the In atoms. Pink circular
arrows emphasise the rotational character of atomic motion (middle and right). Adapted
from [240].
electrons and phonons in quasi-one-dimensional systems, this suggests that both
subsystems strongly influence each other. Indeed, a number of theoretical and exper-
imental studies on the lattice [102, 291] and electronic structure [102, 285, 287, 288]
across the (4×1)→ (8×2) phase transition have identified underlying cooperative
mechanisms.
As for the lattice subsystem, distortions of the (4×1) structure associated with
the transition into the (8×2) phase can be represented in terms of phonons. An
unambiguous assignment of these key or decisive phonons requires detailed knowl-
edge about the surface vibrational modes of the In monolayer. Using high-resolution
Raman spectrosocpy in combination with frozen phonon calculations in DFT, Fleis-
cher et al. [271] and Speiser et al. [240] explored the vibrational properties of the
(4×1) zigzag and (8×2) hexagon phases and identified a large number of modes be-
tween frequencies of 10− 90 cm−1 (~ωph ∼ 1− 11meV), which is the relevant energy
range for phonon modes related to the displacement of In atoms. It is important
to note that almost all modes within this range are thermally occupied at Tc and
may therefore contribute to the phase transition, since their energy is smaller than
kBTc = 10.7meV.
On this basis, DFT can also be used to identify modes which are closely related
to the transition. Specifically, by decomposing the hexagon structure into phonon
eigenvectors of the (4×1) phase, Wippermann et al. [107, 256] demonstrated that
a combination of a soft shear and two degenerate rotation modes transforms the
(4×1) into the (8×2) structure within an accuracy of 0.01 Å average displacement
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Figure 4.8: Connection between phonon modes and band structure dynamics during the
transition. a,b, Electronic band structure of the (4×1) (a) and (8×2) (b) phase. Dots
mark the Fermi momenta of the corresponding bands. η, band filling factor. c, Band
structure dynamics during the (4×1)→ (8×2) transition. The upshift of m1 (at Γ(8×2))
is closely connected to the excitation of the soft shear mode of the (4×1) phase, while the
gap opening at X(8×2) corresponds to the excitation of two degenerate rotation modes.
per atom14. The eigenvectors of the three relevant modes are shown in Fig. 4.7.
Remarkably, this observation is in close agreement with Gonzalez et al. [239, 296,
297], who found that the transition into the hexagon structure involves a soft shear
distortion of the (4×1) structure, that is, an opposite movement of upper and lower
zigzag chains. At the same time, the two degenerate rotation modes dimerize the
outer In chains, which is characteristic of the trimer model [291]. Thus, roughly
speaking, rotation motion transforms the (4×1) into the trimer structure, whereas
an additional shearing of the trimer structure leads to hexagon formation15.
14In detail, Wippermann et al. [107, 256] arrived at the (4×2) structure by adding the eigenvec-
tors u(4×1)i,m of the (4×1) structure to the ideal atomic positions x
(4×1)







Here, i and m are the atomic and mode numbers, respectively, and am the mode-specific expansion
coefficients used to determine the contribution of individual modes to the transition.
15Note that the complete transition involves not only these three characteristic in-plane modes,
but also out-of-plain modes at higher frequencies [256]. Although LEED should in principle be
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Figure 4.9: Interpretation of the (4×1)→
(8×2) in terms of an exothermic reaction.
a, (4×1) and (4 × 2) structure models of
the high- and low-temperature phase of
In on Si(111). Kim and Cho [238] pro-
pose a phase transition driven by the mak-
ing and breaking of inter- or intra-chain
bonds, respectively, similar to a chemical
reaction. Yellow lines, newly formed co-
valent bonds between indium atoms; black
double strokes, broken bonds. b, DFT cal-
culations show the exothermic character of
the (4×1)→ (8×2) “reaction” (see activa-
tion energy ∆E), corresponding to a first-




























We now come to the question of how these modes are connected to the electronic
structure of the (4×1) phase. From a free-electron perspective, distortions of the
atomic structure, represented by phonons, can change the periodicity of the lattice
and affect the symmetry of a system. In general, these changes are reflected in the
electronic band structure E(k), since both electronic and lattice subsystems must
have the same symmetry. In other words, modifications of the lattice periodicity
alter the effective potential for the quasi-free electrons, and thereby also E(k). In
an alternative tight-binding picture, changes in the inter-nuclei distances result in
the weakening/strengthening or even making/breaking of specific bonds between
atoms, which affects the hybridisation of orbitals and consequently the electronic
band structure. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.3, the effect of this interplay between lattice
and electronic subsystems on the properties of a particular material is determined
by the nature of electron-phonon coupling.
In the case of the (4×1)→ (8×2) transition, the connection between shear and
rotation modes on the one hand and the electronic band structure on the other
has been investigated both in theory [107, 239, 296, 297] and experiment [288].
The main findings are summarized in Fig. 4.8. A comparison of the high- and
low-temperature band structures (Fig. 4.8a,b) reveals significant changes (see also
particularly sensitive to out-of-plane distortions, no signature of these modes has been found in the
experiments described in Sec. 5 and 6. This is most likely due to the limited temporal resolution
of the pump-probe and double-pulse excitation experiments.
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Antisymmetric shear mode
(0.55 THz, 18.3 cm-1)
Hexagon rotation mode
(0.82 THz, 27.4 cm-1)
Atomic displacements




Figure 4.10: Structural modes of the (8×2) phase driving the (8×2)→ (4×1) phase transi-
tion. a, Brown and pink arrows indicate the normalized eigenvectors of the antisymmet-
ric shear and hexagon rotation phonon modes, respectively. Grey, silicon atoms; violet,
indium atoms. b, Atomic displacements due to antisymmetric shear (brown arrows) and
rotation modes (pink arrows) compared to the normalized displacement vectors pointing
towards the ideal (4×1) structure (violet arrows). Expansion of the (4×1) structure in
the eigenvectors of the (8×2) modes yields the largest coefficients for shear and rotation
modes.
Fig. 4.6 in Sec. 4.3.2), in particular close to the Γ(8×2) and the X(8×2) points. In this
regard, DFT predicts that shear and rotation modes are intricately linked to elec-
tronic states in these regions of the Brillouin zone: A shear distortion of the In chains
according to the displacement pattern in Fig. 4.7 (left) lifts the m1 band at Γ(8×2)
above the Fermi level and initiates the charge transfer to m2 [57, 107, 288, 297].
Rotation motion, on the other hand, causes the dimerisation of the outer chain,
and enables the gap opening at X(8×2) [10, 107]. While the coupling of specific vi-
brational modes to electronic band gaps and the half-filling of m3 (m2) are indeed
typical of Peierls-type transitions, alternative models [238] also predict the dominant
role played by shear and rotation modes.
In a real-space picture, the electronic states at Γ(8×2) and X(8×2) correspond to
interchain or intrachain bonds, respectively [11, 155, 238, 241] (see Fig. 4.9a). In this
scenario, the shearing of neighbouring zigzag chains leads to the making of covalent
bonds between the inner In atoms (yellow) and thereby to hexagon formation. This
alternative interpretation of the transition in terms of an exothermic reaction in-
volving both bond breakage and new bond formation has been brought up recently
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Figure 4.11: Role of shear and rotational distortions in the phase transition. Black arrows
indicate the direction of atomic motion corresponding to shear or rotation distortions.
Note that while rotation and shear modes comprise the motion of almost all atoms
within the unit cell, only particular motions of the In lattice have been highlighted.
by Kim and Cho [238]. A discussion of the two main conceptual approaches to the
origin of the (4×1)→ (8×2) transition can be found further below.
So far, we have discussed the transition from the (4×1) into the (8×2) phase,
which takes place upon cooling the surface below Tc. Now, we consider the opposite
case, that is, the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition upon heating the low-temperature phase.
Here too, in analogy to the (4×1)→ (8×2) transition, vibrational modes play a cru-
cial role in realising the structural transition. However, high- and low-temperature
phases have different symmetries (see Sec. 4.3.1) and therefore exhibit distinct sets of
structural modes, as can be seen from temperature-dependent Raman measurements
from Fleischer et al. [271]. The pronounced changes between Raman spectra of the
(4×1) and (8×2) phases result both from the backfolding of edge modes of the (4×1)
SBZ to the Γ point of the (8×2) SBZ and from changes of the phonon frequencies
due to modifications of the atomic structure [240]. Furthermore, the doubling of the
surface elementary unit cell along and perpendicular to the In chains results in an
increase of the number of modes [240]. As a consequence, a representation of the
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ideal (4×1) structure by the eigenvectors of the (8×2) vibrational modes yields two
new key modes for the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition: an antisymmetric shear mode at
f = 0.55 THz (18.3 cm−1, Fig. 4.10a) and a hexagon rotation mode at f = 0.82 THz
(27.4 cm−1, Fig. 4.10b) [107, 240, 256].
In the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition, a displacement of the antisymmetric shear mode
connected to electronic states around the Γ(8×2) point shifts the m1 band below EF.
In real space, this corresponds a weakening of bonds between the inner In atoms.
On the other hand, a displacement of the rotation mode closes the gap (m2, m3)
at X(8×2), and thus lifts the dimerisation of the outer In chains. An overview of
the role of shear and rotation distortions in the (4×1)→ (8×2) and (8×2)→ (4×1)
transitions is given in Fig. 4.11. It has to be mentioned that DFT does not predict
a sequential pathway for the transition under equilibrium conditions. In fact, the
energy barrier for such a consecutive scenario involving an intermediate trimer state
is rather large compared to the direct (4×1)→ (8×2) transition.
In addition to the microscopic mechanisms underlying the phase transition and
the coupling of electron and phonons therein, the question of whether the tran-
sition is of first or second order has been discussed intensively16. At the atomic
level, STM has provided unambiguous evidence for the coexistence of (4×1) and
(8×2) phases well below Tc [234, 257, 278, 298], pointing to a first-order transi-
tion (for details about surface heterogeneity see Sec. 4.5). However, a number of
theoretical studies argued in favour of a second-order scenario, in which fluctu-
ations between degenerate ground states of the (8×2) structure above T = 100
K result in a (4×1) structure on average [239, 276, 296]. However, this is not
compatible with Raman measurements [240, 271], which have found distinct, yet
similar sets of modes for both phases. A first macroscopic signature of a first-
order transition was found by Klasing et al. [117], who observed a robust hystere-
sis of 8.6 K in temperature-dependent LEED measurements. Another argument
is provided by the band structure changes described above. Specifically, in the
(4 × 1) → (8 × 2) transition the charge transfer between m1 and m2,3 bands and
the resulting energy gain due to the formation of the Peierls gap at X(8×2) neces-
sitates the uplifting of states around the Γ point at the cost of electronic energy.
16Naturally, the microscopic mechanism has to be considered in this discussion, since it deter-
mines the macroscopic properties of the transition.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the adiabatic
(4×1)→ (8×2) transition. White circles
indicate the state of the order parameter
throughout the transition.
This energy can be associated with the
characteristic barrier that has to be
overcome in a first-order phase transi-
tion17. For these reasons we can as-
sume that the phase transition is of first
order and harness a phenomenological
description in terms of an appropriate
Landau potential to qualitatively under-
stand its evolution (see also Sec. 2.1.4).
Within this model, the existence of
a hysteresis can be explained by the
presence of an energy barrier between
the energetically degenerate symmetry-
broken ground states and the high-
symmetry state, which is metastable
below the critical temperature Tc (see
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 2.6). Starting in
the high-temperature (high-symmetry)
(4×1) state, cooling the surface below
Tc deforms the one-dimensional PES to-
wards the low-temperature (symmetry-
broken) (8×2) state. Due to the non-
vanishing energy barrier, the system remains in a supercooled (4×1) state (structural
order parameter q = 0), for which only thermal fluctuations facilitate a transition
over the barrier into the energetically favourable (8×2) state. This lowers the effec-
tive transition temperature during cooling by about ∆Thyst ≈ −5 K in experiments
[117, 233], depending on the height of the energy barrier (∆E ≈ 40 meV, according
to Ref. [9]). In the opposite case, i.e. upon heating the (8×2) structure, the system
remains in the local minimum representing the symmetry-broken state (q 6= 0) even
above Tc .
Finally, we will look into the question of the driving force behind the phase tran-
sition. While an answer to this question goes beyond the scope of this work, two
17In a real space picture, the Peierls dimerisation of neighbouring (2×) zigzag chains by the
corresponding rotation modes requires a mutual shearing, realised by the soft shear mode.
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Figure 4.13: Temperature dependence of the
normalized frequencies of Raman modes
and sketches of the assigned eigenmodes.
The shear and rotary modes (golden and
pink symbols) are Peierls amplitude modes
and exhibit a significant softening, while
the mode at 42 cm−1 (black symbols) re-
mains at constant frequency and the one at
55 cm−1 (gray symbols) shows only a mod-
erate decrease due to the lattice expansion.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [237].
c© 2016 by the American Physical Society.
current models will be briefly discussed below. First, the interpretation of the tran-
sition in terms of a grand canonical triple-Peierls transition [237], assumes that the
(8×2) phase is energetically favourable compared to the (4×1) phase due to the for-
mation of electronic band gaps resulting from the phonon-mediated condensation of
electron-hole pairs separated by ∆k = 2kF in momentum space. In this, the change
in energy caused by the lowering of occupied electronic states around X(8×2) compen-
sates the additional Coulomb energy stemming from the formation of a PLD with
double periodicity18. The shear and rotation phonon modes represent the Peierls or
amplitude modes connected to the transition, corroborated by the observed soften-
ing of modes in the corresponding frequency regime close to Tc [237] (see Fig. 4.13).
Moreover, in a grand canonical ensemble, the substrate can act as a charge reservoir,
allowing the high-temperature phase to remain metastable below Tc, in agreement
with the first-order character of the transition. Second, the exothermic reaction
model [238] attributes the transition to a (×2) periodic lattice distortion induced
by the making and breaking of bonds between In atoms. This “surface reaction”
also reshapes the electronic band structure, which afterwards exhibits characteristic
band gaps, explaining the metal-insulator transition. Furthermore, in contrast to
the Peierls model, the formation of the four energetically degenerated basic state
configurations of the structure can be understood rather intuitively, according to
18In precise terms, it is the balance between electronic energy and vibrational entropy that
stabilises the (8×2) phase below Tc [107]. This implies that Tc is not determined by the size of the
electronic gap (and the thermal excitation of carriers into the conduction band), but rather by the
T -dependent occupation of phonon modes.
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Kim and Cho [238]. In summary, while both studies find the same bands and bonds
to be relevant for the transition, the two underlying models each represent a more
physical or a more chemical interpretation, highlighting either the role of electron-
phonon coupling or the drastic bond strength changes [241].
4.4 Ultrafast phase transition dynamics
Up to this point, the phase transition has been discussed for equilibrium conditions,
i.e. throughout an adiabatic passage of the hysteresis (see Fig. 4.12). For example,
in heating the (8×2) surface above Tc, electrons are thermally excited above the
band gap19 and populate states associated with the excitation of shear and rotation
phonons. These modes subsequently transform the hexagon into the zigzag struc-
ture. The strong coupling of key vibrational modes to particular electronic states
raises the question whether the structural transition can be manipulated optically.
The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated by Terada et al. [282] in STM
measurements under cw laser illumination at 635 nm wavelength (~ω = 1.95 eV).
Here, the generation of electron-hole pairs in the silicon substrate and the subsequent
drift of photoholes to the surface were shown to neutralise the excess electrons in the
In band, enabling control over the occupation of excited states. This way Terada et
al. demonstrated deterministic switching of supercooled (4×1) domains back to the
(8×2) ground state.
However, direct optical excitation of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition would provide
more information about the underlying mechanism involving shear and rotational
phonons. In this regard, ultrafast diffraction and spectroscopy promise detailed
insights into the transient population of electronic states above the bandgap and
the coupling to vibrations of the In monolayer. Indeed, recent time-resolved studies
on the (8×2) phase revealed fascinating dynamics in the transition, which are briefly
summarized below.
In a pioneering experiment, Wall et al. [9] harnessed trRHEED to investigate the
(8×2)→ (4×1) structural phase transition at T = 20 K after femtosecond optical
excitation, as well as the subsequent recovery of the ground state. In accordance
with DFT [238] and STM [298], long relaxation times of several hundred picoseconds
confirmed the metastable nature of the (4×1) state below Tc. Further trRHEED
19This naturally leads to the generation of holes in the valence bands.
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Figure 4.14: Ultrafast structural phase transition studied by trRHEED. a, Intensity of
(0 0) and (8 × 2) diffraction spots as a function of the pump-probe delay. b, Delay-
dependent intensity of the (4× 1) diffraction spot and the thermal diffuse background.
c, Time-constant of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition as a function of the excitation fluence.
d, Schematic of the PES for the transition at different excitation fluences between 0
and > 3mJ cm−2. Coloured circles, order parameter. Figures a, b and c adapted
by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature,
Nature [10], c© 2017, Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature (2017).
Subfigured adapted from Ref. [116].
measurements at varying adsorbate densities demonstrated the strong influence of
surface defects on the lifetime of the metastable state and allowed for an estimation
of the (4×1) /(8×2) phase front velocity at vph = 82 m/s.
In a second trRHEED study with significantly enhanced temporal resolution,
Frigge et al. [10] found the structural transition to be completed within τtrans =
(350 ± 10) fs, monitoring the time-dependent intensities of the (0 0), as well as se-
lected (4×1) and (8×2) diffraction spots (see Fig. 4.14a,b). Interestingly, the tran-
sition evolves faster by an order of magnitude compared to most other structural
dynamics at surfaces. The high temporal resolution further facilitates the sepa-
rate observation of transition dynamics solely driven by electronic excitation, and
the transient heating of the lattice, which occurs on a six times slower timescale
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[10, 56]. The study also reveals that τtrans is a function of the excitation fluence
φ (Fig. 4.14c)20. The results can be interpreted in terms of an instantaneous re-
shaping of the PES due to electronic excitations, the displacive excitation of shear
and rotation modes, and a deterministic or ballistic motion of the order parame-
ter along the structural pathway towards the (4×1) state (Fig. 4.14d). Based on
this model, the limit value behaviour of τtrans likely originates from the constant
gradient of the PES at higher fluences (compare red and dark red potentials in
Fig. 4.14d)21. Moreover, related DFT calculations provide insights into the connec-
tion of electronic excitations to lattice modes facilitating the transition. A transient
population of unoccupied states close to the conduction band edge at Γ(8×2) weakens
the In–In bonds between neighbouring chains and thereby activates the shear mode.
On the other hand, occupied states around X(8×2) correspond to In–In bonds that
form upon the dimerisation of the outer In chains, and transient depopulation of
these states promotes the rotation mode. Thus, the excitation of shear and rotation
modes (either thermally or via direct electronic excitation) results in the melting
of the CDW. However, despite their crucial role in the transition, Frigge et al. did
not report any signature of these modes in trRHEED data, i.e. coherent oscillations
of the diffraction spot intensity or pronounced features in the inelastic background.
The authors reasoned that the phase transition is completed within about 1/4 of
the periods of shear and rotation phonons, meaning that both modes are critically
damped.
Whereas trRHEED mainly probes structural dynamics at surfaces, trARPES is
sensitive to transient changes in both the occupied and unoccupied states of the
electronic band structure. This makes it possible to experimentally check and refine
the distributions of excited electrons and photoholes assumed in DFT calculations
presented in Frigge et al. [10]. However, to observe all relevant features of the tran-
sition, the entire first Brillouin zone has to be sampled with high resolution in time
and momentum space. Using trARPES at a repetion rate of 500 kHz in combination
with 40 fs XUV probe pulses, Nicholson et al. [11] achieved a momentum-resolved
view of band structure dynamics during the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition (see Fig. 4.15).
20In a reasonable assumption the φ is directly proportional to the electronic excitation in the
system.
21On the other hand, it may well be that the minimum value for the time constant of the
transition observed by Frigge et al. is limited by the finite temporal resolution of the experiment.
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Rotation mode: Weakening of dimer bonds
between outer In chain atoms
Shear mode: Bond formation between 
inner In chain atoms
Figure 4.15: Ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) phase transition studied by trARPES. a, Band-
structure of In/Si(111) along the Γ − X direction (ky = 0.43 Å
−1) for different pump
probe delays. Arrows indicate the m1 band edge (brown) and the m2/m3 gap (pink),
associated with shear and rotation modes, purple arrows point to the splitting between
m2 and m3. b, Dynamics of the three features highlighted in a. c, Model of the
(8×2) structure and the interatomic bonds associated with shear/rotation modes or the
electronic states highlighted in a, respectively. Figures a and b taken from Ref. [11].
Adapted with permission from AAAS.
Following optical excitation, the gap at the X(8×2) point collapses within 200 fs (see
pink features in Fig. 4.15a,b). Next, the m1 band (brown) at Γ(8×2) shifts down and
reaches the Fermi level after 500 fs, while the splitting of m2 and m3 (violet) occurs
within 700 fs, indicating the completion of the structural transition [11]. The time
constant of 350 fs for the structural dynamics is in good agreement with Frigge et
al. [10]. In order to gain insight into the evolution of the atomic structure and bond
strengths along the transition pathway (see Fig. 4.15c), the authors performed ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations based on DFT, constrained by the valence
and conduction band populations measured in experiment22. The results demon-
strate the key role of photo-excited holes located at the X(8×2) point. Based on their
22Further explanations, numerical details and an extended analysis of bond strengths can be
found in Refs. [155, 241].
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findings, the authors propose a microscopic mechanism for the (8×2)→ (4×1) phase
transition:
“Upon excitation, holes are created in the bonding states at X(8×2), which corre-
spond to In–In dimer bonds between the outer In chain atoms. Consequently, the
dimer bonds characteristic for the hexagon structure weaken and break. At the same
time, a sizable fraction of excited electrons populates the states at Γ(8×2) that are
formed by a bonding combination of In states from neighboring In chains. Popula-
tion of these excited states leads to interatomic forces that transform the hexagons
into zigzag chains, resulting in bond formation. The electron band related to these
bonds (m1) is lowered in energy as the In atoms contributing to this bond approach
each other, further populating those states and strengthening the bond. It finally
crosses the Fermi energy [...], resulting in the metallic state of the (4×1) phase.”
[11].
In a follow-up experiment, Nicholson et al. focused on the transfer of energy from
the electronic system to the lattice [57], proposing an initial coupling of excited
electronic states to high-energy optical modes, and a subsequent, much slower energy
relaxation by means of phonon-phonon coupling. This again highlights the key role
of shear and rotation modes, which are likely to represent a phonon bottleneck for the
energy transfer [57]. Other trARPES studies by Cháves-Cervantes et al. [12, 58, 153]
demonstrated that the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition can be driven by multiphoton
absorption across the X(8×2) band gap and found possible signatures of shear [153]
and rotation [12, 66, 153] modes in the excited state populations.
In summary, by decoupling the electronic and lattice degrees of freedom, ultra-
fast electron diffraction and spectroscopy in combination with DFT and molecular
dynamics simulations have contributed to a more comprehensive understanding of
the phase transition mechanism. At the same time, central questions concerning,
e.g. the impact of possible coherences in shear and rotation motion, and the char-
acteristics of the underlying PES remain open. Specifically, in contrast to Frigge
et al. [10], the phonon bottleneck for energy relaxation discussed by Nicholson et
al. [57] suggests that, following ultrafast excitation, optical phonons of the indium
layer are out of equilibrium with low-energy surface or substrate modes for several
picoseconds. Associating this persistent nonequilibrium population with shear and
rotation phonons, and assuming a weak coupling to other vibrational degrees of
freedom, it seems possible that coherences in these modes persist for more than a
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quarter of the vibrational period. In this context, ULEED offers the capability to
resolve subtle changes in surface structure on a 1-ps timescale and is thus perfectly
suited to study coherent surface phonons (see Sec. 3.1.3). In view of the objectives
of this work, coherences in shear and rotation modes could be harnessed to exert
control over the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition. Therefore, by combining ULEED with
multipulse optical excitation schemes (see Sec. 3.1.1), this work aims at transferring
central concepts of femtochemistry to the In/Si(111) surface.
4.5 Phase inhomogeneity
Besides its ultrafast dynamics, the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface has attracted significant
attention for a variety of atomic scale phenomena, including phase coexistence [257,
298], dynamical metal-to-CDW junctions [234], defect-induced charge ordering [278]
and pinning [283], or chiral solitons [125]. While a direct observation of these effects
requires atomic-scale real-space imaging and spectroscopy as provided exclusively by
STM and STS, signatures of local surface inhomogeneities may as well influence the
results of spatially averaging techniques such as LEED, depending on their density
and long-range order.
Due to the first-order nature of the transition, a coexistence of (8×2) and su-
percooled (4×1) domains is expected for temperatures slightly below Tc. STM
topographies of the In/Si(111) surface in this temperature regime reveal the het-
erogeneity of the surface [298], exhibiting nanometer-sized domains of high- and
low-temperature phases (see Fig. 4.16). As a consequence, data from experiments
measuring mesoscopic or macroscopic observables typically feature contributions
from both phases. This concerns key experimental methods, e.g. ARPES, RHEED,
LEED, RAS or Raman spectroscopy. Therefore, understanding phase heterogeneity
in this particular system is important, especially with regard to sample prepara-
tion and data interpretation. For example, a number of early studies suggested the
(8×2)→ (4×1) transition to be of second order, based on quasi-continuous changes
in observables over a large temperature range, whereas STM measurements later
evidenced a “domain-by-domain” conversion at the nanoscale, demonstrating that
the transition proceeds in microscopic first order [298]. This contradiction can be
resolved by a model of surface areas exhibiting different critical temperatures, that






Figure 4.16: Nanoscale coexistence of (4×1) and (8×2) phases below Tc . STM topography
of the (4×1) surface recorded at Ubias = −0.7 V and I = 100 pA; T = 121 K. Bright
areas correspond to (4×1) , darker areas to (8×2) domains. Full image: 150× 100 nm2.
Insets: High-resolution STM images of the (4×1) (top) and (8×2) (bottom) phases with
zigzag and trimer structure models superimposed. Note that the hexagon model had
been proposed only recently at the time of publication. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [298]. c© 2005 by the American Physical Society.
In probing the surface structure as a function of temperature in ARPES or LEED,
the existence of a barrier height distribution on a nanometer to micrometer scale
smears out the spatially averaged hysteresis data, thus creating the impression of a
second-order transition. Moreover, a significant area fraction of metastable (4×1)
domains complicates the interpretation of ARPES spectra, which in this case rep-
resent a superposition of signals from metallic and insulating domains [66].
A number of parameters controlling the formation and the coverage of the (4×1)
phase below Tc have been identified, such as doping concentration [284], the density
of vacancies or substrate defects [233, 284, 298], as well as adatom coverage [233, 261,
283]. Generally, all of these mechanisms influence the carrier density within the In
wires and thus deform the “local” PES of the transition. For example, n-type doping
of the silicon substrate promotes the formation of supercooled (4×1) domains, while
p-type doping leads to a rather pure Si(111)(8×2)-In surface [284]. Similar effects
are observed upon alkali-metal absorption, which suppressed the phase transition
[283]. Furthermore, a number of different adatoms or adsorbed molecules can either
pin the (4×1) phase locally [261], modify the local charge-order [278] or lead to
various types of intrachain defects23 and domain boundaries [125, 275, 299].
23The most prominent types of defects being “phase-slip” and “phase-flip” defects, which form
upon absorption of additional In atoms [125, 234] and lead to the formation of chiral solitons [125].
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Domain boundaries between (4×1) and (8×2) phases represent atomic-scale metal-
insulator junctions and have been investigated in a number of combined STM and
DFT studies, with regard to their atomic and electronic structure, as well as dy-
namics and fluctuations [234, 257, 298]. Junctions are formed both along and per-
pendicular to the indium wires. In the first case, the boundary separates metallic
and insulating domains within a single In wire and typically extends over about
7 nm. In the case of an inter-wire junction, however, this characteristic length is
significantly reduced to less than 0.5 nm, underlining the quasi-one-dimensional na-
ture of the atomic wire array [234]. A similar reduction of the junction length is
found for adatom/defect-induced domain boundaries. Although these phenomenona
can also only be directly observed by means of STM, effects on spatially averaging
techniques cannot be ruled out. Specifically, it has been shown that within defect-
induced junctions, the key phonon modes transforming between the two phases are
sterically constrained by the adatom [234]. As a consequence, for a heterogeneous
surface exhibiting a high density of (4×1)/(8×2) interfaces, the frequencies of shear
and rotation modes, as measured by, e.g. Raman spectroscopy, might be redshifted
compared to a homogeneous surface.
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Ultrafast structural phase transition in atomic indium
wires on Si(111)
This chapter describes the time-resolved structural investigation of quasi-1D atomic
indium chains on the Si(111) surface, a prominent Peierls system that has recently
attracted interest for its ultrafast dynamics [9–12]. Building on the theoretical basics
of CDWs and phase transitions (Sec. 2), as well as the present knowledge on this
extensively studied materials system (Sec. 4), ULEED is employed to follow the
ultrafast metal-insulator structural phase transition between the symmetry-broken
(8×2) and the metastable high-symmetry (4×1) phase. The electronic and lattice
structures of both phases have already been characterised in Sec. 4. The following
sections, on the other hand, each focus on experimental results regarding specific
aspects of the system, i.e. the ultrafast transition, the subsequent relaxation to
the ground state and the role of surface heterogeneity. In this, results obtained
from measurements with the mm-sized gun are supplemented by the first microgun
experiments on a surface-specific structural phase transition. Each section is followed
by a brief discussion of the results in view of the current state of the field.
5.1 Single-pulse optical excitation of the (8×2) surface
In a first step, motivated by the pioneering work of Wall et al. [9] and Frigge et al. [10,
56, 116], we investigate the structural evolution of the (8×2) phase after single-
pulse optical excitation in ULEED. Summarising the previous results of trRHEED
[9, 10, 56, 116] and trARPES [11, 12, 57, 58, 66, 153] experiments, ultrafast optical
excitation of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface creates both a transient electron population
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Figure 5.1: Signatures of the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) phase transition in ULEED. a,
Diffraction images of the In/Si(111) surface before (bottom) and after (top) time-zero
(∆tp-el = 0). b, Difference image highlighting the changes in the LEED pattern associ-
ated with the phase transition. Red (violet), signal increase (decrease). c, Pump-probe
traces showing the intensities of (4×1) and (8×2) diffraction spots, as well as (8×2)
streaks and the diffuse background as a function of ∆tp-el for an excitation fluence of
1.7mJ cm−2. Intensities normalised to values before ∆tp-el = 0.
in conduction band states above and localised photoholes below EF. The strong
coupling of these states to shear and rotation phonon modes transforming the (8×2)
into the (4×1) structure enables to electronically induce the structural transition
to the metastable excited state, which is completed within ∼ 1 ps. This is in
stark contrast to other prominent CDW systems, where such phase transitions could
previously only be initiated by means of a transient temperature increase. In the case
of electronically-induced transitions, however, it is possible to drive the structural
transformation well below the critical temperature Tc [10, 11].
Signatures of the ultrafast phase transition in ULEED
On the basis of the structure models and the static diffraction images of the (4×1)
and (8×2) phases recorded above and below Tc (see Fig. 4.2 and 4.5 in Sec. 4.2.1
and 4.3.1) we are able to study the signatures of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition in
ULEED. For this, a freshly prepared Si(111)(8×2)-In surface is illuminated by fs
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light pulses (P1, λ = 1030 nm, ~ω = 1.2 eV > ∆Eg, frep = 100 kHz; see Sec. 3.1.1 for
further details) at base temperature Tb = 60 K, while electron pulses from the mm-
sized gun probe the state of the surface at a variable delay ∆tp-el. Figure 5.1a shows
ULEED patterns of the surface recorded before (bottom) and after (top) time-zero
(∆tp-el = 0) for a laser fluence of 1.7mJ cm−2. At this excitation density, the surface
is homogeneously switched to the metastable (4×1) state [66, 116]. Subtracting both
images allows to highlight and disentangle pump-induced changes to the diffraction
pattern (Fig. 5.1b). Specifically, three main features can be identified and linked to
the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition:
1. The four-fold spots which are present in both the (4×1) and the (8×2) LEED
pattern show an increase in intensity1, and are therefore referred to as (4×1)
spots in the following. The higher intensity of these spots in the (4×1) phase
is most likely due to changes in the structure factor F , according to Ref. [116].
2. The eight-fold spots and two-fold streaks of the (8×2) structure are suppressed,
as they are connected to hexagon/CDW formation and unit cell doubling in
the broken-symmetry state. More specifically, the transition into the high-
symmetry (4×1) state and the melting of the CDWmodify the structure factor
F and lattice factor G, which is reflected in the diffraction pattern [204].
3. The diffuse background level increases due to the excitation of phonons of the
indium monolayer and the subsequent transfer of energy to low-lying struc-
tural modes of the substrate via phonon-phonon coupling. Electron scattering
at such modes is incoherent by nature (see Sec. 2.3.3), resulting in a broad in-
tensity distribution and/or localised background features in k-space [300, 301].
Furthermore, ULEED allows to follow the evolution of these features in time with
ps resolution. For this purpose, at each delay step, the background-corrected raw
data peak intensities are summed up within circular areas of interest (AOI, typical
radius r ∼ 0.10Å−1) around the selected (4×1) and (8×2) spots2. To this end, the
















spots in Fig. 5.1b,
which decrease in intensity (for additional information on spot indexing see Fig. B.2 in Appendix
B). This opposite trend most likely results from a non-perpendicular incidence of the electron
beam and the angular dependence of the structure factor F determining the absolute intensities
of individual spots.
2To analyse the integrated intensities of the (8×2) streaks, rectangular AOIs are used, and
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background in the vicinity of the respective peak is determined within a ring (width
dr ∼ 0.01Å−1) around the edge of each AOI. Time traces of the main features in the
diffraction pattern are depicted in Fig. 5.1c: Here, the integrated intensities of (4×1)
and (8×2) peaks, (8×2) streaks and the diffuse background are shown as a function
of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-el, the intensity traces having been normalised to values
before time-zero. As main signatures of the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition, we
find a mirror-like suppression/enhancement of the (8 × 2)/(4 × 1) diffraction spots
within the time-resolution of the experiment (∼ 50 ps), and a subsequent relaxation
of spot intensities to their initial values on a few-nanosecond time scale, indicating
the metastability of the excited state structure (for a more detailed analysis of the
relaxation dynamics see Sec. 5.4).
Whereas (8×2) spots and streaks are completely suppressed at this particular ex-
citation density, the integrated (4×1) intensity increases by about 30%. Assuming a
negligibly small Debye-Waller-type contribution to the peak intensity in this fluence
regime [56, 116], this “transfer” of intensity primarily relates to the phase transition.
The moderate relative changes observed for the (4×1) diffraction spots throughout
the transition are consistent with the results of previous LEED and SPA-LEED
measurements [117, 233] (see also Fig. 5.3a (top)). As a result, ULEED is more sen-
sitive to changes in (8×2) than in (4×1) peak intensities. By contrast, (tr)RHEED
measurements across the phase transition show relative changes of up to 1000% in
the (4×1) signal [116] but typically suffer from a comparably lower signal-to-noise
ratio for the significantly weaker (8×2) features.
5.2 Fluence-dependent excitation and relaxation
Next, we address the question of how the level of electronic excitation affects both the
transition and the relaxation back to the ground state. Given that electronic excita-
tion scales roughly linear with the incident laser fluence F (for ~ω > ∆Eg), pump-
probe measurements as a function of F can provide insights in this regard. As a mat-
ter of fact, ULEED traces recorded at fluence values between F = 0.5−1.7mJ cm−2
reveal increasing/decreasing (4× 1)/(8× 2) peak intensities at higher excitation flu-
the corresponding background is determined at the edge of the rectangles parallel to the streak
direction. The diffuse background intensity is determined within circular AOIs, which are equally
distributed over the diffraction pattern (in regions exhibiting neither CDW nor Bragg peaks).
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Figure 5.2: Fluence-dependent phase transition. a, Integrated intensity of (4×1) and (8×2)
spots as a function of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-el for four different pump fluences
(recorded with the mm-sized gun). b, Fluence-dependent enhancement/suppression of
(4×1) /(8×2) spot intensities, recorded for a fixed delay ∆tp-el = 75 ps. Taken from
Ref. [53].
ences (see Fig. 5.2a). To determine the fluence threshold for the transition, the in-
tegrated peak intensities for a saturated suppression/enhancement (∆tp-el = 75ps)3
are normalized to the value before time-zero and plotted as a function of F in
Fig. 5.2b. Interestingly, both (4×1) and (8×2) intensities display a rather gradual
threshold in pump fluence compared with the sharper threshold measured under
similar conditions for a different CDW transition [18]. This implies that for in-
termediate excitation densities between 0.5 − 1.4mJ cm−2, a variable part of the
surface is switched to the metastable (4×1) state. The mean threshold fluence of
Fth ≈ 1mJ cm−2 is in quantitative agreement with trRHEED [10, 116] and trARPES
[11, 66, 153] studies, as is the critical fluence of Fc ≈ 2mJ cm−2 for which the entire
surface is excited to the (4×1) state. The steepness of the fluence-dependent inten-
sity at the threshold fluence (Fth ≈ 1mJ cm−2) is given by Fth · (dI/dF )|F ,th ≈ 1.7.
Importantly, the observed gradual threshold is not a consequence of a spatially in-
homogeneous excitation of the probed surface area4, but most likely stems from
3This delay was chosen to account for the finite electron-pulse duration under the conditions
of the experiment (∆τel ≈ 50 ps).
4The pump-spot diameter of (321±9)µm is significantly larger than the diameter of the electron
spot (about 80µm).
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the microscopic coexistence of (8×2) and supercooled (4×1) domains or several
types of atomic-scale defects affecting the local barrier height for the transition
[125, 233, 234, 284, 298]. In this respect, the heterogeneity of the Si(111)(8×2)-In
surface has been subject to a number of STM [234, 257, 302] and Raman spec-
troscopy [240] studies. Moreover, the residual intensity of metallic bands observed
in trARPES below Tc [66] further supports this interpretation.
Concerning the subsequent relaxation to the ground state, for low and interme-
diate fluence values, we find a relatively fast recovery of spot intensities within
∼ 100ps after excitation (Fig. 5.2). At later delays, however, the relaxation con-
siderably slows down, as evidenced by the persistent suppression/enhancement of
diffraction spots even after several nanoseconds. This observation cannot be rea-
soned in terms of a single exponential decay of the excited state population (see,
e.g. Ref. [116]). Likewise, a transient Debye-Waller suppression can be ruled out in
this low-fluence regime [116]. This calls for further investigations of the relaxation
dynamics with improved time resolution (see Sec. 5.4).
5.3 Temperature calibration
Up to this point, it has been assumed that the ultrafast dynamics underlying the
changes in the ULEED pattern are solely driven by means of electronic excitation
and subsequent coupling to very few key phonon modes. However, considering the
high repetition rate of the experiment, the relatively weak coupling of the indium
monolayer to the silicon substrate [66, 256] and the finite thermal conductivity of the
sample, a contribution of cumulative heating effects to the observed phase transition
cannot be ruled out a priori. In other words, further experimental evidence is
required to prove that the phase transition is driven neither by a transient nor a
constant increase of the surface temperature above Tc. Hence, it is necessary to
determine the pump-induced changes to the sample temperature by relating the
fluence-dependent spot suppressions in ULEED with the temperature-dependent
spot intensities in static LEED measurements (Fig. 5.3, see also Ref. [116]). For
this, the integrated intensities of (4×1) and (8×2) diffraction peaks are recorded as
a function of the sample temperature T between T = 60 − 160K (Fig. 5.3a; data
normalised to the intensities at minimum temperature). In a next step, a Debye-
Waller model (see A.11 in Sec.A is fitted to the temperature-dependent intensity
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Figure 5.3: Temperature calibration. a, Temperature-dependent integrated intensities of
(4×1) (top) and (8×2) (bottom) diffraction spots across the phase transition (Tc ≈
125K). b, Integrated diffraction spot intensities for ∆tp-el < 0 in Fig. 5.2b as a function
of incident fluence. c, Temperature calibration: a Debye-Waller model is fitted to the
diffraction spot intensities in a for temperatures in the range 60K < T < 100K. Com-
paring the suppressions in b and c, we find a maximum temperature increase ∆Tb ≈ 22K
for the highest fluence value (Fmax ≈ 1.35mJ cm−2) within our measurement range.
Note that the resulting base temperature Tb = 82K is well below Tc. Taken from
Ref. [53].
60K in both types of experiments, the pump-induced spot suppressions observed for
∆tp-el in ULEED can be converted into an increase of the sample base temperature
Tb. For the highest fluence in the intermediate fluence regime (F = 1.35mJ cm−2),
we find a moderate temperature increase of ∆Tb ≈ 22 K. The resulting absolute
base temperature of Tb = 82K is well below Tc. Even when taking into account
the additional, transient increase of T following the pump pulse (∆T = 19 K for
F = 1.3mJ cm−2 in Ref. [10]), the maximum temperature is still well below critical
temperature in all relevant measurements.
5.4 Ultrafast transition studied by few-ps electron pulses
The ongoing miniaturisation of electron sources for ULEED recently resulted in
the development and application of µm-sized electron guns or “microguns” (see
Sec. 3.1.2). As demonstrated in Sec. 3.1.3, this novel type of pulsed electron source
enables structural investigations of surface dynamics with few- to 1-ps temporal res-
olution. Because of the surprisingly small time constant of the (8 × 2) → (4 × 1)
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Figure 5.4: The (8×2)→ (4×1) transition monitored by few-ps electron pulses. a, Diffrac-
tion image of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface recorded with the microgun at a working
distance of ∼ 1 mm. Silicon wafers with a miscut of 2 ◦ in the [1 1 2] direction have
been used to favour nanowire growth along a single direction. b, Difference image high-
lighting the changes in the LEED pattern associated with the phase transition. Red
(violet), signal increase (decrease). Dashed rectangle, pronounced modulation of the
streak intensity perpendicular to the chain direction (also visible in a). c, Pump-probe
traces showing the intensities of (4×1) and (8×2) diffraction spots, as well as (8×2)
streaks and the diffuse background as a function of ∆tp-el for an excitation fluence of
0.85mJ cm−2. Intensities have been normalised to values before ∆tp-el = 0.
structural transition (∆τ ∼ 0.35−2.0 ps, depending on excitation density) found by
Frigge et al. [10], the In/Si(111) system seems ideal to demonstrate the advantages
of the microgun concept. Furthermore, while the mm-sized gun is ideally suited for
studying the relaxation of the surface at later times (∆tp-el > 50 ps), the more than
ten times higher temporal resolution of the microgun should in principle allow us to
resolve relaxation dynamics and the underlying energy transfer between electrons,
key phonons of the indium layer and substrate modes. In the following, we report
on very recent microgun experiments on the In/Si(111) system and discuss the first
data on the ultrafast phase transition and recovery dynamics.
By analogy with Sec. 5.1 we first analyse the evolution of the main features in
the LEED pattern following single-pulse optical excitation. Figure 5.4a shows a
microgun ULEED pattern of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface recorded with Ekin = 80 eV
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electrons at T = 60 K. Note that for this series of experiments, wafers with a
miscut angle of (2±0.1) ◦ have been used to facilitate the growth of single-domain
indium nanowires along the [110] direction. Moreover, the ULEED images have
been corrected for distortions arising from the detection with a planar MCP, as well
as stray fields from the microgun (for details, see section “Interpolation of correction
vector field” in appendix E of Ref. [112]).
Comparing diffraction patterns before (∆tp-el < −2 ps) and after (2 ps < ∆tp-el <
8 ps) time-zero (see difference image in Fig. 5.4b and time traces in Fig. 5.4c), we
find a fast increase/decrease of the (4×1) /(8×2) diffraction spot intensities within
the temporal resolution of the experiment (∼ 3 ps; see also Fig. 5.5c). The two-
fold streaks vanish and recover just as the diffraction spots of the broken-symmetry
phase, suggesting that changes of the interchain correlation occur on a similar time
scale as the structural transformations within the wires. Interestingly, we observe
a strong periodic modulation of the streak intensity in the direction perpendicular
to the chains (see dashed black rectangle in Fig. 5.4b). At this stage, the exact
periodicity of this feature remains elusive due to the lack of higher order diffraction
spots that could serve as support points for the distortion correction algorithm.
Speculating about the origin of the modulation, it seems possible that – just like
for diffraction rods – the intensity distribution along streaks is a function of k and
energy E (see, e.g. the modulations of the scattering intensity perpendicular to the
surface and Ewald construction in Sec. 2.3.2). In this case, the period of the pattern
should change as a function of electron energy, which could easily be tested in future
energy-dependent ULEED experiments. On the other hand, if the modulation period
is energy-independent, it may hint at residual or local order perpendicular to the
chains.
As far as the diffuse background is concerned, we find a relative enhancement
of 2% within a few ps and a subsequent cooling of the surface over ∼ 50 ps to
a persisting level (see also Fig. 5.1c, bottom). This long-lived increase in lattice
temperature suggests that the energy transfer between surface layer an substrate is
rather inefficient. Similar observations have been made in trARPRES [57, 66] and
were discussed as a possible reason for the metastable nature of the photoexcited
(4×1) state [66]. In this respect, additional ULEED measurements with improved
temporal resolution and a larger delay range are necessary to clearly separate the
initial, electronically-driven structural dynamics from the subsequent increase in
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Figure 5.5: Ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) phase transition observed on different time scales.
a, Microgun pump-probe traces showing the intensities of (4×1) (red) and (8×2) (vi-
olet) spots as a function of the time delay ∆tp-el for three different pump fluences. b,
Diffraction spot intensities close to ∆tp-el = 0. c, Error function model fitted to the
experimental data in the vicinity of time-zero for all three pump fluences. d, FWHM of
the fit as a function of pump fluence.
lattice temperature (the maximum lattice temperature is reached at ∆tp-el = 6 ps
according to Ref. [10]), and to better understand the role played by the substrate in
the relaxation back to the ground state.
In a next step, we perform microgun pump-probe experiments at different fluences
between 0.46 − 1.18mJ cm−2 to investigate how the level of electronic excitation
influences both the transition into and the relaxation of the excited state within
the first 50 ps after time-zero (Fig. 5.5a,b). Concerning the initial dynamics, the
findings of Frigge et al. [10] indicate that strong electronic excitation affects the
slope of the PES towards the (4×1) state, which in turn leads to an acceleration
of atomic motion and a reduced time constant of 350 fs for the transition at high
fluences. While the temporal resolution in this first set of ULEED experiments at
relatively large gun-sample distances (∆τe ∼ 3 ps as determined from error function
fits to the (8×2) spot intensities around ∆tp-el = 0; see Fig. 5.5c,d) is not sufficient
to test this hypothesis, our results underline the fact that the transition occurs
extraordinarily fast for a surface-specific structural phase transition. At the same
time, all-optical pump-probe measurements (OPP, see Sec. 6.3) carried out as part
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of this work, allow us to indirectly follow the structural dynamics of the indium
monolayer with tenfold higher resolution in time. These experiments indeed seem
to corroborate the picture of accelerated order parameter motion in the high fluence
regime. Exploiting the full potential of ULEED [55], future studies should be able
to directly track the accelerated motion of the system between the (8×2) and (4×1)
states and measure the potential impact of coherent phonons on the structure factor.
As for the recovery of the system after optical excitation, the delay-dependent
integrated (8×2) spot intensities recorded at different laser fluences differ consid-
erably (Fig. 5.5a and Fig. 5.6). Specifically, at lower fluences the spot intensity re-
covers particularly fast within the first 30 − 50 ps after the transition, followed by
a significantly slower relaxation (∼ ns) at later times (see also Fig. 5.2a). While
a similar trend is also observed for the highest fluence of F = 1.18mJ cm−2, the
remaining signal suppression after 50 ps is a strong function of F (40/65/85 % at
F = 0.46/0.85/1.18mJ cm−2)5.
We discuss these observations in the light of a model for the recovery of the
Si(111)(8×2)-In surface recently proposed by Hafke et al. [303]. Here, the trans-
formation from the (4×1) excited to the (8×2) ground state occurs independently
in each atomic wire just like “a falling row of dominoes”, i.e. unit cell by unit
cell [9, 233, 303]. Assuming that step edges (and adsorbates) function as seeds
for the return to the ground state, Hafke et al. determined the recovery velocity
vrec = (100 ± 40)m/s = (0.1 ± 0.04) nm/ps, i.e. the velocity of (4 × 1)/(8 × 2)
domain boundaries, by recording the distribution of terrace widths Γ on the Si(111)
surface in photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). In this picture, the time it
takes for a particular (4×1) domain i to completely transform back to the (8×2)
ground state is given by ti = Γi/vrec (see Fig. 5.7a). For a homogeneously switched
surface (to the (4×1) state) exhibiting a geometric distribution of barrier heights
and a mean value 〈Γ〉 = 298nm, the fraction of the surface p(8×2)(∆tp-el) which has
returned to the (8×2) ground state at the arrival time ∆tp-el of the electron pulse is
5Note that the fast initial relaxation is unlikely to be caused by a time-dependent DWF for
two reasons: First, as demonstrated by Frigge et al. [10, 56, 116] and in our experiments, there
is no significant DW contribution to the diffraction spot intensities. Second, if there was a DW
contribution, it would affect both (4×1) and (8×2) spots in the same manner, which is not the
case here.
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Figure 5.6: Relaxation from the metastable (4×1) state to the (8×2) state. Delay-
dependent (8×2) spot intensities for different excitation fluences reveal a partial re-
laxation of the excited state within ∼ 50 ps and a subsequent slowdown of the recovery
dynamics. The data is corrected by the maximum suppression (∆tp-el ∼ 3 ps) and nor-
malised to values before ∆tp-el = 0. Shaded traces in background, stretched exponential
fits serving as guide to the eye. Dashed coloured lines, linear models fitted to the data
for ∆tp-el to estimate the initial mean (4×1) domain length. Dashed black line, reference
value from Ref. [303]. Inset, calculated mean domain length as a function of excitation
fluence.




pΓ(∆tp-el) · p(Γ) · Γ dΓ ∼ I8×2(∆tp-el), (5.1)
with Γmax being the maximum observed terrace width, p(Γ) the distribution of
terrace widths, pΓ(∆tp-el ≤ ti) = t · vrec/Γi, pΓ(∆tp-el > ti) = 1, and I8×2(∆tp-el)
the delay-dependent intensity of the (8×2) diffraction spots. This model reproduces
the exponential decay of the metastable phase with a time constant of ∼ 3 ns, as
observed by trRHEED [116, 303].
Our results now indicate that for fluences below Ftot ∼ 1.7mJ cm−2, the (8×2)
surface is only partially switched to the (4×1) state. In order to estimate the (4×1)
surface fraction after the optical pump pulse, we fit an error function model to the
fluence-dependent spot suppressions from Fig. 5.2b and obtain a Gaussian distri-
bution of barrier heights with a FWHM of 0.84mJ cm−2 for the (8×2)→ (4×1)
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Figure 5.7: Heterogeneity of the surface after moderate optical excitation. a, Model
of surface heterogeneity after weak optical excitation roughly corresponding to F =
0.85mJ cm−2 ((4×1) coverage ∼ 40 %). vrec, phase front velocity of the (4×1)→ (8×2)
transition; Li, length of domain i; ti, lifetime of the respective (4×1) domain. b, Gaus-
sian distribution of barrier heights for the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition inferred from the
fluence-dependent (4×1) diffraction spot intensity (black dots, see also Fig. 5.2b). Black
line, error function model fitted to the experimental data. Shaded areas indicate the
fraction of the surface switched for excitation fluences of 0.46, 0.85 and 1.18mJ cm−2
in microgun pump-probe experiments. c, Model of the optically excited surface as-
suming an individual switching efficiency of 10/40/75 % for each unit cell. d, Mean
(4×1) domain length 〈L〉 as a function of the (4×1) reconstructed fraction of the surface
calculated from the model in (c). Dots, domain lengths extracted from trRHEED and
ULEED measurements at different fluences. The model curve has been normalized to the
value for the mean domain size yielded by Hafke et al. [303] in the case of a completely
switched surface.
transition (Fig. 5.7b). In this, we assume that surface defects, dopand atoms, as
well as boundaries between (8×2) and supercooled (4×1) domains locally alter the
effective barrier. Based on this model, we estimate a (4×1) coverage of 10/40/75%
for F = 0.46/0.85/1.18mJmJ−2 in microgun experiments. In this context, a com-
parison of the excited state lifetimes for partially and completely switched surfaces
in Ref. [116] points to a spatially heterogeneous distribution of individual (4×1) do-
mains within the illuminated area for F < Ftot. Figure 5.7a shows a schematic
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representation of such a partially transformed surface for a (4×1) coverage of about
40 %. It is reasonable to assume that the distribution P (L) of domain lengths L is
no longer determined by the distribution P (Γ) of terrace widths Γ alone. Instead,
for a partially switched surface, the mean (4×1) domain size L may be significantly
smaller than 〈Γ〉, leading to an overall faster recovery. By comparing the initial
recovery rates in our experiments (see linear model fitted to the fluence-dependent
(8×2) spot intensities for ∆tp-el < 30 ps in Fig. 5.6) to the model of Ref. [303] for a
homogeneously switched surface (dashed black line), we estimate the mean (4×1)
domain size to be (5± 1) nm for a (4× 1) coverage of ∼ 10 % and (33± 7) nm for a
(4×1) coverage of ∼ 75 % (see inset in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7d). Moreover, a simple nu-
merical model of the surface can be used to further relate these results to Ref. [303].
To this end, we assume an independent switching probability Ps = A(4×1)/Asurface for
each unit cell and calculate the spatial distribution of (4×1) and (8×2) domains on
a one-dimensional grid for different values of Ps (Fig. 5.7c6). From this, we extract
the mean (4×1) domain length 〈L〉 as a function of the (4×1) coverage (Fig. 5.7d).
A comparison of the domain lengths inferred from the slope of the delay-dependent
(8×2) spot intensities in Fig. 5.6 (coloured dots in Fig. 5.7d) with the predictions
of this simple model shows good agreement, suggesting that surface heterogeneity
controls the relaxation to the ground state.
Interestingly though, at long delays, the slope of the data Fig. 5.6 decreases signif-
icantly and approaches the value found by Hafke et al. . This could mean that even
after weak optical excitation the surface exhibits a non-negligible fraction of particu-
larly long (4×1) domains. Alternatively, the long-term recovery of the ground state
of the indium wires may be influenced by electron dynamics in the substrate. In
this scenario, the photo-excitation of carriers in the silicon wafer by the pump pulse
could lead to the formation of a space-charge region at the surface and a possible
optical doping of the indium monolayer. STM measurements under laser illumina-
tion indicate the existence of a related effect and its role in stabilising the (8×2)
phase below Tc [282]. Furthermore, it is unclear how the decay of the excited state
due to thermal fluctuations contributes to the recovery dynamics (see Sec. 2.1.4).
While one or more of the above effects may potentially influence the dynamics of
the system on a ns time scale, the initial dynamics and relaxation should remain
6Note that the one-dimensional array has been reshaped into a two-dimensional surface for
better visualisation.
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largely unaffected.
In a last step, we explore the potential of time-resolved spot profile analysis (SPA)
for the In/Si(111) system. In this context, ULEED has already demonstrated SPA-
LEED capabilities, revealing phase-ordering dynamics in the incommensurate phase
of 1T -TaS2 by measuring the CDW contribution to the FWHM of associated satellite
diffraction peaks [18, 120]. Generally, SPA provides access to key properties of sur-
faces, such as long-range order or domain sizes (see also Sec. 2.3.3). A time-resolved
realisation of SPA-LEED thus offers the possibility, e.g. to investigate how long-
range order is established after an ultrafast optical quench. For the (8×2)→ (4×1)
transition, however, the situation is markedly different, since even for an incomplete
transformation of the surface, long-range order is preserved. As a consequence, a
significant broadening of diffraction spots is not expected [116]. Nonetheless, as
pointed out by Refs. [116, 205], SPA can be used to determine the sizes of (8×2)
and (4×1) domains through an analysis of the diffuse background formed due to the
coexistence of multiple structural phases7.
While the microgun design generally allows for time-resolved SPA-LEED mea-
surements [18, 55], for technical reasons, the momentum resolution in the first ex-
periments on the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface is not sufficiently high to extract reliable
information. Instead, we discuss delay-dependent changes to the diffraction spot
profiles recorded with the mm-sized gun (Fig. 5.8). Figures 5.8a and b show the




) spot before and 700 ps after
∆tp-el = 0 (F = 0.9mJ cm−2). The length of the domains along the chain direction
can be inferred from an analysis of the spot profile in the two-fold direction. Specifi-
cally, at each delay step the spot profile along k‖ (white line in Fig. 5.8a,b) is fitted by
a linear combination of the instrumental response function8 and a Lorentzian back-
ground with amplitude Abg and FWHM = 2Γbg. Exemplary fits for ∆tp-el = ±700ps
are shown in Fig. 5.8c and d.
While the amplitude of the Lorentzian is negligibly small before time-zero, we find
a significant contribution of the background function for positive delays (red line in
Fig. 5.8d; see also Fig. 5.8e). Directly after the transition, however, the (8×2) spots
are strongly suppressed, which prevents a meaningful SPA for ∆tp-el < 150ps. The
7Here, the two types of domains are interpreted as terraces of different heights, making up a
two-level system at the surface [116].
8The instrumental response function is given by the average spot profile recorded for ∆tp-el < 0.
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Figure 5.8: Time-resolved spot-profile analysis. a,b, Selected area from the ULEED pattern
of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface around the (58 ,
3
8) spot before (a) and after (b) ∆tp-el = 0
(data recorded with mm-sized gun). c,d, Normalized profile of the (58 ,
3
8) spot along k‖
(parallel to chain direction) before (c) and after (d) ∆tp-el = 0. Violet dots, experimental
data; violet line, linear combination of instrumental response function and Lorentzian
background fitted to the data; red line, background contribution to the fit; dashed
black line in d, instrumental response function or line profile, respectively, from c. e,
Amplitude of the Lorentzian background as a function of the pump-probe delay. f,
Delay-dependent FWHM of the background signal (red) and corresponding mean domain
length Γ (light violet). Note that peaks widths have been analysed only for ∆tp-el >
150 ps. For shorter delays, the strong initial suppression of the (8×2) spots prevents the
reliable determination of γbg. Error bars, 95 % CI of the fit.
FWHM of the lorentzian background extracted from the fits to the data is shown
in Fig. 5.8e and f as a function of the pump-probe delay (red dots and error bars).
From this, the mean (8×2) domain length 〈L〉(∆tp-el) can be calculated using the
relation 〈L〉 = 4/FWHM given in Ref. [205] (light violet dots). Although we do
not observe a significant evolution of the mean domain length after time-zero, the
robust background contribution in this delay regime corroborates the notion of a
heterogeneous surface with relatively short (8×2) or (4×1) domains, respectively.
Essentially, the values for 〈L〉 obtained from SPA and the determination of the re-
covery rate (Fig. 5.6) agree with the values yielded by a similar analysis in Ref. [116].
The significance of the SPA is apparently limited by the finite momentum resolu-
tion of the ULEED apparatus (see Sec. 3.1.3). In particular, a mean domain length
〈L〉 > 100 nm would be expected for long delays. Considering the maximum transfer
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width of 21 nm (∆k = 0.03Å−1) for the mm-sized gun, this is beyond the current
resolution of ULEED. Smaller domains and significant changes of the (4×1)/(8×2)
fractions are likely to occur closer to time-zero, where the strong spot suppression
unfortunately prevents a thorough analysis. Future microgun designs will address
these limitations and facilitate ultrafast SPA-LEED studies of the In/Si(111) surface
at higher temporal and momentum resolution, as well as improved signal-to-noise
ratio.
The first set of microgun experiments of this fascinating surface system under-
lines the role of nanoscale inhomogeneities on the optically triggered (8×2)→ (4×1)
transition, and calls for time-resolved studies with high real-space resolution. It will
be interesting to see how ultrafast realisations of surface-sensitive techniques, such
as STM, PEEM or LEEM contribute to a better understanding of the microscopic
dynamics. Combining ps temporal and nm spatial resolution with high surface sen-
sitivity, these techniques should be able to observe the motion of domain boundaries
between (4×1) and (8×2) reconstructed wire segments in real time, considering the
characteristic recovery velocity of 0.1 nm/ps. In this, step edges could potentially be
utilised as seeds for the structural transformation back to the ground state and thus
ensure the necessary reversibility for stroboscopic measurements (see Sec. 7.2.1).
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Chapter 6
Coherent control of the surface structural phase
transition
6.1 Double-pulse excitation of the (8×2) surface
The previous chapter focused on the ultrafast structural dynamics following single-
pulse optical excitation of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface. While the results of ULEED
confirm a number of key observations made by trRHEED [10, 56] and trARPES
[11, 12, 57, 58] on the same system, they also shed new light on the role of surface
heterogeneity in the transition as well as the subsequent relaxation, stimulating
further experiments in this direction. In a next step, we will turn to the main
goal of this work and discuss the possibility of exerting coherent control over the
(8×2)→ (4×1) transition.
What is particularly interesting in this context is the rather gradual threshold
discussed in Sec. 5.2, suggesting a spatial distribution of energy barriers between
the (8×2) and (4×1) configurations (see Fig. 5.2b). Bearing in mind the role of
electronic excitation in shaping the PES and, consequently, barrier height, it seems
likely that the transition is susceptible to weak perturbations within the intermediate
fluence regime. Specifically, a large fraction of the remaining (8×2) domains exhibit
a sufficiently lowered but not completely vanishing barrier directly after moderate
optical excitation. Furthermore, the Peierls-like nature of the transition as well as
the key role of displacive excitation in driving the underlying structural changes
on a fs time scale [10] suggest that the creation of such an excited (8×2) state is
accompanied by the generation of coherent phonons or amplitudons, respectively.
However, no observations of coherent phonons of the (8×2) phase have been reported
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Figure 6.1: Experimental scheme for the coherent control of
the phase (8×2)→ (4×1) transition. a, ULEED in com-
bination with double (multi-) pulse optical excitation. b,
Pulse sequence in the time domain. The phase transi-
tion efficiency is monitored by the electron pulse (fixed
delay ∆tp-el) as a function of the mutual delay ∆tp-p be-
tween two optical excitation pulses. Panel a taken from
Ref. [53].
so far1. In this regard, Frigge et al. explained the absence of oscillatory signatures in
pump-probe experiments by a rapid energy transfer of shear and rotation modes to
lower-lying surface and bulk phonons. In contrast, trARPES measurements point
to a highly non-thermal distribution of optical phonons after photo-excitation and
a bottleneck for the cooling of the electronic system determined by electron-phonon
and phonon-phonon coupling [57]. Hence, with respect to the main objective of
this work, two main questions arise: (1) Are there long-lived structural coherences
connected to the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition? (2) If so, can they be harnessed to
exert coherent control over the phase transition?
Answering these questions calls for alternative experimental schemes with high
sensitivity to coherent optical phonons and transition efficiency. As described in
Sec. 2.2.3, femtochemistry offers a powerful set of experimental and theoretical tools
for the investigation and control of electronic or vibrational coherences in molecules.
A promising approach is given by time-domain control schemes discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.
Here, timed pulse sequences are used to steer the evolution of (vibrational) wave
packets on a generally multidimensional PES, e.g. by controlling the vibrational
1It should be noted that after discussing first results of this work with Frigge et al. [10], the
authors reexamined part of their data and found potential signatures of coherent amplitude motion
in the dynamics of the (00) spot in trRHEED. The corresponding data sets had been published
in Ref. [116]. Moreover, very recently, Refs. [66] and [153] reported the observation of coherent
oscillations in excited state populations using trARPES.
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amplitude [39, 158, 165, 304]. Motivated by the successful application of this cen-
tral concept of femtochemistry to molecules [38, 41], we now explore the combination
of ULEED and optical pulse sequences for excitation to manipulate the switching
efficiency of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition close to its threshold. The basic concept
of such “double-pulse” ULEED experiments is visualised in Fig. 6.1: Instead of a
single intense optical pulse, we use a pair of weaker pump pulses (P1, 1030 nm; P2,
800 nm; see Sec. 3.1.1) with variable delay ∆tp-p to drive the transition and probe the
resulting structure by ULEED at a later time of ∆tp-el = 75 ps.2 This way, ULEED
probes the efficiency of the transition, i.e. the fraction of the surface switched to
the metastable (4×1) state.
Signatures of coherent control
Figure 6.2a shows exemplary data of a double-pulse ULEED experiment for incident
fluences F1,030 = 0.37mJ cm−2 and F800 = 0.24mJ cm−2.3 As a main result, we find
that the signature of the metastable state, i.e. the mirror-like suppression/enhance-
ment of the (8×2) /(4×1) diffraction spot intensity discussed in Sec. 5.1, is a strong
function of the double-pulse delay ∆tp-p. Specifically, for combined or total fluences
lying within the intermediate regime of 0.5− 1.4mJ cm−2 (see Fig. 5.2b in Sec. 5.2),
pronounced oscillations with a period of ∼ 1 − 2 ps are observed on either delay
side, with opposing behaviour for the (4×1) and (8×2) spots. The peaked signal
around time-zero, on the other hand, is attributed to electronic excitation with a
lifetime of ∼ 3 ps, which is in agreement with trARPES measurements of excited
state populations and transient electronic temperatures in the same fluence regime
[12, 57, 66] (see also Fig. 6.4a, bottom). Interestingly though, the maximum sup-
pression/enhancement is not found at ∆tp-p = 0 but at ∆tp-p ≈ ±300 fs, which is
about 1/4 of the rotation mode period Trot = 1.2 ps (see Fig. 6.2c).
The observed oscillations clearly demonstrate a coherent response of the signal,
the frequency range of the signal modulation (< 1 THz) pointing to a vibrational
origin. In particular, coherent atomic motion induced by the first pulse controls
the switching efficiency for the second pulse. Based on previous experimental and
2This means that, in contrast to Sec. 5, the electron is not scanned across time-zero but fixed
at later times to monitor the final state surface structure.
3Note that the combined fluence Ftot = F1,030 + F800 = 0.61mJcm−2 lies within the interme-
diate fluence regime, where the leverage of optical excitation is largest.
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Figure 6.2: Signatures of coherent control. a, Pulse sequence in the time domain. Red
(orange), 800 (1030) nm optical pump pulses; green, electron pulse. b, Suppression or
enhancement of the integrated (8×2) and (4×1) diffraction spot intensity as a function
of the double-pulse delay ∆tp-p for incident fluences F1,030 = 0.37mJ cm−2 and F800 =
0.24mJ cm−2. The signal is normalised to values recorded for F1,030 = F800 = 0 and
∆tp-el = 75 ps. c, (8 × 2)/(4×1) spot suppression/enhancement close to ∆tp-p = 0. d,
Double-pulse traces recorded for different pump fluences F1,030 and F800. (4×1) trace
identical to (b). e, 1D model of the PES after first optical excitation for low (top),
medium (middle) and high (bottom) excitation density or pump fluence, respectively.
Coloured dots, position of the order parameter. Taken from Ref. [53].
theoretical studies [10, 155, 241] and considering the resonant excitation conditions
(~ω > ∆Eg), we assume that DECP is the dominant mechanism for the generation
of coherent phonons in this system.
Fluence dependence
The prominent signature of long-lived vibrational coherence in double-pulse exper-
iments raises the question of how our results can be reconciled with the findings
of Frigge et al. [10], who reported a critical damping of modes involved in the
transition. To resolve this apparent discrepancy and to determine the maximum
leverage of the double-pulse control scheme, we record double-pulse traces for dif-
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ferent combined fluences between 0.17 − 2.10mJ cm−2 (Fig. 6.2d)4. The data sets
are normalized to peak intensities measured at ∆tp-el = 75 ps and for F1,030 =
F800 = 0. Whereas no periodic modulation of the spot intensities is observed be-
low Ftot = F1,030 + F800 < 0.4mJ cm−2, coherent oscillations are clearly visible
between 0.61mJ cm−2 and 1.27mJ cm−2 (“control regime”). For even higher flu-
ences (Ftot > 1.5mJ cm−2), the modulation amplitude decreases rapidly. Concern-
ing the leverage in double-pulse experiments, we extract a maximum value of ∼ 4 %
from the fluence-dependent modulation amplitude at F1,030 = 0.37mJ cm−2 and
F800 = 0.24mJ cm−2.
These results can be understood within the one-dimensional PES model of the
transition [9, 10, 155, 237, 241], assuming a distribution of barrier heights (Fig. 6.2e):
At low excitation densities (top), the first pump pulse switches less than 10% of the
surface to the (4×1) phase. This affects only those domains with very small ini-
tial barrier height ∆Eb. The remaining fraction of the surface remains in a weakly
excited (8×2) state exhibiting a distribution of rather large barriers towards the
(4×1) state. While the first pulse most probably excites coherent phonons in this
state via DECP, vibrational motion does not play a decisive role in promoting or
hindering the transition because of the large residual barrier. At high excitation
densities (bottom), on the other hand, the first pulse already transforms the ma-
jority of (8×2) domains to the metastable state, drastically reducing the switchable
fraction of the surface for the second pulse. Only in the control regime (middle),
changes in energy due to coherent vibrational motion in the excited (8×2) state are
comparable to ∆Eb for a sufficiently large fraction of the surface. These observa-
tions directly link our work to Ref.[10], which focuses on the initial dynamics of the
transition at high excitation densities. For this fluence regime, our measurements
explain the absence of coherent amplitude motion and a corresponding contribution
to diffraction peak intensities. As discussed in Sec. 3.1.3 and 5.4, future ultrafast
electron diffraction experiments with sufficiently high temporal resolution should be
able to observe phonon coherences even for single-pulse excitation, provided a high
signal-to noise ratio for (8×2) diffraction spots and a measurable impact of coherent
atomic motion on the structure factor F .
4Note that F800 is generally higher than F1,030 since the excitation of the transition is driven
more efficiently by 800 nm pulses. F800 and F1,030 are chosen as to achieve equal suppressions of
the (8×2) diffraction spots for each of the pulses.
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Role of pump-probe delay


















































Figure 6.3: Leverage of double-pulse excitation as a function of ∆tp-el. a, Pulse sequence in
the time domain. Note that in this set of experiments ∆tp-p is fixed while the electron
pulse is scanned across time zero. b, Relative switching efficiency as a function of the
double-pulse delay. Black arrows indicate the two delays between P1 and P2 chosen
for pump-probe experiments in c,d. c,d, Pump-probe traces recorded as a function of
∆tp-el for two different double-pulse delays.
The above experiments demonstrate the coherent control over the (8×2)→ (4×1)
transition by monitoring diffraction spot intensities at a single pump-probe delay
∆tp-el. At the same time, the observed recovery dynamics following single-pulse
optical excitation (Sec. 5.4) suggest that (4×1) reconstructed surface areas exhibit
a distribution of domain lengths, and that individual (4×1) wire segments are se-
quentially transformed back to the (8×2) ground state at vrec ∼ 100m/s. Starting
from this model [303], it can be assumed that a large part of the surface relaxes
particularly fast through the switching of short (4×1) domains. It therefore seems
possible that the leverage of double-pulse excitation is larger close to ∆tp-el = 0.
To investigate this aspect, and to compare the recovery of the surface after single-
or double-pulse excitation, respectively, we perform two consecutive experiments:
First, the relative switching efficiency
Es(∆tp-p) := 1−
(





6.2 Decisive structural modes
is determined in pump-pump-probe experiments (Fig. 6.3b)5. Based on this data
set, we identify two double pulse delays ∆tp-p,1 = 0.86 ps and ∆tp-p,2 = 1.70 ps
for which the transition efficiency is either reduced or enhanced. Second, we record
the intensities of (4×1) and (8×2) peaks as a function of ∆tp-el for double-pulse
delays ∆tp-p fixed at ∆tp-p,1 or ∆tp-p,2 (Fig. 6.3a). The resulting pump-probe traces
clearly show the impact of the double-pulse delay on the transition efficiency over
hundreds of picoseconds (Fig. 6.3c,d)6. On the other hand, the time constant for
the decay of the metastable (4×1) state remains largely unaffected by the pump-
pump delay. Furthermore, we find no evidence for an increased leverage close to
time-zero in experiments with the mm-sized gun. Given the non-trivial decay of the
excited state (see the rapid partial recovery of (8×2) spot intensities within < 30 ps
in Fig. 5.6), it seems likely that the time-resolution of the experiment (∼ 50 ps) is
insufficient to resolve potential changes in leverage for small positive delays. Future
double-pulse microgun experiments will provide deeper insights in this regard.
6.2 Decisive structural modes
While the periodic modulation of the pump-pump traces evidences the key role
played by vibrational coherence in controlling the transition, it remains an open
question as to which lattice modes contribute to this effect. In order to iden-
tify potential candidates for decisive phonon modes, we perform a Fourier analy-
sis of the relative switching efficiency for a double-pulse experiment with F1,030 =
0.32mJ cm−2 and F800 = 0.21mJ cm−2 (Fig. 6.4a, top). The spectral density of the
signal exhibits two significant frequency contributions well below 1 THz, peaked at
0.55 THz and 0.83 THz with bandwidths of ∼ 0.1 THz (see inset), and an amplitude
ratio of about four to one. These frequency bands point to shear and rotational
modes of the indium monolayer, two of which are associated with the structural
changes during the phase transition [10, 107, 239, 256] (see Fig. 6.4b and Sec. 4.3.3):
(1) The antisymmetric shear mode at f = 0.55 THz (wave number 18.3 cm−1), cor-
responding to the shearing of adjacent Peierls chains and coupled to the up/down
movement of the m1 band around the zone center (Γ(8×2) point) as well as the charge
5∆t∗p-p is significantly larger than the temporal overlap of the two optical pulses given by their
cross-correlation, and the damping constant of the coherent phonon oscillations (∆t∗p-p = 10ps).
6Note that the more suppressed/enhanced trace (∆tp-p,1) has been recorded first to account
for potential sample aging effects which would lower the transition efficiency.
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Figure 6.4: Frequency-specific contributions to the switching efficiency. a, Top, delay-
dependent relative switching efficiency for F1,030 = 0.32mJ cm−2, F800 = 0.21mJ cm−2.
Inset, spectral density of switching efficiency; vertical lines represent the frequencies
of structural modes given in b. FT, Fourier transform. Bottom, Fourier-filtered con-
tributions of different frequency components. Brown and pink shaded regions indicate
the distinct initial phases. a.u., arbitrary units. b, Prominent low-frequency modes of
the (8×2) structure (see also Sec. 4.3.3 and Fig. 6.11 in Sec. 6.4). The symmetric and
the antisymmetric shear mode differ with regard to the direction of shear motion in
neighbouring (4× 2) chains. Taken from Ref. [53].
transfer to m2/m3. (2) The hexagon rotation mode at f = 0.82 THz (wave num-
ber 27.4 cm−1), which is associated with the Peierls dimerisation along the chain
direction and coupled to the gap at the Brillouin zone boundary (X(8×2) point). In
contrast, the symmetric shear mode at f = 0.66 THz (wave number 22.0 cm−1) is
not involved in the structural transition but has a prominent signature in Raman
measurements [240]. Indeed, the ULEED data presented in Fig. 6.4 suggests that
the transition efficiency is modulated by the antisymmetric shear and the hexagon
rotation mode.
Fourier-filtered traces of the two observed frequency bands provide further insights
into the role of different modes in controlling the transition (Fig. 6.4a, bottom). To
extract such frequency-specific contributions to the switching efficiency, we select
regions of the Fourier spectrum by multiplying a super-Gaussian window function
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of the form




and afterwards calculate inverse Fourier transform to yield the frequency-filtered
signal in the time domain7. Interestingly, the two resulting traces exhibit distinct
initial phases at ∆tp-p = 0 (φshear − φrot ≈ π). In other words, assuming displacive
excitation as the main mechanism for excitation of shear and rotation modes, the
transition efficiency is increased (decreased) for a maximum initial excitation of
the shear (rotation) mode. While this explains the peculiar feature of the phase
transition efficiency around ∆tp-p = 0 (see Fig. 6.2c), the reason for the different
roles of shear and rotation motion in controlling the transition warrants further
investigation (see Sec. 6.3 and 6.4). Apart from the analysis of vibrational coherence,
Fourier filtering can also be used to separate and investigate electronic contributions
to the transition efficiency (Fig. 6.4a, bottom, 0-0.19 THz). Based on the Landau
picture of the transition [9, 10, 116, 237] the increase of Es(∆tp-p) due to electronic
excitation can be explained by a transient deformation of the one-dimensional PES,
already switching (8×2) domains with relatively small energy barriers towards the
(4×1) state. As mentioned before, the extracted lifetime of electronic excitation
(∼ 3 ps) matches with recent trARPES data [57].
Next, we study how the frequencies of shear and rotational phonons evolve as a
function of the double-pulse delay. Such frequency changes are particularly inter-
esting because they allow conclusions to be drawn about the PES of the transition,
as well as the role of particular modes, i.e. their orientation relative to the reaction
path. For example, as described in Sec. 2.2, modes pointing towards a transition
state of the PES typically soften upon electronic excitation or for temperatures ap-
proaching Tc (see Sec. 2.2 for details). In this work, delay-dependent frequency shifts
are determined from short-time Fourier transforms (STFT) of the data which are
presented in in Fig. 6.5. To this end, we calculate the Fourier transform of the delay-
dependent relative switching efficiency Es(∆tp-p) within a super-Gaussian window
7Central frequency fc and width σf of the Gaussian window function for the shear contribution:
fc = 0.50 THz, σf = 0.10 THz. For the rotation contribution: fc = 0.90 THz, σf = 0.07 THz. For
the DC contribution: fc = 0.0 THz, σf = 0.14 THz
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in the time domain by evaluating the product Ffilt,t(∆tp-p, tshift) ·Es(∆tp-p) for values
−∆t∗p-p < ∆tshift < ∆t∗p-p. Figure 6.5a shows the resulting spectral density as a
function of the double-pulse delay ∆tp-p and the frequency f . A pronounced soft-
ening (hardening) of the shear (rotation) feature is observed towards double-pulse
overlap (bottom; see also Fig. 6.5d)8. Similar results are obtained in double-pulse
experiments with unequal pulse energies (Fig. 6.5b). In this case, a weak pump pulse
first excites coherent phonons of the (8×2) structure by means of DECP without
transforming a substantial fraction of the surface to the (4×1) state. A stronger sec-
ond pulse then switches the vibrationally excited ground state depending on ∆tp-p,
resulting in pronounced oscillations at positive double-pulse delays. In contrast,
the switching efficiency shows no significant modulation at negative delays, i.e. for
a reversed sequence of pulses. This is a consequence of the strong pulse already
switching large parts of the surface to the metastable state.
In addition to the softening and hardening of the observed coherent phonons, an
analysis of the respective lifetimes τ is interesting with regard to recent trARPES
results on momentum-resolved population dynamics [57]. Assuming a linear in-
crease (decrease) in shear (rotation) frequency over time, i.e. ω = ω(∆tp-p) ≈
(∆ω/∆(∆tp-p)) · ∆tp-p, a damped oscillator model can be fitted to the individual
frequency contributions from Fig. 6.4a to estimate τshear and τrot:





· cos(ω(∆tp-p)∆tp-p − φ). (6.4)
From the fits, we extract lifetimes of τshear = (5.2± 0.5) ps for the shear and τrot =
(5.9±0.6) ps for the rotation mode (see also Fig. 6.5c). This indicates that optically-
triggered vibrational coherence in shear and rotational phonon modes decays on a
similar timescale as the electronic temperature. In this context, Nicholson et al. [57]
recently proposed a pathway for energy relaxation after ultrafast optical excitation.
Based on a thermal model of the electron population dynamics and the observation
of a persisting elevated electron temperature well after 1 ps9, the authors argue
8fshear,min = 0.50 THz, fshear,max = 0.59 THz; frot,min = 0.81 THz, frot,max = 0.87 THz.
9Similar results were reported by Cháves-Cervantes et al. [12].
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Figure 6.5: Phonon softening, hardening and lifetimes. a, Relative switching efficiency as
a function of the double-pulse delay ∆tp-p (top) and short-time Fourier transform (bot-
tom) for equal pump pulses (F1,030 = 0.32mJ cm−2; F800 = 0.21mJ cm−2), revealing a
pronounced softening/hardening of the shear/rotation component close to ∆tp-p = 0. b,
Relative switching efficiency and short-time Fourier transform for unequal pump pulses
(F1,030 = 0.48mJ cm−2; F800 = 0.15mJ cm−2). c, Shear (top) and rotation (bottom)
frequency components of the relative switching efficiency trace in (a) (dots), and damped
oscillator models (lines) fitted to the data. d, Delay-dependent dominant frequency of
shear (gold) and rotation (pink) modes as a function of ∆tp-p (dataset a). Grey contour
lines, STFT from a. Panels a and b taken from Ref. [53].
that high-energy optical phonons act as a bottleneck for the cooling of electrons. In
this scenario, electronic energy is transferred preferentially into high-energy optical
phonons, which are strongly coupled to the electronic system, but rather weakly
coupled to lower-energy acoustic phonons (see Fig. 6.6). From this, Nicholson et
al. predict a highly nonthermal distribution of these phonons, decaying on a few-ps
time scale determined by phonon-phonon coupling to lower-lying modes. In this
regard, the observation of coherent optical shear and rotation phonons in ULEED
confirms this hypothesis. Furthermore, the corresponding lifetimes τshear and τrot
extracted from the Fourier-filtered contributions to the switching efficiency suggest
that the energy stored in shear and rotation motion is transferred to the underlying
lattice within ∼ 6 ps, where trRHEED finds the maximum lattice temperature10
10Frigge et al. [10, 56] determine the maximum lattice temperature from delay-dependent Debye-
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Figure 6.6: Couplings and energy flow be-
tween the electronic system and different
types of lattice modes in the (8×2) state.
Based on trAPRES [57, 153] and ULEED
[53] results, it seems likely that the elec-
tronic system predominantly couples to
shear and rotation modes. These in turn
couple only weakly to other lattice modes,
resulting in a phonon bottleneck.
[10, 56].
In summary, the above double-pulse ULEED experiments demonstrate coher-
ent control over the efficiency of the metal-insulator structural phase transition in
atomic indium wires at the Si(111) surface. In this, the existence of long-lived vi-
brational coherence in shear and rotational phonon modes of the (8×2) structure is
crucial. Furthermore, the distinct initial phases and the delay-dependent softening
or hardening of the frequency-specific contributions to the switching efficiency sug-
gest different roles of shear and rotation motion in the transition. In a certain sense,
our results also form the link between electronic excitation and band structure dy-
namics measured by trARPES [11, 12, 57] and the structural response observed in
trRHEED [56], providing insights into energy relaxation in a strongly-coupled, quasi-
one-dimensional system. At the same time, a number of important questions remains
unanswered, including those about the underlying control mechanisms, the shape of
the PES, and the precise origin of the shear feature. This motivates the ultrafast
optical pump-probe measurements discussed below. Moreover, future double-pulse
ULEED experiments with significantly shorter pump-pulse durations could reveal
possible signatures of higher-frequency structural modes involved the phase transi-
tion, e.g. normal displacement modes around 1.5 THz (50 cm−1) [240, 256].
Waller-type spot suppressions in trRHEED. While optical phonons have an effect on the DWF,
Nicholson et al. argue that their contribution is rather small compared that of acoustic modes,
mainly because of a smaller vibrational amplitude [57].
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6.3 Optical pump-probe measurements
As reported in Sec. 6.1, the combination of ULEED with double-pulse optical exci-
tation schemes enables us to study specific coherent surface phonons by monitoring
their impact on the transition efficiency. Optical pump-probe spectroscopy (OPP),
on the other hand, allows for direct detection of coherent phonons by means of their
impact on reflectivity, absorption and transmission (see also Sec. 2.3.4). Whereas
OPP typically lacks surface sensitivity due to the large penetration depth of the IR
pulses used for probing, particularly strong changes in the optical properties of the
surface layer may still be observable, provided a sufficiently high signal to noise ra-
tio and a negligible contribution of the bulk substrate. Motivated by the signatures
or shear and rotation modes in ULEED and the in-depth characterisation of the
Si(111)(4×1)-In and Si(111)(8×2)-In surfaces with respect to vibrational Raman
modes [240], we study the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition in OPP experiments
(for details of the setup, see Sec. 3.2). Specifically, we record the pump-induced
changes to the sample reflectivity as a function of the pump-probe delay ∆tp-pr for
different excitation densities.
The results are summarised in Figure 6.7: A fast initial decrease in reflectivity is
observed within∼ 500 fs after optical excitation (maximum relative change ∆R/R =
−2.3 · 10−3 for highest fluence value) followed by a slower recovery of the signal to
a persisting level over ∼ 3 ps (Fig. 6.7a). These two features are mainly attributed
to electronic excitation and the subsequent transfer of energy to the lattice modes
via electron-phonon coupling. Moreover, the long-lasting suppression of the signal
at later times likely originates from the distinct optical properties of the metastable
(4×1) phase. In this context, Fleischer et al. [269] find a lower total reflectivity of the
(4×1) surface compared with the (8×2) surface and speculate that this change in R
may be caused by an increased density of states close to EF in the symmetry-broken
state. On this basis, we interpret the reduction of R observed for ∆tp-pr > 5 ps by
OPP as a signature of the metastable state or the structural transition, respectively.
Tracking this feature as a function of laser fluence reveals a gradual threshold (orange
line and dots in Fig. 6.7c), in line with pump-probe ULEED results (Fig.5.2b).
Importantly, the delay-dependent reflectivity ∆R/R(∆tp-pr) is periodically mod-
ulated at two frequencies f1 ≈ 0.65 THz and f2 ≈ 0.84 THz, again pointing to shear
and rotation modes of the (8×2) structure (Fig. 6.7b). However, while the rotation
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Figure 6.7: Ultrafast reflectivity measurements. a, Reflectivity change ∆R/R of the In-
/Si(111) surface as a function of the time-delay ∆tp-pr between pump (1,030 nm) and
probe pulses (800 nm; F800 = 0.14mJ cm−2). Offsets are added to the datasets for clar-
ity. b, Fourier spectra of ∆R/R(tp-pr) for F = 0.04− 1.22mJ cm−2, revealing two main
coherent contributions (f1 = 0.65THz, f2 = 0.84THz for F = 0.04mJ cm−2) to the
signals in a. c, Transient (∆tp-pr ≈ 0.25 ps) and long-lived (∆tp-pr ≈ 9 ps) contributions
to ∆R/R as a function of pump fluence. The data are normalized to ∆R/R(∆tp-pr) and
the respective values for F = 2.30mJ cm−2. d, Fluence-dependent frequency shifts of
the two modes. The rotation mode softens significantly for higher fluences (error bars,
95% CI of the fit). e, Fourier amplitudes of shear and rotation modes normalised to the
Fourier component at f = 0 as a function of fluence. Taken from Ref. [53].
mode frequencies in ULEED and OPP are almost identical, the shear mode frequen-
cies differ significantly in both types of experiments11. Judging from OPP alone,
the shear feature modulating the reflectivity seems to be associated with the higher-
frequency symmetric shear mode (for a detailed discussion of this discrepancy be-
tween OPP and ULEED, see Sec. 6.4). To extract the fluence-dependent frequencies
and amplitudes of shear and rotation contributions to the transient reflectivity data
in Fig. 5.2a, two Gaussian model functions are fitted to the corresponding Fourier
spectra, assuming a linear background (see coloured lines in Fig. 5.2b). Interestingly
– and in contrast to the shear feature – the rotation mode softens considerably with
increasing fluence (∼ 10 % for F = 1.22mJ cm−2 in Fig. 6.7d), which is expected for
an amplitude mode connected to a Peierls transition [70]. A similarly strong soften-
ing of the this mode was observed in Raman measurements just below Tc [237] (see
Fig. 4.13). Furthermore, the amplitudes of shear and rotation oscillations are sup-
11fULEEDshear ≈ 0.55 THz, fOPPshear ≈ 0.64 THz; fULEEDrot ≈ 0.82 THz, fOPProt ≈ 0.83 THz.
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Figure 6.8: Initial dynamics after optical excitation studied by OPP. a, Fluence-dependent
reflectivity traces ∆R/R(∆tp-pr) normalised to the minimum value ∆R/Rmin reached
after 250 − 300 fs (points). Coloured lines, error function models fitted to the data.
b, Time constant τ (FWHM) of the initial reflectivity change from the fits in a as a
function of excitation fluence F . Note that due to the finite resolution of the experiment,
given values represent an upper limit for τ . Error bars, 95% CI of the fit.
pressed at higher excitation densities (Fig. 6.7e), suggesting that the corresponding
modes are related to the (8×2) structure.
In addition, the high temporal resolution of OPP allows to investigate the initial
dynamics of the phase transition. To this end, the prominent drop in reflectivity
around ∆tp-pr = 0 is analysed in more detail (Fig. 6.8). Specifically, an error function
model is fitted to the normalised reflectivity in order to determine the time constant
τ of the initial change in ∆R/R as a function of fluence (Fig. 6.8a). At low fluence
values (F < 0.31mJ cm−2), ∆R/R decreases within τ ∼ 450 fs (FWHM). However,
a significantly smaller time constant is observed at higher fluences (τ = (336±16) fs
at F = 2.30mJ cm−2). In this context, Frigge et al. [10, 116] reported an acceleration
of the structural transition above F = 0.9mJ cm−2 in trRHEED to a limit value of
τ = (350± 10) fs. Although the transient reflectivity data certainly show a similar
trend, caution should be exercised when comparing the results. In particular, in the
case of the OPP, it is unclear whether the initial dip in reflectivity originates from
electronic excitation, Raman scattering or a combination of both effects. In the
first case, the OPP data should rather be compared with trARPES measurements,
which suggest a fluence-dependent time constant for electronic dynamics at the
zone boundary (X(8×2)) [66]. In the second case, our results would support the
interpretation of Frigge et al. in terms of accelerated, ballistic motion of the indium
atoms, and it would be interesting to analyse the initial frequencies and phases of
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shear and rotation contributions. However, it seems likely that ∆R/R is influenced
by both electronic excitation and Raman scattering from very early on. In any
case, it is reasonable to assume that stronger electronic excitation further enhances
the charge density variations within the unit cell. The resulting higher net forces on
the nuclei accelerate their motion towards the high-symmetry configuration and thus
reduce the time constant for the transition. In this respect, future OPP experiments
with improved temporal resolution or different pump wavelengths could help to
separate electronic and lattice contributions to the transient reflectivity and further
improve our understanding of the interplay between electrons and phonons in the
transition. While OPP has been as a supplementary technique in this work, these
first results stimulate further experiments in this direction, including wavelength-
dependent measurements or all-optical multipulse experiments in analogy to two-
dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D-IR).
6.4 Control mechanisms and PES model of the transition
Both ULEED and OPP prove the existence of long-lived vibrational coherence af-
ter optical excitation of the (8×2) surface. At this point, the question arises as to
how this coherent atomic motion enables control over the (8×2)→ (4×1) transi-
tion efficiency in double-pulse experiments (see Sec.6.1). Accordingly, the following
section will introduce two control mechanisms linked to generation and utilisation
of coherent phonons. Based on the experimental results obtained in ULEED and
OPP both mechanisms will be discussed with regard to their possible impact on the
phase transition. Irrespective of the specific mechanism, the different characteristics
of shear and rotation modes observed in ULEED call for an extended model of the
PES of the system. A possible approach to this is presented below.
The optical excitation of structural phase transitions generally involves the con-
version of light energy into kinetic energy stored in the motion of lattice atoms. For
example, in the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition, by absorbing photons of the pump pulse,
electrons are promoted to unoccupied states above EF in the band structure via in-
terband transitions. Following the subsequent thermalisation, the electrons transfer
their energy to shear and rotation modes transforming the broken-symmetry into
the high-symmetry structure (see also Fig. 2.13 in Sec. 2.2.2).
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Absorption control
In a first step, we will discuss how coherent phonons can control the structural tran-
sition by modulating the absorption of light, i.e. the initial energy flow into the
system (“absorption control”, see Fig. 6.9a). As discussed in Sec. 2.3.4, distortions
of the crystal lattice affect the optical properties of a solid, i.e. its complex dielec-
tric function ε(ω,k) and related quantities. In particular, coherent Raman-active
phonons were found to modulate the optical absorption A of a surface [42, 50]
on picosecond time scales, enabling ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy of solids via
pump-probe experiments. In double-pulse experiments, however, the same mecha-
nism can be harnessed to control the transition efficiency. Specifically, after the first
pump pulse, coherent Raman-active modes of the indium monolayer periodically
change the optical constants (reflectivity R, absorption A and transmission T ) of
the surface. Consequently, A becomes a function of the vibrational phase of the
system at the arrival of the second pump pulse. At the same time, the absorption
of photons or energy, respectively, directly impacts the level of electronic excitation,
which in turn determines the final-state PES of the system.
As an example, we consider DECP of a single Raman-active phonon by the first
pump pulse and assume that displacements δq of this particular mode reduce the
absorption of the surface. For a second pump pulse arriving at (∆tp-p = (n+ 1/2) ·
Tphon), that is, at the point of maximum displacement, the absorption of the surface
is minimal. Accordingly, the level of electronic excitation is reduced to a minimum
and the final PES resembles the ground state PES (violet surface in Fig. 6.9a). This
way, the order parameter is trapped in the symmetry-broken phase and the overall
transition efficiency is reduced12. In contrast, for ∆tp-p = n · Tphon, δq = 0 and the
absorption of the surface is maximal, leading to a higher level of electronic excitation
and – depending on the barrier height after the first pump pulse – a final state PES
that facilitates the transition into the high-symmetry state (red surface).
This absorption control scheme applies to all Raman-active modes q, and might
be used in a variety of phase-change materials. However, amplitude modes of
symmetry-broken states are expected to play a major role in this mechanism, given
their direct link to structural transformations and their susceptibility to strong dis-
placive excitation. Moreover, it is important to note that ∆tp-p not only affects the
12Recall the distribution of barrier heights, which further complicates the picture.
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Figure 6.9: Coherent control mechanisms. a, Absorption control scheme: Raman-active
modes of the (8×2) structure excited by a first optical excitation periodically modulate
the (energy) absorption of the indium monolayer and thus control the final state PES.
This mechanism is active both along q and Q. b, Ballistic control scheme: A first optical
excitation induces coherent vibrational motion in the excited (8×2) potential via DECP
(middle). A second optical excitation delayed by ∆tp-p either increases or decreases
the vibrational amplitude, depending on the momentary vibrational phase. For a non-
vanishing barrier after the second excitation, kinetic energy contributes to overcoming
the barrier into the (4×1) state (top). This mechanism is feasible for modes along the
reaction coordinate Q. Taken from Ref. [53].
absorption of the second pump pulse, but also controls the vibrational amplitude.
In multi-pulse experiments, this might be used to selectively (de-)excite specific
phonons and increase the leverage of absorption control.
Ballistic control
The second control mechanism harnesses the energy stored in the coherent motion of
lattice atoms: The ballistic nature of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition [10] and the in-
fluence of DECP suggest that kinetic energy contributes to overcoming a sufficiently
lowered but not completely vanishing barrier (“ballistic control”, see Fig. 6.9b). For
the vibrational motion along a reaction coordinate Q, in-phase excitation with a
second pulse maximizes the effect of DECP, increases the vibrational amplitude and
allows barrier-crossing to the (4×1) state (1). Anti-phase excitation, on the other
hand, vibrationally de-excites the system, which then has insufficient kinetic en-
ergy and remains in the (8×2) state (2). In a corresponding real-space picture, by
weakening or strengthening different indium-indium bonds [11] and thus shifting the
equilibrium atomic positions, the second pulse either adds further mechanical stress
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to the system (1) or removes it (2) (see also Fig. 2.13b,e). Whereas the absorption
modulation described above may apply to all Raman-active modes q, this ballistic
contribution is only feasible for modes along the reaction coordinate Q.
Comparison of ULEED and OPP results
In order to identify the possible contributions of absorption and ballistic control
mechanisms to the modulations of the transition efficiency, we compare double-pulse
ULEED and OPP traces recorded at identical pump fluence F = 0.15mJ cm−2
(Fig. 6.10). Beforehand, we note that OPP probes changes in optical reflectivity,
which are proportional to absorption changes for a monolayer on a substrate with
real refractive index (see Sec. 2.3.4 and Ref. [207]). Therefore, OPP directly mea-
sures the contribution of absorption modulation. In contrast, ULEED is sensitive to
the relative transition efficiency and should thus be able to observe potential signa-
tures of the ballistic mechanism as well. While both ULEED and OPP signals are
clearly modulated by shear and rotational phonons, there certainly is no one-to-one
correspondence between the two data sets. Therefore, a trivial connection between
energy absorption and transition efficiency seems rather unlikely at this point. A
more detailed comparison of shear and rotation contributions yields further insights
in this regard.
Rotation contribution Concerning the rotation feature, ULEED and OPP
measure very similar frequencies (ULEED: fULEEDrot = 0.83 THz; OPP: fOPProt =
0.82THz). Furthermore, recalling the connection between monolayer reflectivity
and absorption (see Eqs. 2.66, 2.68 and 6.5), the OPP data indicates that the ab-
sorption of the surface layer is increased if the indium atoms are displaced according
to the rotation mode eigenvectors. This is consistent with the reduced switching
efficiency at ∆tp-p = 0 found in ULEED (see Fig. 6.4a) and the maximum rota-
tion mode contribution at ∆tp-p ≈ Trot/4 = 300 fs. However, these observations
are incompatible with a significant contribution of the ballistic mechanism for this
mode, since in this case, in-phase excitation is expected to increase the vibrational
amplitude and enhance the switching efficiency for ∆tp-p = 0 (see Fig. 6.9b). Taken
together, these points rule out the ballistic mechanism for the rotation mode. We
therefore attribute its signature in the ULEED signal to absorption modulation.
This assignment is further corroborated by the rotation-induced modulation am-
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between ULEED and OPP. a, Relative switching efficiency
recorded for unequal pump pulses in ULEED (F1,030 = 0.48mJ cm−2, F800 =
0.15mJ cm−2). b, Corresponding spectral density with reference frequencies (see also
Fig. 6.4). A, S and Rot indicate the frequencies of antisymmetric, symmetric and rota-
tion modes, respectively. c, Delay-dependent reflectivity changes ∆R/R of the surface
measured in optical pump-probe experiments (Fpump = 0.15mJ cm−2). d, Correspond-
ing spectral density. ∆tp-pr, delay between optical pump and optical probe pulses. Taken
from Ref. [53].
plitudes in ULEED and OPP, which are linked through the total absorption A of
the monolayer. Based on the optical properties of an ultrathin layer on top of a
dielectric substrate derived in Sec. 2.3.4, A can be estimated in the following way:
First, we notice that the presence of the monolayer results in a ratio of reflectance






Here, ∆R and A refer to Eqs. 2.66 and 2.68, and ns = 3.67 + 0.005i is the refractive
index of the silicon substrate at a pump wavelength of λ = 800 nm. To calculate the
absorption A of the indium monolayer, we harness that pump-induced variations
of the sheet conductivity σs due to coherent oscillations of the rotation mode will
induce variations in reflectance (δR) and absorption (δA) following the same ratio
δR/δA = ∆R/A. This relation, however, can be expressed in terms of experimen-
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tally accessible quantities:






































Specifically, the relative changes in absorption (δA/A)rot (OPP) and diffraction sig-
nal (δI/I)rot (ULEED) due to the rotation mode are related by the steepness of the






















In other words, modulations of the monolayer absorption also modulate the tran-
sition efficiency by controlling the energy received by the surface (per unit area),
i.e. the absorbed fluence. In this context, the parameter Fth · (dI/dF )|F ,th measures
how the diffraction signal – and consequently Es – reacts to changes in the absorbed
energy. With a value of Fth · (dI/dF )|F ,th ≈ 1.7 as determined in Sec. 5.2 and a rel-
ative modulation amplitude of (δI/I)rot = 0.8 % in ULEED13, we have (δA/A)rot =
0.47 %. Finally, for a relative modulation amplitude in OPP ((δR/R)rot = −8 ·10−5)
and a measured total reflectivity of R = 33 %, we obtain

















≈ 1 %. (6.8)
This value for the total absorption of the monolayer is in good agreement with
a recent estimate of Frigge et al. (A = (1 − R)αabs = 0.5 %) [10, 116] based on
measurements of the surface Debye temperature and the corresponding specific heat
cv of the indium wires.
Shear contribution As for the lower-frequency shear component, the picture is
13All parameters have been extracted from the two data sets shown in Fig. 6.10. To determine
the relative modulation ampiltudes in both types of experiments, the rotation mode contribution
was isolated via Fourier filtering and its amplitude normalised to the total signal level (before
time-zero).
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apparently more complex. Specifically, distinct frequencies are found for this feature
in ULEED (fULEEDshear = 0.57 THz) and OPP (fOPPshear = 0.64 THz). In addition, compar-
ing the shear amplitudes in both types of experiments14, we find that this dominant
feature in ULEED modulates the switching efficiency to a disproportionately higher
degree than expected from the overall transient reflectivity (AULEEDshear /AULEEDrot ≈ 1.6,
AOPPshear/A
OPP
rot ≈ 0.75; see Fig. 6.10b,d). In the following, we discuss two possible
explanations for these observations.
In a first scenario, the differences in frequency and amplitude could result from
OPP and ULEED probing the same mode in different areas of the surface. This
argument is based on the assumption of a heterogeneous surface and a spatial dis-
tribution of barrier heights for the transition after the first excitation (see Sec. 5.4).
From the general properties of potential energy surfaces discussed in Sec. 2.2.1, it
follows that variations in the local barrier height also affect the frequencies of vi-
brational modes. Specifically, for regions with a strongly reduced barrier, we expect
mode softening, i.e. a shift to lower phonon frequencies. As discussed above, OPP
is sensitive to changes in the sample reflectivity caused by Raman-active modes and
thus measures the coherent vibrational response of all (8×2) (and possibly (4× 1))
domains. Therefore, the frequencies observed in OPP represent an average over the
entire barrier height (frequency) distribution. ULEED, on the other hand, measures
the transition efficiency, and is therefore only sensitive to surface regions close to
the threshold. This subset of surface domains, however, likely exhibits shallower
potential landscapes, larger vibrational amplitudes, as well as lower barriers and
phonon frequencies on average.
In a second scenario, the different shear frequencies and amplitudes in ULEED
and OPP can be interpreted as signatures of two distinct modes. In fact, DFT
[107, 256] and Raman spectroscopy [237, 240] predict two separate shear phonons in
the relevant frequency range, i.e. the symmetric and the antisymmetric shear mode,
which have already been referenced above (see Fig. 6.4b and Fig. 6.11 for further
details). Both are Γ point modes of the (8×2) structure and considered Raman-
active. The symmetric shear mode (fS = 0.66 THz as predicted by DFT [240, 256],
Fig. 6.11b) is closely related to a Γ point shear mode of the (4×1) structure, but is
red-shifted in the (8×2) phase because of the weaker indium-indium bonds between
14Relative to the rotation amplitude, which was associated with absorption modulation in both
ULEED and OPP.
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Antisymmetric shear mode
(8×2Γ,Y, 0.55 THz, 18.3 cm-1)
Symmetric shear mode






















Figure 6.11: Antisymmetric and symmetric shear modes of the (8×2) structure. a, Sim-
plified atomic displacement pattern of the antisymmetric shear mode (golden arrows).
Grey, silicon atoms; violet, indium atoms. b, SBZs of the (4×1) (grey) and (8×2)
(violet). The antisymmetric shear (hexagon rotation) mode originates from the back-
folding of a Y(4×1) (X(4×1)) point mode, as indicated by the golden (pink) arrow. c,
Displacement pattern of the symmetric shear mode. Note that for the antisymmetric
(symmetric) mode, atoms of neighboring (4×) chains oscillate out of phase (in phase).
d, Location of the symmetric shear mode in the SBZ (golden dot). Note that this mode
is the counterpart of a Γ point mode of the (4×1) structure. e,f, Atomic displacements
in the right 4× chain due to antisymmetric (e) and symmetric (f) shear modes and the
rotation mode compared to the normalized displacement vectors pointing towards the
ideal (4×1) structure.
adjacent zigzag chains [240]. This mode strongly contributes to Raman spectra
recorded by Speiser et al. [240] below Tc. On the other hand, the antisymmetric shear
mode (DFT: fAS = 0.55 THz [240, 256], Fig. 6.11a) originates from the backfolding
of a Y point shear mode of the (4×1) phase, caused by the unit cell doubling
perpendicular to the atomic chain direction. Signatures of this mode in Raman
spectroscopy seem to be significantly weaker than for its symmetric counterpart and
have been reported only once so far [237]. Moreover, it is worth noting that the
antisymmetric shear mode is not identified by Speiser et al. [240].
Importantly, whereas the antisymmetric shear mode plays a key role in transform-
ing the (8×2) into the (4×1) structure, the symmetric shear mode has no relevance
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for the transition at all. This can be understood by considering the anti-phase ar-
rangement between hexagons of neighboring (4×) chains in the true (8×2) ground
state (see hexagon orientation in Fig. 6.11 and displacement patterns in Fig. 6.11e
and f). Taking into account the distinct roles of the two modes in the transition as
well as the different relative amplitudes and frequencies of shear and rotation contri-
butions in both types of experiments, it is reasonable to assume that each of OPP and
ULEED mainly probes a different one of these modes, namely the higher-frequency
symmetric and the lower-frequency antisymmetric shear oscillation, respectively.
To summarise, based on these considerations and the control mechanisms dis-
cussed above, two potential roles of shear motion can be identified. First, if the
transition is indeed driven by a shear mode separate from that seen in OPP, we
must invoke the ballistic mechanism (Fig. 6.9b) to explain the ULEED data, di-
rectly linking this mode to the reaction coordinate. Alternatively, to identify the
shear contributions in ULEED and OPP with the same mode and absorption mod-
ulation (Fig. 6.9a), the observed frequency difference requires further explanation.
In particular, this would necessitate a greatly softened and larger-amplitude shear
mode oscillation only in surface regions that can be switched by the second pulse,
with an unaltered rotation frequency. Based on the experimental observations pre-
sented so far, there is no unambiguous evidence for either of the two scenarios. An
analysis of the Raman tensor with regard to the possibly different contributions
of symmetric and antisymmetric shear modes to the transient absorption of the
monolayer could provide clarity.
The above results raise a number of interesting questions that may be tackled
in future experiments. Concerning the potential signature of the symmetric shear
mode, it remains an open question as to how this mode would be excited in ULEED
and OPP experiments. Specifically, it is not clear how symmetric shear motion in
two coupled (4×2) chains can be driven by means of displacive excitation, as DECP
typically forces the structure towards the high-symmetry state. For the symmetric
mode, however, atoms in one of the (4× 2) chains would have to move in the exact
opposite direction. In this regard, ULEED experiments with sub-bandgap excitation
(~ω < ∆Eg) [58] could investigate the potential role of ISRS for the excitation the
symmetric shear mode. While these and other key questions remain unanswered,
the combination of ULEED and OPP has contributed to a better understanding of
the material system, especially with regard to vibrational coherence.
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Two-dimensional PES model of the transition
The comparison of ULEED and OPP traces provide further experimental evidence
for the decisive role of shear and rotation phonon modes for the transition, predicted
by DFT or frozen phonon calculations, respectively [107, 239, 256, 296]. In addition,
DFT can be used to model the evolution of the order parameter in the nonequilib-
rium (8×2)→ (4×1) transition after ultrafast optical excitation. To this end, the
excited state PES is calculated by manually placing electrons (holes) in conduc-
tion (valence) band (valence band) states associated with shear and rotation modes
or the weakening and strengthening of specific indium-indium bonds [10, 11, 241].
Recently, combined trARPES/DFT studies of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition show-
cased how experimental input can advance such model calculations, highlighting the
roles of localised photoholes and a broad momentum distribution of excited electrons
[11, 57]. This raises the question of what information about the PES and possible
transition pathways can be inferred from ULEED.
Perhaps most importantly, our results shed new light on the dimensionality of the
PES and the minimum-energy pathway for the phase transition. Previous studies
on the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition reasoned their findings on the basis of
a one-dimensional, i.e. straight pathway of the order parameter between (8×2)
and (4×1) states on the PES [10, 11, 241]. This implies that the transition state
T ∗ lies on a direct line between initial and final state, and is therefore reached
by means of a simultaneous and equally strong excitation of shear and rotation
modes. However, whereas both of these modes indeed leave their signature in the
switching efficiency measured by ULEED, the pronounced softening (hardening) of
the shear (rotation) feature around ∆tp-p = 0, as well as the considerably larger shear
amplitude in ULEED compared with OPP are difficult to reconcile with this one-
dimensional model. Instead, we propose a description of the transition in terms of a
two-dimensional PES spanned by the rotation and shear deformations of the (4×1)
structure (Fig. 6.12a). In this scenario, the system initially resides in the (8×2)
minimum (top left) which is separated from the (4×1) state by a finite energy
barrier15. To understand the generation and the role of coherent atomic motion
along shear and rotation coordinates, we consider the effect of ultrafast electronic
15Note that the model presented in Fig. 6.12 takes into account only one of four energetically
degenerate (8×2) ground states.
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Figure 6.12: Two-dimensional picture of the phase transition dynamics. a, Proposed two-
dimensional model of the potential energy surface for the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition in
shear/rotation configuration space, exhibiting a transition state along the shear axis
from the (8×2) state. b, Sketch of exemplary system trajectories close to the (8×2)
state before (top), in between (middle) and after (bottom) two subsequent displacive
excitations (yellow, ∆tp-p = 0; red, ∆tp-p ≈ Trot/2; violet, ∆tp-p ≈ Tshear/2). Tshear
and Trot, oscillation period of the shear and rotation mode, respectively. The phase
transition efficiency (colour-coded) is a strong function of the vibrational coordinates at
the time of the second pulse (middle and right panel). Highest efficiency is achieved for a
maximum sheared/minimum rotated structure (see middle panel). Taken from ref. [53].
excitation on the PES. DFT calculations [10, 241] suggest that the (8×2) minimum
of the excited PES is shifted quasi-instantaneously towards the high-symmetry state
following optical excitation by the first pump pulse (see black line in Fig. 6.12a). This
in turn leads to a displacive excitation of coherent shear and rotation phonons inside
the local (8×2) potential (Fig 6.12b)16. In this respect, the ULEED measurements
16To illustrate the evolution of the order parameter in double-pulse ULEED experiments
(Fig. 6.12), we neglect a possible coupling between shear and rotation modes and numerically










r )−ax3s + 12b(∆tp-p)ω
2
(4×1)[(xs−xs,0)
2 +(xr−xr,0)2]. In this, the first term defines the
local (8×2) potential, whereas the second term creates a transition state T ∗ along the shear axis.
The last term models the electronic excitation towards the (4×1) state. Note that the ultrashort
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evidence that the switching efficiency for the second pulse becomes a strong function
of the momentary vibrational state in this intermediate potential (see Fig 6.12b,
middle and right panel).
The combined observations – that is, the differences in frequency and relative
amplitudes between ULEED and OPP, as well as the phases of both modes in the
double-pulse traces (Fig. 6.4a, bottom) – now suggest an “off-diagonal” transition
state in configuration space with a strongly reduced shear but a largely unaltered
rotation (compared with the (8×2) state, see Fig. 6.12a). This interpretation is fur-
ther supported by the transient softening and hardening of the shear and rotation
mode, respectively, near ∆tp-p = 0 (Fig. 6.5a,b; recall Sec. 2.2.1). In this picture, the
“direct” pathway proposed in Refs. [10] and [11] does not represent the lowest energy
pathway for the transition, since it crosses the barrier at a distance from the transi-
tion state for which the activation energy is minimised. Speculating about potential
consequences of an off-diagonal transition state, a series of two or more properly-
timed pump pulses could potentially reach transition efficiencies unattainable by a
single excitation. Moreover, depending on the actual location of T ∗ relative to the
direct pathway between (8×2) and (4×1) states, the shear displacement may even
be referred to as the primary reaction coordinate, whereas the rotation completing
the transition is of a secondary nature. In this case, overcoming an “early” barrier
[43], the indium chains would be first “un-sheared” and subsequently transformed
into the zigzag structure by a rotation.
Recent calculations of the multi-dimensional ground state PES by S. Wipper-
mann indeed show an off-diagonal transition state in the two-dimensional subspace
spanned by shear and rotational displacements, strongly supporting our interpre-
tation of ULEED and OPP data. At the same time, the exact location of T ∗ in
these calculations does not support the picture of an early-barrier transition. It is
important to note that the same calculations, performed at the DFT-LDA17 level of
theory, show that the trimer model is not a local minimum on the potential energy
surface. The optimum transition path does not traverse the trimer structure and is
instead avoiding it, thus eliminating the possibility of a stable intermediate configu-
ration between (8×2) and (4×1) structures. Future calculations of the excited-state
PES will help to better understand the transient softening and hardening of shear
optical excitation is represented by two delay-dependent step-like increases of b(∆tp-p).
17LDA, local density approximation.
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and rotational modes. In particular, the hardening of the rotation mode close to
∆tp-p = 0 in ULEED is hard to reconcile with the temperature-dependent softening
of the same mode in temperature-dependent Raman studies18. This suggests that
the ultrafast optical excitation of specific electronic states results in a PES different
from the one that is relevant for the temperature-driven transition.
Finally, considering the connection of shear and rotational motion to k-dependent
band structure dynamics and the making and breaking of electronic bonds in real
space, it would be interesting to further investigate the implications of the off-
diagonal transition state on the PES for the microscopic picture and the possible
sequential nature of the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition.
6.5 Mode-selective excitation and two-dimensional spectroscopy
The combination of ULEED and double-pulse optical excitation allows conclusions
to be drawn about particular features of the PES for the (8×2)→ (4×1) transi-
tion. At the same time, the question arises whether it is possible to achieve an even
higher degree of control over the trajectory of the system as it evolves on the excited
PES. Furthermore, more detailed knowledge about shear and rotation modes and
their possible mutual coupling is highly desirable. In this context, two-dimensional
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (2D-NMR) [305] and two-dimensional in-
frared spectroscopy (2D-IR) [306–308] have proven to be excellent tools for the
investigation of molecular vibrations. The applicability of these concepts to solids
and their surfaces has been demonstrated by combining the high energy-resolution
and surface-sensitivity of PEEM with excitation schemes of 2D-IR (“coherent two-
dimensional nanoscopy”, [211]). Thus, to answer the above questions, the existing
ULEED double-pulse excitation scheme has to be further developed in this direc-
tion. Accordingly, this section presents the results of recent multi-pulse ULEED
measurements carried out by Hannes Böckmann-Clemens building on the experi-
ments described in Sec. 6.1-6.4.
In a first step, we explore the possibility to selectively excite shear and rotation
modes by a sequence of three optical pulses (Fig. 6.13a). Specifically, a first, weak
18The softening of the shear mode is discussed in Ref. [237]. This mode, however, is believed to
be only weakly Raman-active due to its symmetry. A subsequent Raman study was indeed unable
to detect it [240] (recall Fig. 4.13 in Sec. 4.3.3).
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Figure 6.13: Selective excitation of shear and rotation modes. a, Pulse sequence in mode-
selective ULEED experiments. (Light) red, weak excitation pulses (800 nm); orange,
strong “detection” pulse (1030 nm); green, electron pulse. b, Relative switching efficiency
Es as a function of the detection time t for τshear (top) and τrot (bottom). Inset, Fourier-
filtered contributions of shear and rotation modes to Es as a function of τ . Values on
the right edge correspond to the amplitudes at the arrival of the second weak excitation
pulse. c, Fourier transforms of the traces shown in b. Gold (pink), in-phase excitation
of the shear (rotation) mode. d, Fourier amplitudes of shear (gold) and rotation (pink)
contributions as a function of the delay τ between the weak pump pulses.
pump pulse (λc = 800 nm) triggers coherent vibrational motion along shear and
rotation coordinates. The associated wave packet is allowed to evolve on the PES
over a time interval τ (excitation time), until a second weak pump pulse launches
another wave packet. The coherent superposition of the two wave packets is then
translated into an observable of ULEED by a stronger third pulse (λc = 1030 nm)
at delay t (detection time), switching the surface depending on the vibrational state
of the system (see control mechanisms in Sec. 6.4). This way, the momentary vi-
brational state at t is – to some extent – encoded in the t-dependent switching
efficiency19. Recording Es(t) for different delays between the first two excitations
19In principle, this is also the case for double-pulse experiments. In three-pulse experiments,
however, the manipulation of the coherent phonon amplitudes can be better separated from the
phase transition itself.
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allows to detect resonances, i.e. coherent phonons of the surface structure influenc-
ing the transition. As far as the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition is concerned, the effects
of resonant excitation at shear (rotation) mode frequencies on the delay-dependent
switching efficiency can be investigated.
Figure 6.13b displays triple-pulse traces Es(t) recorded for in-phase excitation
of shear (τ ≈ Tshear = 1.81 ps, top) and rotation (τ ≈ Trot = 1.21 ps, bottom)
motion. The two data sets show striking differences in terms of the oscillatory
contribution to the switching efficiency. Comparing the Fourier amplitudes at shear
and rotation frequencies in both cases (Fig. 6.13c), we find a ratio of Ashear/Arot ≈ 5
for τ ≈ Tshear, and Ashear/Arot ≈ 1 for τ ≈ Trot. A series of triple-pulse experiments
with varying excitation times further reveals that the individual amplitudes are
strong functions of τ (Fig. 6.13d). These results evidence all-optical control over the
individual amplitudes of shear and rotation phonons and, consequently, coherent
control over the transition by actively steering the trajectory of the system on the
PES (recall Fig. 6.12b). The selectivity of this sequential excitation scheme is mainly
limited by the integer frequency ratio frot/fshear = 0.82/0.55 ≈ 3/2 of shear and
rotation modes (see, e.g. insets in Fig. 6.13b): since two periods of the shear mode
correspond to three periods of the rotational mode, repeated stimulation of the shear
mode amplitude also excites the rotation mode. Future experiments could possibly
circumvent this complication by tuning the excitation wavelength to the electronic
excitations associated with shear and rotation motion.
In principle, such mode-selective approaches could be harnessed to drive transi-
tions “purely vibrationally”, i.e. without raising the electronic temperature, given
a sufficiently small damping close to the transition state and vibrational coher-
ence in Raman-active key modes outlasting electronic excitation (see Sec. 7.2.1)
[158, 165, 304]. With respect to direct resonant excitation of optically-active modes
[4, 139, 309, 310], such schemes could provide a complementary path towards the
control of phase transitions far from equilibrium.
Next, multi-pulse excitation of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface can be used to per-
form ULEED experiments in some analogy to two-dimensional spectroscopy. More
specifically, we utilise a very basic concept commonly referred to as correlation
spectroscopy. To this end, the switching efficiency Es = Es(t)|τ=const. is recorded
for a range of excitation times τ , resulting in a two-dimensional map of Es(t, τ)
(Fig. 6.14a). Due to the exponentially decaying amplitudes of shear and rotation
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Figure 6.14: Combining ULEED and two-dimensional spectroscopy. a, Relative switching
efficiency Es as a function of the excitation period (excitation time) τ and the detec-
tion period t. b, (Left) 2D spectrum of the system as a function of excitation and
detection frequency. Dashed line, diagonal; golden lines, antisymmetric shear frequency
(fshear = 0.55 THz); pink line, rotation frequency (frot = 0.82 THz). (Right) 1D spec-
trum integrated along the τ -axis. c, 2D spectrum calculated for a model system of
three harmonic oscillators with f1 = frot, f2 = fs (active only between first and second
excitation) and f3 = fas (active only after second excitation).
modes, the highest efficiencies are found for small tuples (t, τ) (lower left corner in
Fig. 6.14a). The 2D spectrum of the system follows from a two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the data set and is depicted in Fig. 6.14b.
What can be learned from the 2D spectrum? First, we note that while the 2D
data is taken in a single measurement, signals along excitation and detection axes
can each be associated with two different kinds of experiments. Specifically, the
excitation axis refers to the delay between two weak excitations of the PES close to
its ground state. Here, we expect that the signal reflects the accumulated vibrational
amplitude, which is mainly influenced by the timing of displacive excitation and
absorption modulation – just like in OPP. For the detection axis, on the other hand,
the main observable is given by the transition efficiency, since the strong detection
pulse significantly reshapes the PES and thus facilitates the transition depending
on t. Along this axis, modes that potentially influence the switching efficiency via
the ballistic mechanism are also relevant20.
As for the results, the resonance frequencies observed along excitation and de-
tection axes are in line with the double-pulse ULEED and OPP measurements dis-
cussed in Sec. 6.1-6.4. In particular, the shear component exhibits a significantly
higher frequency along the τ -axis (∼OPP) than along the t-axis (∼ULEED). Again,
20In this respect, our experiments differ significantly from typical 2D-IR schemes.
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this could be explained either by a pronounced softening of the symmetric shear
mode in (8×2) regions close to the threshold, or an additional contribution of the
antisymmetric shear mode to the switching efficiency via the ballistic mechanism
(see Sec. 6.4). Furthermore, the spectrum shows a weak off-diagonal peak in the
lower right quadrant, which is, however, not connected to the possible coupling of
shear and rotation modes21. Rather, due to the particular frequency ratio frot/fshear,
a resonant excitation of the rotation mode by the first two pulses and the result-
ing absorption modulation positively influences the switching probability for a third
pulse at t = Tshear. A similar argument explains the absence of the maximum in the
upper left quadrant. Central features of the 2D spectrum can be reproduced by a
DECP model featuring three harmonic oscillators with frequencies f1 = frot, f2 = fs
and f3 = fas, assuming that the (anti-) symmetric shear mode is only active before
(after) the second weak pump pulse22 (Fig. 6.14c).
To summarise, these first triple-pulse measurements serve as a starting point for
future experiments aiming at a higher level of control over coherent atomic motion
and, consequently, phase transitions. As for the perspectives of 2D ULEED spec-
troscopy, the totally different observables compared to 2D-NMR or 2D-IR have to
be considered. This could be a challenge for future studies, but also offer the pos-
sibility of observing effects that are not detectable with standard two-dimensional
spectroscopy techniques. In particular, the new technique provides insights into
how ultrafast excitations and the resulting transient changes of the PES affect the
amplitudes and frequencies of modes involved in structural transitions. Moreover, it
would be interesting to perform similar experiments on systems susceptible to ISRS,
for which coherent phonons can be excited without changing the PES23.
21In 2D-IR spectroscopy, off-diagonal elements typically indicate a coupling of different modes.
In our case, such peaks rather contain information about how one mode influences the amplitude of
another - not necessarily through direct coupling, but through absorption modulation, for example.
Moreover, it may be expected that the switching process itself, i.e. the transition of the system
into the (4×1) state initiated by the strong switching pulse, represents a nonlinearity, which could
as well lead to the occurrence of off-diagonal peaks in the 2D spectrum, even in absence of direct
couplings.
22This would correspond to a scenario in which the transition efficiency is dominated by the
(ballistic) contribution of the antisymmetric shear mode.
23Considering that the shear and rotation modes are Raman-active, it might be even be possible





The work performed in the framework of this thesis comprises the first investiga-
tion of a surface-specific structural phase transition by ultrafast low-energy electron
diffraction (ULEED), as well as the demonstration of coherent control over the
Peierls-like transition in atomic indium wires on the (111) surface of silicon. To this
end, ULEED is combined with multipulse optical excitation and ultrafast optical
pump-probe spectroscopy (OPP).
In the first part of this thesis, ULEED with few-ps electron pulses and OPP
were employed to study the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition and the subsequent
recovery of the ground state after single-pulse optical excitation. The main findings
are:
• The (8×2)→ (4×1) transition can be driven well below critical temperature
Tc by means of photo-excitation of carriers into electronic states connected to
shear and rotational phonon modes of the (8×2) structure. The nonequilib-
rium nature of the transition is evidenced by the time constant of (336±16) fs
observed at high fluences by OPP (Sec. 6.3), and a determination of the maxi-
mum pump-induced temperature increase of the surface in ULEED (Sec. 5.3).
• OPP data on the initial dynamics of the transition further corroborates the
hypotheses of a fluence-dependent initial time constant formulated by Frigge
et al. [10], which suggests an acceleration of ballistic order parameter motion
due to a transient deformation of the potential energy surface (Sec. 6.3).
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• The gradual fluence-threshold of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition (FWHM =
(0.84± 0.09)mJ cm−2) indicates a spatially heterogeneous distribution of bar-
rier heights, likely originating from (8×2)/(4×1) interfaces or surface defects,
such as dopand atoms, step edges, and adsorbates (Sec. 5.2).
• A fluence-dependent analysis of the recovery dynamics based on Ref. [303]
suggests that for a partially switched surface, the relaxation to the ground
state via successive back-transformation of (4×1) domains is not determined
by the average terrace width of the Si(111) substrate, but rather by the mean
(4×1) domain length, which is found to be a strong function of excitation
density (Sec. 5.4).
In the second part of this work, we demonstrated coherent vibrational control over
the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition by combining ULEED with control tactics of femto-
chemistry, i.e. double pulse excitation, resulting in the following observations:
• Vibrational coherence in key structural modes can be harnessed to affect the
efficiency of the structural phase transition in atomic indium wires on Si(111)
(Sec. 6.1).
• Due to the distribution of barriers on the surface, the leverage of the double-
pulse coherent control scheme is maximised at intermediate fluences between
0.5 − 1.4mJ cm−2, for which a significant amount of the surface domains
exhibits particularly low barriers and is susceptible to weak perturbations
(Sec. 6.1).
• Coherent control over the transition is facilitated by vibrational coherence
in shear and rotational phonon modes, two of which are connected to the
transition (Sec. 6.2). The lifetimes of τshear = (5.2 ± 0.5) ps for the shear
and τrot = (5.9 ± 0.6) ps for the rotation mode are in good agreement with
the long-lived elevated electron temperature observed by trARPES and the
maximum lattice temperature found at ∼ 6 ps by trRHEED. In this context,
the observation of vibrational coherence in ULEED represents the missing
piece in understanding the pathway for energy relaxation in this model system,
and supports the phonon bottleneck hypothesis put forward by Ref. [57].
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• Based on our results, we have identified two possible control mechanisms and
linked them to shear and rotation contributions to the switching efficiency
(Sec. 6.4). Absorption control denotes the modulation of energy absorption
from the second pump pulse due to coherent Raman-active phonons, and can
clearly be associated with the rotation mode by quantitative considerations.
Ballistic control, on the other hand, refers to the possible contribution of
kinetic energy or ballistic order parameter motion in overcoming a sufficiently
reduced but not completely vanishing barrier. While there is no unambiguous
evidence for a ballistic contribution along the shear coordinate at this point,
our results are likely to stimulate future works on this subject.
• The transient softening (hardening) of shear (rotation) modes observed in
double- and multipulse ULEED experiments and the different relative signal
amplitudes in ULEED and OPP suggest a description of the transition in
terms of a two-dimensional PES with an off-diagonal transition state. This
2d-model reinforces the role of shear motion and is corroborated by recent
DFT calculations (Sec. 6.4).
In summary, this work demonstrates the capability of ULEED to study surface-
specific dynamics with high temporal and angular resolution, as well as ultimate
surface sensitivity. Enabled by ULEED, the demonstration of coherent control over
a surface-structural phase transition opens new routes to switching chemical and
physical functionalities through metastable and nonequilibrium states.
7.2 Perspectives
The results of this thesis represent a promising starting point for future investiga-
tions of low-dimensional systems, and motivate the development of novel experi-
mental schemes targeting ultrafast structural dynamics at surfaces. Accordingly,
the following sections present a number of future experiments that could broaden
our understanding of the (8×2)→ (4×1) transition and other nonequilibrium phe-
nomena at surfaces, followed by a discussion of the prospects and possible directions
of ULEED and related techniques.
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7.2.1 Further investigations of the In/Si(111) sample system
Excitation and control mechanisms
The experimental evidence of long-lived vibrational coherence in shear and rotation
modes of the indium layer and their decisive role in the transition again highlights the
role of the In/Si(111) surface as a model system for the investigation of electron-
phonon coupling and the interactions of light and matter on ultrafast timescales.
However, with regard to these points, some essential questions remain open. First,
direct evidence for the sequential nature of the phase transition in terms of shear and
rotation motion has yet to be found. In this context, ULEED experiments and recent
calculations of the excited-state PES by S. Wippermann indicate a stronger initial
excitation of the shear mode compared with the rotation mode. Moreover, trARPES
clearly observes distinct time scales for electronic excitations and band structure
dynamics at different points in k-space [11]. However, it remains to be shown that
this is reflected in the initial displacements of atoms along the eigenvectors of shear
and rotation modes. In other words: Is there a clear sequence of shear and rotational
distortions or do both types of motion occur more or less simultaneously? An answer
to this question could be given by observing the direct impact of vibrational motion
on the structure factor [140], i.e. the diffraction spot intensity. However, this would
require both sub-ps temporal resolution and a high signal-to-noise ratio, as coherent
atomic motion is expected to affect only diffraction spots related to the (8×2) phase –
possibly with a maximum amplitude of only a few percent. Considering the progress
made in development of miniaturised electron guns and pulse compression schemes
for ULEED or trRHEED, such experiments could be feasible in the medium term.
Further questions concern the mechanisms underlying the optical excitation of
shear and rotation modes. For instance, the possible signature of the symmetric
shear mode in ULEED double-pulse traces and/or OPP is difficult to reconcile with
the scenario of DECP as the sole excitation or switching mechanism. In particular,
for every second (4×) double chain, the corresponding displacement vectors for the
individual indium atoms point away from the equilibrium coordinates of the (4×1)
structure. By contrast, DECP typically forces initial motion of atoms towards the
high-symmetry phase. Alternatively, a potential excitation of this mode could be
explained in terms of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS). This hypothe-






































Figure 7.1: Cold driving scheme for phase transitions, assuming DECP as the dominant
excitation mechanism. a, PES of the transition after one, two and N optical excitations.
Note that the excited ground state always relaxes back between successive excitations
and that the cold driving scheme only applies to modes pointing towards the transition
state (along structural coordinate Q, but not along arbitrary q). Eb, barrier height. b,
Sketch of electronic energy Eel and the energy Evib,Q stored in coherent lattice motion as
a function of the time after excitation. The hatched area indicates vibrational coherence
outlasting electronic excitation. c, Sketch of Eel(∆t/∆tp-p) and Evib,Q(∆t/∆tp-p). The
transition occurs for Evib,Q(∆t/∆tp-p) > Eb.
a sufficiently large bandwidth or short duration, respectively, of the pump pulses.
Last, we discuss the possibility of a purely vibrational excitation of the transition
(Fig. 7.1), i.e. by repeatedly amplifying the coherent vibrational amplitude with-
out increasing the overall level of electronic excitation [165]. Assuming DECP as
the main excitation mechanism in this system, the feasibility of this “cold” driving
scheme requires long-lived vibrational coherence, with τph > τel (Fig. 7.1b). In this
case, repeated in-phase excitation of atomic oscillations for ∆tp-p > ∆tcold could in-
crease the vibrational energy of the system, and thus facilitate a ballistic transition
across the barrier (Fig. 7.1a,c). As discussed in Sec. 6.2 the vibrational coherence in
shear and rotation modes indeed outlasts the electronic excitations. At the same
time, recent ULEED experiments with up to five pump pulses and ∆tp-p > ∆tcold
did not show a significant enhancement of the vibrational amplitude. It would be
interesting to perform similar experiments in combination with OPP, which directly
observes the vibrational amplitude of Raman-active modes. Moreover, if shear and
rotation modes are susceptible to ISRS, the vibrational amplitude could be enhanced
after a single oscillation period without a significant increase in electronic tempera-
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ture. Irrespective of the applicability of the “cold” driving scheme to this particular
surface system, the underlying concept is simply fascinating and should be pursued
in future ULEED studies.
Atomic-scale heterogeneity
As exemplified by the findings of this work and recent results of PEEM, trRHEED,
STM and DFT [116, 234, 303], the role of surface heterogeneity for the transition
deserves further consideration. In particular, the progression of the (4×1)→ (8×2)
on a microscopic level in the form of moving interfaces between (4×1) and (8×2) wire
segments (“falling row of dominoes” [9, 233]) makes the sample system a playground
for ultrafast nano- and mesoscale surface science. Promising future directions include
the role of atomic-scale defects, local doping and the dynamic nature of (8×2) /(4×1)
interfaces.
Although signatures of the heterogeneous nature of the surface after weak optical
excitation can in principle be investigated by diffraction [53, 116], ultrafast spatially-
resolved studies of the surface would significantly broaden the range of accessible
phenomena. In this context, recent advances in the integration of scanning tunneling
microscopy and ultrafast optical excitation enable the observation and control of
atomic-scale dynamics at surfaces on a nm length an fs-ps time scale [311–316]. A
similar approach is currently being pursued by the group of Martin Wenderoth here
in Göttingen. Such techniques could address question of how atomic-scale defects
and interfaces locally influence the phase transition and the phonon modes involved.
While there are countless aspects worthy of investigation for the In/Si(111) surface
alone1, only one STM-related proposal will be discussed here.
Specifically, synchronisation of the readout process in STM with optical excitation
of the Si(111)(8×2)-In surface could be used to determine not only the recovery
velocity vrec, i.e. the velocity of the propagating (4×1) /(8×2) phase front, but also
the influence of atomic scale defects, such as dopand atoms, on the latter. To this
end, the STM tip would be placed in a distance L from a step on the Si(111) substrate
(see Fig. 7.2d), which functions as a seed for the recovery of the (8×2) ground state
in the case of a completely switched surface [303]. By measuring the delay between
1The evolution of interwire correlations following optical stimulus or the microscopic dynamics




















PEEM (Hafke et al.) STM
Figure 7.2: Perspectives for time-resolved investigations of surface heterogeneity. a, PEEM
image of an Ag-decorated Si(111) surface with a field of view of 50 × 50µm2. Steps
are represented as dark lines. Reprinted from Ref. [303]; used in accordance with the
Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license. b,c, First STM topographies of (4×1)
(b) and (8×2) (c) reconstructed surfaces recorded by Georg Träger. Bias voltage and
current: -0.7 V, 50 pA (4×1) ; -0.3 V, 100 pA (8×2) . d, Proposal for an ultrafast STM
experiment to investigate domain wall motion triggered by optical excitation and the
subsequent back-transformation of the (4×1) structure at recovery velocity vrec.
excitation of the surface and the arrival of the propagating (4× 1)/(8× 2) interface
at the position of the tip, vrec could be estimated. Furthermore, by comparing
the progression of the transition along wires with and without defects, fascinating
insights into the dynamic interaction of CDWs with nanoscale inhomogeneities could
be gained. We note that L would have to be chosen large enough to clearly separate
the optical excitation from the readout process. For example, placing the tip in
a distance of 100 nm from the next step edge (corresponding to half of the mean
terrace width on the Si(111) surface [303], see also Fig. 7.2a) and assuming vrec ≈
100m/s = 0.1 nm/ps as reported by Ref. [303], the arrival of the phase front at
the should be delayed by ∼ 1 ns, which is within the resolution of state-of-the-art
STM electronics. Encouragingly, first steps towards time-resolved STM studies of
the In/Si(111) surface have already been taken in cooperation with Georg Träger
(Wenderoth group), including preparation of Si(111)(4×1)-In and Si(111)(8×2)-In
surfaces and real-space characterisation by STM (see Fig. 7.2b,c).
As far as ULEED is concerned, future experiments could investigate the effect of
doping on the threshold for the optically-induced transition and the frequencies of
the modes involved. In this context, the crucial role of the substrate carrier density in
stabilising the (8×2) phase slightly below Tc and the possibility to switch supercooled
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Figure 7.3: ULEED studies on Si(111) wafers with spatially
varying doping concentration. To investigate the influ-
ence of doping on the ultrafast (8×2)→ (4×1) transition,
the microgun could be harnessed to record pump-probe
traces at different positions of the wafer. Comparison
of (8×2) and (4×1) intensities static diffraction pattern
should provide information on the corresponding surface
fractions.
(4×1) domains by depleting the space charge region at the interface between sub-
strate and monolayer has been demonstrated in STM [282]. Time-resolved studies
of these effects in ULEED could be facilitated by ion beam implantation of dopand
atoms, which would allow for the preparation of Si wafers with spatially varying dop-
ing concentrations [317] (see Fig. 7.3). This concept has already been harnessed for
the doping of graphene [318]. Moreover, future generations of miniaturised, pulsed
electron guns could provide a sufficiently enhanced momentum resolution to resolve
the recovery of the ground state shortly following photo-excitation.
7.2.2 Perspectives for ULEED
Time-resolved structure determination by ULEED
Since the first realisation of ULEED the technique has successfully demonstrated
its capabilities with regard to time-resolved analysis of spot intensities and profiles
[17, 18, 53, 55]. However, one key achievement of conventional LEED still has to be
transferred to the time domain. If there was an ultimate experiment for ULEED,
it would involve surface structure determination, commonly referred to as surface
crystallography or I(V)-LEED. Here, recording the diffraction pattern of the sample
surface for a wide range of electron energies allows to track characteristic oscillations
in the intensities of individual spots. A comparison of the resulting experimental
data sets with structure models via calculations of the dynamic scattering factor
[111, 180] can be used to determine the atomic positions at the surface with sub-
angstrom resolution and element specificity.
Consequently, a time-resolved realisation of I(V)-LEED holds the potential to
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Figure 7.4: Concept of time-resolved surface structure determination by ULEED. a,
Schematic drawing of a tr-I(V)-LEED experiment. Energy-dependent spot intensities
(“LEED spectra”) are recorded for different pump-probe delays to identify structural
changes and reconstruct the time-dependent positions of surface atoms or adsorbates.
b,c, LEED patterns of the commensurate CDW phase of 1T -TaS2 taken at electron
energies of 100 eV (b) and 250 eV (c). d,e, LEED spectra recorded between 20 and 250
eV for two triplets of symmetry-equivalent spots indicated in b (red and violet circles).
Figures b-e adapted with permission from Ref. [319]. c© 2019 by the American Physical
Society.
states at surfaces, which are not accessible by standard techniques for structure de-
termination. The experimental scheme of tr-I(V)-LEED is presented in Fig. 7.4a.
Optical excitation is used to steer the surface into a nonequilibrium state with fi-
nite lifetime, while energy-dependent spot intensities are recorded by ULEED for a
fixed pump-delay ∆tp-el. Repeating this procedure for different delays with respect
to the excitation of the transient structure, the evolution of the structure can be
monitored throughout the relaxation process. By delivering precise atomic coor-
dinates, ultrafast LEED crystallography would strongly influence and support the
theoretical modelling of states and structures far from equilibrium. Beyond that,
given ideal experimental conditions2 and sufficiently high computing capacity, tr-
I(V)-LEED could be used to record true molecular movies of surfaces undergoing
structural transitions.
The road map towards time-resolved surface crystallography features a number
of challenges that need to be overcome. First, depending on the desired accu-
2That is, long-term stability of the laser system and the electron source, as well as a negligible
influence of sample degradation.
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racy and overall validity of the structural analysis, LEED spectra would have to
be recorded over a wide energy range. At the same time, the current microgun
design allows for energies between 30 and 120 eV. Assuming a single digit number
of non-symmetry equivalent spots, the maximum size of the data set for analysis is
limited to ∼ 1000 eV3, which is small compared to conventional I(V)-LEED studies.
While this motivates further development of the miniaturised electron sources for
ULEED, first tr-I(V)-LEED experiments will readily provide valuable insights into
ultrafast structural changes even for a reduced energy range. Second, the complexity
of dynamic structure factor calculations poses a significant challenge for the inter-
pretation of results and thus ideally requires expertise in this field. In this regard,
in a recent cooperation with Lutz Hammer and Tilman Kisslinger from the Univer-
sity of Erlangen-Nürnberg, such calculations have successfully been performed for
the commensurate CDW phase of 1T -TaS2 by a Master’s student from our group,
namely Gevin von Witte [319] (the associated experimental data shown in Fig. 7.4b
was recorded together with Tilman Kisslinger over the course of this thesis). This
will serve as a starting point for the future implementation of time-resolved surface
crystallography. A further technical challenge is posed by the synchronisation of
optical pump pulses with electron pulses of different energies. For tr-I(V)-LEED
experiments with a gun-sample distance of 500µm and an electron energy range
between 30 and 120 eV, the maximum difference in time-of-flight is ∆tmax ≈ 80 ps.
To maintain the high temporal resolution of ULEED in ultrafast surface crystal-
lography, this energy-dependent additional delay has to be compensated at every
energy step of the measurement by adapting the optical path length for the pump
pulse (∆smax ≈ 24 mm).
Despite these challenges, tr-I(V)-LEED remains a highly desirable extension of
ULEED capabilities and thus represents the next milestone in the further develop-
ment of the experiment. Importantly, possible sample systems for proof-of-principle
experiments are already at hand. This includes the photo-excited (4×1) phase of
indium on Si(111) investigated in this work, or the upside-down isomer of CO on
the NaCl(110) surface produced by infrared laser excitation [320]. Regarding indium
on silicon, time-resolved surface crystallography would be the ideal tool to identify
potential differences between the metastable and the equilibrium (4×1) structure.
3In I(V)-LEED, the size of the data set is typically given by the total width of energy intervals
over which LEED oscillations of individual spots are observed.
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Figure 7.5: Experimental scheme of stereo-
ULEED. Low-energy electron pulses from
a µm-sized gun are scattered by a mono-
or bilayer structure. The diffraction
patterns formed by forward- and back-
scattered electrons are recorded by MCPs
as a function of the pump-probe delay.
Comparison of reflection and transmission
data yields insights into, e.g. the roles
and/or couplings of in-plane (for trans-
mission) and out-of-plain (for reflection)













Ultrafast Stereo-LEED in transmission and reflection
ULEED with ps temporal resolution was first demonstrated in a transmission ge-
ometry, revealing ultrafast polymer dynamics on graphene after optical excitation
[17, 217]. While this approach was without alternative at the time due to the rel-
atively large electron source, today the combination of this concept with the func-
tionalities of miniaturised electron guns opens up new perspectives for ULEED, as
will be discussed below.
The physical properties of two-dimensional (quantum) materials often depends on
the number of layers, their relative orientation and inter-layer coupling. In recent
years, this ever-expanding class of materials attracted significant interest, aided
by the observation of novel electronic phases in magic-angle twisted bi- or multi-
layers of graphene [28] or the investigations of phase transitions in transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMDC) heterostructures [29, 30]. Whereas studies in this field
typically employ transport measurements or ARPES to investigate the electronic
subsystem, information about the potential role played by structural degrees of
freedom remains relatively scarce. In particular, the influence of in- and out-of-
plane modes on the properties of atomically thin layers is still an open subject.
Here, the concept of stereo-ULEED could make a significant contribution to the
understanding of such systems in terms of interlayer coupling or energy relaxation
channels. In stereo-LEED, diffraction patterns of transmitted and reflected low-
energy electron pulses would be recorded simultaneously as a function of the pump-
probe delay (see Fig. 7.5). This way, by harnessing the sensitivity of LEED in
transmission (reflection) to in-plane (out-of-plane) modes and comparing the two
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LEED patterns, contributions of both types of lattice vibrations, e.g. to phase
transitions, could be disentangled.
A major challenge in realising stereo-ULEED is given by the preparation of large
and clean mono- or bilayer samples. However, the µm spot size of the microgun
should prove advantageous in this respect. Moreover, pump-probe experiments on
thin films and at high repetition rates demand a sufficiently good thermal contact
between sample and holder to prevent cumulative heating. Fortunately, similar
challenges have been overcome in the context of ultrafast TEM experiments in our
group [224]. Building on this expertise, we are optimistic about this point. Lastly,
it is unclear, if the relatively low maximum electron energy available in ULEED
(∼ 100 − 150 eV) and the small resulting mean free path allows for transmission
experiments on bi-layer samples. However, given the ongoing development of the
miniaturised electron guns, an extension of the energy range to 200 eV seems possi-
ble.
Combined ULEED and OPP studies
The outcome of this thesis has benefited significantly from the combination of
ULEED and optical pump-probe spectroscopy. For this reason, the next step is
to develop this concept even further. As a motivation, many CDW materials ex-
hibit prominent amplitude modes with oscillation periods currently lying beyond
the temporal resolution of ULEED. In this respect, OPP could – to some extend
– supplement ULEED in terms of temporal resolution. Moreover, the complemen-
tary observables in both types of experiments would allow for the investigation of
ultrafast surface and monolayer (bilayer) dynamics from an electronic and a lattice
perspective. From a practical point of view, OPP experiments can often be car-
ried out significantly faster than electron diffraction experiments. Therefore, future
candidates for materials to be studied by ULEED could be examined first by OPP
under identical conditions. For example, measurements of ultrafast changes in the
absorption spectrum of molecules adsorbed on the surface could be used to fine-tune
optical excitation in ULEED, in which resonances can only be observed indirectly
by means of the resulting changes to the lattice structure. Finally, depending on
the chosen wavelength and the resulting finite penetration depth of the pump light,
transient reflectivity rather probes the bulk response of materials and thus provides
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Figure 7.6: New experimental chamber for
combined ULEED and OPP studies of
structural and electronic dynamics at sur-
faces. The new UHV setup features two
separate chambers for ULEED (violet)
and OPP (red) measurements. Optical
viewports mounted at the cube corners al-
low for excitation and at probing and long
wavelengths. Yellow, load lock, prepara-




complementary information about the coupling between surface layer and substrate,
or energy relaxation, respectively.
Recognising the potential of combined ULEED and OPP studies, an entirely new
ULEED setup has been designed within the last months of this work, and is currently
under construction (see Fig. 7.6). In particular, the new experiment features two
UHV cubes (one for ULEED and one for OPP experiments), facilitating optical
access to the sample and the mounting of different optical viewports optimised for
specific pump wavelengths. Each of the cubes is equipped with a cryo-manipulator
to enable ULEED and OPP measurements under identical conditions. In the first
construction stage, the preparation capabilities include cleaving of samples, electron
beam heating and the evaporation of molecules. The associated laser system can
be operated at repetition rates of up to 400 kHz, which will prove advantageous
with respect to future OPP studies. In summary, combining two complementary
techniques for the study ultrafast surface dynamics will yield exciting insights into
couplings and correlations between electronic and lattice degrees of freedom.
ULEED with multipulse or resonant optical excitation
The use of pulse sequences for the coherent control of the (8×2) transition and
mode-selective excitation of shear and rotation modes of the (8×2) structure in this
work motivates the application of this methodology to phase transitions in other
materials systems.
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A promising first target is given by the transition between the commensurate
CDW phase of 1T -TaS2 and the recently discovered hidden state of this material,
for which electronic excitation is believed to play a key role [36]. In this context,
essential questions concern the lifetime of electrons in the corresponding electronic
states and the possible role of coherences for the switching process. Here, ULEED in
combination with double-pulse optical excitation (F1 = F2 < Fth and F1 +F2 > Fth)
could show that the transition can be driven by means of accumulated electronic
excitation, and determine the time constant for the decay of excitations connected
to the switching dynamics. Moreover, it would be interesting to see if the absorp-
tion control scheme harnessed in this work can be applied to other materials with
prominent Raman-active modes.
In an alternative approach, future ULEED experiments could use intense MIR and
THz pulses to resonantly excite key structural modes. In this respect, the seminal
works of A. Cavalleri and co-workers demonstrate the potential of this ansatz for
the control of electronic [139, 309], superconducting [3] or ferroelectric [310] phases.
Since many of these experiments require base temperatures well below 10 K, future
ULEED measurements in this field can only be realised for a new cryostat design. At
slightly higher temperatures, the switching between the two isomers of CO molecules
adsorbed on NaCl(100) via resonant pumping at MIR wavelength [320] could pose
a rewarding challenge for ULEED.
7.2.3 Ultrafast low-energy electron microscopy
The role of microscopic inhomogeneities on dynamical processes at surfaces goes far
beyond the case of indium on silicon – in fact, it represents a central aspect of the
physics of low-dimensional systems or surface catalysis. While electronic structure
dynamics at surfaces can readily be examined by a variety of techniques, includ-
ing ultrafast optical spectroscopy, trARPES, THz-STM [311, 316] or trPEEM [321],
methods directly accessing the lattice structure remain relatively scarce. To mention
another aspect, in many cases, a comprehensive understanding of surface processes
cannot be achieved by studies of the micro-scale correlations of electrons, phonons
or spins alone (see Fig. 7.7a). Rather, the macroscopic properties of surfaces and
their potential for technical applications are determined by dynamics occurring on
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Figure 7.7: Motivation and concept for ULEEM. a, Hierarchies of couplings and correlations
leading to macroscopic materials properties and functionalities. Short-pulsed excitation
of a sub-system (here, optical excitation of the charges) may be used to probe microscopic
equilibration of structural, electronic and spin degrees of freedom, typically in a spatially
averaged way. However, these processes are strongly affected by mesoscale structural
heterogeneity, governing, for example, the spatiotemporal redistribution of excitations,
their ballistic and diffusive transport, and the nucleation of domains. The ULEEM
project aims at the direct observation of spatiotemporal nonequilibrium phenomena on
the nanoscale. b, Experimental scheme of ULEEM. Ultrashort electron pulses from a
laser-driven field emitter are accelerated to keV energies and pass the lens system as
well as the electrostatic prism array for beam shaping and compression (optional). The
electrons are subsequently decelerated and focused onto the optically excited sample.
Reflected electrons re-enter prism 2 and are deflected towards the detector.
tructured materials. These phenomena can only be studied indirectly by spatially-
averaging techniques, which motivates the search for local probes of electron and
specifically lattice dynamics. However, as of today, there is no existing ultrafast
microscopy scheme with direct sensitivity to the atomic-scale surface structure.
Recognising the potential of such an approach, and considering the experience
gained in the development and application of ULEED and ultrafast transmission
electron microscopy (UTEM), a technical realisation of ultrafast low-energy elec-
tron microscopy (ULEEM) for the time-resolved observation of structural dynamics
at surfaces on a nm-fs scale seems a promising and realistic objective. LEEM is a ver-
satile and powerful technique, which employs low-energy electron scattering off sur-
faces to obtain both real-space and diffraction information on surface structures with
resolutions down to 2 nm [322]. As is typical for electron microscopies in general, it
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encompasses not just one, but a variety of contrast mechanisms, with different meth-
ods tailored to specific structural and electronic observables. By combining LEEM
with stroboscopic imaging in an optical pump-probe scheme (see Fig. 7.7b) this range
of functionalities can be employed for time-resolved investigations. Major challenges
in the realisation of ULEEM include the control over the energy bandwidth and du-
ration of ultrashort keV electron pulses4, and the realisation of reversible dynamics,
e.g. by structured illumination [224]. In meeting these challenges, the transfer of
knowledge from UTEM and ULEED will prove extremely helpful.
As far as potential applications of ULEEM are concerned, recent dark field schemes
developed in UTEM [224] could be adapted for ULEEM to observe the order pa-
rameter motion in surface-specific structural phase transitions. Moreover, the com-
bination of high temporal resolution and energy-resolved operation modes, such
as PEEM [321], low-energy electron potentiometry (LEEP) [323] or angle-resolved
reflected-electron spectroscopy (ARRES) [324] would enable two-dimensional spec-
troscopy studies on the nanoscale [211]. Finally, the local switching of CDW ma-
terials or catalytic surfaces on fs-ps timescales via the sub-wavelength confinement
of light at nanostructures is another fascinating objective. Such experiments would
represent an important step for the functionalisation of phase change materials, e.g.
in terms of ultrafast switches or logic gates, and the active optical control over the
transient domain structure of surfaces.
4Note that in LEEM, electrons are first accelerated to ∼ 15 keV (Ucathode = −15 kV) to be
decelerated just before the sample surface (Usample = Ucathode −∆U , with e∆U = Ekin,surf)
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Debye-Waller effect and diffuse scattering
Bragg reflexes in the LEED pattern originate from the coherent elastic back-scattering
of electrons from atomic cores or inner shell electrons of a solid. Herein, the atomic
positions within the unit cell determine the spot intensities (see Sec. 2.3.2). How-
ever, in deriving the structure factor F (see Sec. 2.3.2), we have ignored that at finite
temperature the crystal is no longer static, and atoms move around their equilibrium
coordinates ρj1. This thermal motion influences the diffraction pattern in different
ways. Most strikingly, Bragg spot intensities decrease with increasing temperature,
as first described by Debye [202] and Waller [203]. This Debye-Waller suppression
occurs not only in LEED, but also in other diffraction techniques, and is often used to
infer temperature changes of a sample. The associated Debye-Waller factor (DWF)
is often interpreted as a measure of the (lattice) coherence in elastic scattering
[179]. In kinematic scattering theory, the DWF appears as first-order contribution
of thermal motion to the diffraction pattern. Furthermore, the second-order contri-
bution to I, commonly referred to as thermal diffusive scattering (TDS), contains
complementary information about collective excitations of the atomic lattice (e.g.
phonons or plasmons) and is accessible via the inelastic background analysis. Both
Debye-Waller suppressions and TDS have recently been investigated by means of
time-resolved diffraction, providing insights into nonequilibrium heat transfer and
single-phonon populations.
Debye-Waller effect In order to quantitatively understand the influence of
temperature on the LEED pattern, we recall the structure factor F , (second factor in
1To be precise, even at T = 0, the uncertainty principle dictates small deviations from equilib-
rium positions (zero-point motion) [186].
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Eq. 2.41)2. Specifically, we follow Ref. [186] and calculate I(∆k) = |F |2 for identical
scatterers (fi = fj = f) located at positions ρi and ρj:
I(∆k) = f 2
∑
i,j
exp(−i∆k · (ρi − ρj)). (A.1)
For ∆k = Ghk this gives all elastic (Bragg) reflexes of the LEED pattern. How-
ever, as previously indicated, Eq. 2.41 and Eq.A.1 neglect both zero-point vibra-
tions (T = 0 K) and thermal occupation of phonon modes (T > 0 K) causing
atoms to fluctuate around their equilibrium positions. This results in diffraction
from a distorted lattice, since interactions between electrons and atoms take place
on timescales significantly shorter than phonon oscillation periods [111]. To take
into account this thermal motion, the atomic coordinates ρi in Eq.A.1 are split into
time-dependent and independent terms, so that ρi = ρi(t) = ρi,0 + ui(t). In this





where I0 = f 2
∑
i,j exp(−i∆k · [ρi,0 − ρj,0]) is the intensity calculated from the
structure factor of the ideal (frozen) lattice and ui(t) = ∆k ·ui(t) the component of
thermal atomic motion in the direction of the scattering vector. For small mean os-
cillation amplitudes the time-dependent factor in Eq.A.2 can be expanded to second





Here, we have used that term linear in ∆k∆uij(t), that is, the first moment (mean
value) of the spatial probability density distribution vanishes, because the time-
dependent displacements occur statistically in all directions. EquationA.3 can there-
fore be further approximated by





2Here we neglect the possibility of a thermally induced structural phase transition, which would
also influence the lattice factor G.
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In the first line, we have used that 〈∆uij(t)〉2 = 〈ui(t) − uj(t)〉2 = u2i + u2i −
2〈ui(t)uj(t)〉. Finally, Eq.A.5 is obtained by expanding the last exponential fac-
tor for small amplitudes vibrational amplitudes ui(t). Consequently, the first-order
contribution to the intensity of the diffraction pattern is
I1 = I0 exp(−∆k2〈u2〉) = I0 exp(−2M), (A.6)
with the Debye-Waller factor DWF = exp(−2M). Since I0 is solely determined by
the Laue condition, Eq.A.6 describes the temperature-induced suppression of reflex
intensities. We further note that thermal atomic motion has no effect on the width
of diffraction spots. Moreover, the DWF is larger for higher-order spots due to its
∆k2-dependence.
DWF in the Debye model Notwithstanding these insights, the mean quadratic
displacement 〈u2〉 is hardly accessible experimentally. Hence, for practical reasons,
a description of intensity suppression as a function of temperature T is desirable.
The connection between 〈u2〉 and T has been worked out by Refs. [186] and [10].
Here, based on a harmonic approximation, the mean quadratic displacement 〈u2〉ω









with ωD being the Debye frequency, n(ω, T ) = ~ω/[exp(~ω/kBT ) − 1] the Boltz-
mann distribution and DD(ω) the dispersion relation in the Debye model. Further
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where ma is the atomic mass, kb the Boltzmann constant, θD = ~ωD the Debye
temperature, and ξ = ~ω/kBT . The temperature θD is defined such that for T > θD
all phonon modes are thermally excited, whereas for T < θD certain modes freeze
out depending on their energy. Moreover, we note that the occurring integral cannot






Thus, in the high-temperature limit, the Deybe-Waller-type suppression of the spot
intensities in LEED (∆k = Ghk) is described by








Here, we have used that 〈∆k ·ui(t)2〉 = |∆k|2〈ui(t)2〉〈cos2(ϕ)〉 and 〈cos2(ϕ)〉 = 1/3.
Importantly, for temperatures T < θD, Eq.A.9 deviates from the numerical solution
of Eq.A.8. For this low-temperature case, Hardy et al. [325] have proposed an


























As the majority of experiments carried out as part of this work were performed at
cryostatic temperatures either close to or below θD, Eq.A.11 will be used most of
the time in analysing temperature-induced spot suppression.
Thermal diffuse scattering We now examine the second order contribution in
Eq.A.5 associated with thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), following the arguments
of Ref. [186]. For this, we note that the time-dependent thermal motion of atoms




Aq,m êm cos(ωm(q)t− q · ρm + φm(q)). (A.12)
Here, we sum over the wave vectors q of all 3N modes m, N being the number of
atoms in the unit cell. Aq,m is the phonon amplitude with polarisation êm, ωm(q)
the phonon frequency and φm(q) the initial phase. By using this ansatz to calculate
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[δ(∆k + q −Ghk) + δ(∆k − q −Ghk)], (A.13)
where nq,m is the mode the mode-specific population due to the Bose-Einstein dis-






exp(−Mi)(∆k · êm,i,∆k), (A.14)
with the atomic massma,i, the single-phonon DWF exp(−Mi) and the phonon polar-
isation denoted by êm,i,∆k. According to Eq.A.13, TDS arises from correlated atomic
motion or phonons, respectively [186]. Since the intensity of TDS directly depends
on ω(q), Eq.A.13 can be used to reconstruct the phonon dispersion relation. In the
diffraction pattern, for each phonon, TDS produces satellite peaks around Bragg
spots at positions G±q with intensities depending on (1) the relative orientation of
the scattering vector ∆k and direction of the lattice vibration êm,i,∆k, as well as (2)
the phonon amplitude related to (nq,m+ 1/2). For large crystals the TDS signal is a
continuous function of ∆k since all occupied structural modes with wave vectors q
contribute to the signal3. As a alternative to neutron scattering, TDS has been em-
ployed to investigate phonon band structures [326]. Lately, ultrafast measurements
of the thermal diffuse background in XRD [327] and high-energy electron diffrac-
tion [301, 328, 329] allowed to follow energy relaxation due to electron-phonon and
phonon-phonon coupling by extracting the time-dependent populations of individual
phonon modes. Furthermore, a recent work from our group [55, 112] demonstrates
that an analysis of the thermal diffuse background in ULEED provides access to
the occupation of zone center acoustic modes on a few-picosecond timescale, while
maintaining high surface sensitivity.
3In many cases, i.e. for a subset of phonons fulfilling both condition (1) and (2) particularly
well, the thermal diffuse background features pronounced streaks between Bragg spots.
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c Ekin = 200 eV
SiliconIndium
Figure B.1: Scattering amplitudes of indium and silicon as a function of the scattering
angle for electron kinetic energies of 50 eV (a), 100 eV (b) and 200 eV (c). Note that
the scattering amplitudes have been calculated for bulk structures (indium: tetragonal
phase). For low electron energies (Ekin ∼ 100 eV) the LEED signal is dominated by
back-scattering (ϕ = 180◦) from the heavier indium atoms. The underlying calculations
have been carried out by Tilman Kisslinger (University of Erlangen-Nürnberg).
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Figure B.2: Scheme of the (8×2) diffraction pattern used as a reference for spot indexing
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Figure B.3: Optical setup for microgun experiments. An Yb:YAG laser amplifier systsm
(Light conversion “Pharos”, central wavelength λc = 1030 nm, ~ω = 1.20 eV, pulse
duration ∆τ = 212 fs, output power Pout = 15 W, repetition rate frep = 100 kHz,
pulse energy Ep = 150µJ) pumps a non-collinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA,
Light conversion “Orpheus-N-2H”), generating fs light pulses at central wavelengths of
λc = 800 nm (“signal”; ~ω = 1.55 eV) λc = 400 nm (“second harmonic”). The second
harmonic beam is attenuated and focused onto a tungsten needle emitter inside the
micrometer-sized electron gun to generate photoelectron pulses by means of two-photon
photoemission. The signal beam, on the other hand, passes an optical delay stage and
pumps the sample at an adjustable time delay with respect to the electron pulses probing
the state of the surface. ND, neutral density; λ/2, half-wave plate; MCP, micro-channel
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